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ABSTRACT

In 2004 the Cassini-Huygens mission arrived at Saturn. As the first ever Saturn orbiter, Cassini collected data reaching from the largest moon, Titan, at 20 Saturn radii ($R_S$), to the atmosphere during its death plunge in 2017. This mission drastically shifted our understanding of the Saturn system by providing insights of complex dynamics for over a decade. One of the major findings was of cryovolcanic geysers on Enceladus at 4 $R_S$, deep in the region dominated by Saturn’s magnetic field, or magnetosphere. The water from Enceladus is one of the major factors leading to an instability of charged particles, or plasma, called interchange. Interchange is most similar to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, in which the rapid rotation of Saturn drives dense plasma into less dense $H^+$, resulting in inward moving high-energy plasma, and outward moving dense plasma. Interchange has long been expected as a process of plasma transport throughout planetary magnetospheres and due to Cassini, statistical studies are now able to answer in new detail questions about interchange’s role in magnetospheric dynamics including plasma transport, energization, and loss.

In this thesis I present a supervised physics-based classification of interchange from high-energy (3-220 keV) ions using methods commonly employed in machine learning merged with physical knowledge of Saturn’s environment. With this standardized list, subsequent work can be broken into four advancements toward understanding Saturn’s plasma dynamics. First, this thesis developed estimations of event size, location, and severity, painting interchange as a complex instability sensitive to in-situ plasma dynamics. Second, an investigation of ionospheric influence on injections demonstrated limited control, opening up questions on the ionosphere’s role in interchange. Third, interchange was shown to be adiabatically energizing plasma around Saturn and long-standing observations of energetic regions of Saturn were explained through quantification of plasma-neutral interactions. Fourth, the original physics-based classification was used to propose a framework toward applications of machine learning to gain physical understanding benefiting from the surge of planetary space physics data available. This work provides a data-rich perspective on mass transport in planetary magnetospheres through characterizing Saturn’s complex environment and details a path for integrating physics into machine learning.
CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Exploration of Saturn’s Complex System

In 2004, the Cassini-Huygens mission arrived at Saturn. For the next 13 years, this mission collected 635 gigabytes (GB) of scientific data about Saturn and its complex system of rings and moons (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2017a). The previous missions to Saturn, Pioneer 11, Voyager I and II, provided only brief fly bys of the planet in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In comparison, Voyager I and II, each had a 70 kilobyte (kB) or 8-track tape machine to fill with observations before transmitting these data to Earth (NASA Headquarters, 1980). This means that as the first orbiter around Saturn, Cassini offers a new data rich perspective of the planet (see Figure 1.1). Saturn now has the second most observed near-space magnetic environment, or magnetosphere, after that of Earth (Gombosi et al., 2009). These data allow for the first measurements to disentangle spatio-temporal dynamics and enable large scale statistical methods.

From Cassini, many of our previous expectations about the Saturn space environment have been overturned. One such example is the primary source of mass throughout the magnetosphere. Previously this was thought to be the largest moon of Saturn, Titan, near 20 Saturn Radii (RS) from the planet. Instead, Enceladus, a small and unassuming moon deep within the magnetosphere at 4 RS, was observed outgassing plumes of icy particles and vapor from the southern region of its pole (see Figure 1.2) (Porco et al., 2006; Dougherty et al., 2006). Enceladus alone is estimated to be contributing 150-350 kg/s of material (Hansen et al., 2006). The plumes are thought to be sourced from liquid water under Enceladus’ icy crust and include organics (e.g. Waite Jr. et al., 2006). This discovery has excited the field of planetary science due to its unexpected finding of a mass source and of a potentially life supporting environment in a system so far from the Sun (Porco, 2017).
Figure 1.1: A timeline of Saturn system exploration. This image illustrates the history of all spacecraft missions sent to Saturn over the last half century. The most recent of which was the Cassini-Huygens mission which collected data over the Saturn system over multiple years, resulting in the back lit image shown within this figure. Images used in this figure are credited within.

1.2 A Neutral Dominated Magnetosphere

Saturn’s magnetosphere is often called neutral dominated due to the effect of Enceladus plume material spreading out from 4 \( R_S \) to populate the expansive E-ring (stretching from 3 \( R_S \) outwards to near Titan at 20 \( R_S \)) (e.g. Srama et al., 2006). This dense material is primarily composed of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) (~91 ± 3% as compared to other molecular species) (Spahn et al., 2006; Waite Jr. et al., 2006). It is now understood that this neutral environment contains primary species of OH, H, and O in addition to \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) (e.g. Dialynas et al., 2013; Esposito et al., 2005; Perry et al., 2010). This results in a neutral dominated region in the magnetosphere of Saturn with a minimum mean neutral-to-ion ratio of 60 within the equatorial 3–5 \( R_S \) region and increasing beyond (see review within Mauk et al., 2009; “The distribution of atomic hydrogen and oxygen in the magnetosphere of Saturn”, 2009; Shemansky et al., 2009). For comparison Saturn’s neutral to ion ratio is approximately 3 orders of magnitude higher than at Jupiter, another gas giant magnetosphere with mass sourced from a moon (Io in Jupiter’s case) (Delamere et al., 2007). This complex mix of neutrals filling the magnetosphere, in addition to the unique presence of Cassini, makes Saturn an ideal location to study the effects of neutral and dusty plasma interactions.
The dusty plasma environment around Saturn from its extensive ring system and Enceladus, impacts the dynamics of other particle and plasma populations (e.g. Wahlund et al., 2009; Morooka et al., 2018). This provides a unique test case to study other astrophysical systems, including planetary formation. Dusty plasma is considered a major stage for planetary formation from early nebula (Goertz, 1989; Birnstiel et al., 2016). From this source population of neutrals and dust a small amount undergoes ionization by impact ionization and charge-exchange, creating a dense and low temperature plasma population close to Saturn (Fleshman et al., 2013; Jurac & Richardson, 2005). This cold and dense plasma population’s transition to the hotter tenuous plasma of the outer magnetosphere as observed through multiple Cassini passes has been termed a plasmapause (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2015; Young et al., 2005). This dense plasma is pushed against hot and less dense plasma, thought to be energized through tail reconnection processes (see Mitchell et al., 2015, for review of the energization process). The transition itself between these two plasma populations is often abrupt, and averages to near 10 R_S with significant variation in both time and space, with extensions at times of 15 R_S (Thomsen et al., 2015; Thomsen & Coates, 2019). Put into perspective, on the dayside of the planet, this dense water
rich population can extend to the magnetopause.

The transition from one population to another upon this plasmapause boundary are not always immediate. During certain Cassini orbits, alternating occurrences of these two plasma populations are observed before transitioning into the dominant population (Thomsen et al., 2015). Interchanging plasma populations are a necessary condition to transport cold plasma from the neutral dominated inner magnetosphere outwards, and subsequently from the energetic less dense populations inwards (see Thomsen, 2013, for a review). Interchange has long been proposed as a theoretical requirement of how mass must move around mass loaded magnetospheres (Southwood & Kivelson, 1987). The subsequent discovery of the unexpected water outgassing from Enceladus, shifted the understanding of mass transport around Saturn and brought the role of interchange to new importance.

This thesis uses large-scale statistics to fill in a new picture of interchange at Saturn. At the start of this work, how exactly these two plasma populations interchanged was unknown. Global understanding of the role of interchange in the Saturn system was limited. In Figure 1.3, an illustration of the interchange region in Saturn’s magnetosphere is shown with limited mixing of the two plasma populations.

The rest of this work investigates with the Cassini dataset, a new understanding of how interchange acts in Saturn’s magnetosphere.

1.3 Interchange: A Critical Process in Transport

A magnetosphere can be considered the region in which particle motions respond to the magnetic field of the main body (Gold, 1959). At Saturn, the magnetosphere can be considered to extend on the dayside to the magnetopause, which nominally exists at 25 $R_S$ but ranges between 17 and 29 $R_S$ (Arridge, André, McAndrews, et al., 2011); occasionally leaving Titan at 20 $R_S$ exposed to the solar wind. The dynamics of magnetospheres, or magnetic field and particle interactions, are responsible for the occurrence of the aurora at many planets, as well as the more damaging phenomena of space weather at Earth. How mass is circulated throughout a magnetosphere depends on both the internal (inside the magnetosphere), and external (most often referring to the solar wind) effects. One of the long standing questions of interest to magnetospheric studies has been to understand how mass is transported throughout a magnetosphere. Magnetospheres can be considered an interconnected system, in which the dynamics of the outer most reaches can affect observations at the upper atmosphere through complex interactions of magnetic fields and particle motion (e.g.
Figure 1.3: Schematic of interchange region at Saturn. This illustration provides a top-down view of the two plasma populations acting in interchange. In blue is the Enceladus sourced cool plasma. In orange, a further distant hot plasma. Interchange occurs through mixing these two populations. This figure was created in consultation and with permission from Falconieri Visuals. Copyright held by Falconieri Visuals.
Studies into transport therefore, have been essential to understanding all parts of an interconnected magnetospheres.

How transport responds to internal or external influences categorizes a magnetosphere as either externally influenced or internally influenced. On one side of this classification, Mercury and Earth present as externally driven, where the magnetospheres respond to primary driving from mass, momentum, and energy from the solar wind. The circulation system for internally driven systems is the Dungey cycle, in which the solar wind triggers periodic mass release through magnetic reconnection from the tail, or far reaches of the magnetosphere (Dungey, 1961, 1963). Jupiter alternatively presents an internally driven system dominated by the mass loading of the inner magnetosphere from the moon Io, and the rapid rotation of the planet creates a situation known as the Vasyliunas cycle (e.g. Bagenal, 2007; Krupp et al., 2004). In this mass release process, the primary driver is the rapid rotation of the planet itself, and internally generated mass loaded fielded lines are stretched downtail with the rapid rotation of the planet until magnetic reconnection occurs (Vasyliunas, 1983).

Saturn however breaks this traditional classification with presentation of both internal and external influences, and of both major mass transport processes (see reviews within Krupp et al., 2018; Thomsen, 2013).

These two main reconnection driven transport systems do not complete the full picture of mass transport in internally loaded systems. Interchange is traditionally considered an internal process, arising from the combination of mass loading and the rapid rotation of a planet (Southwood & Kivelson, 1987, 1989). Interchange fulfills the role of a bridge between the inner and outer regions of a magnetosphere. It transports plasma from the dense inner regions outwards, and similarly energized plasma inwards. Historically at Earth interchange was invoked as a description of inherent instability of the system, and more modernly, plasmapause evolution although evidence points toward convective erosion rather than interchange (e.g. Gold, 1959; Lemaire & Kowalkowski, 1981; Pierrard & Lemaire, 2004; Goldstein et al., 2003). This original concept was applied to the rapidly rotating outer planets by Hill (1976) (see Achilleos et al., 2015, for a review of the early history of interchange theory). At the outer planets, interchange is of greater importance due to higher mass loading and faster rotational rates. Interchange and its role in transport can now be studied in these systems due to modern observations.

Interchange itself can be considered most analogous to a Rayleigh-Taylor like instability, wherein a dense fluid is forced, usually by gravity, into a less dense fluid, creating a naturally dynamically unstable system. At Saturn, this is analogous to the
Figure 1.4: Magnetohydrodynamic simulation of interchange from Liu et al. (2010). The four panels represent a temporally evolving interchange unstable system using the Rice Convection Model. EETA represents flux tube ion content in ions per Weber. This represents the most cohesive system wide understanding of interchange at the start of this work. The reproduced figure is from an article within an American Geophysical Union (AGU) journal (see citation above and within). AGU does not request permission in use for republication in academic works.
rapid rotation of the planet at \( \sim 10.7 \) hours imparting a centrifugal force outwards upon the plasma gradient between the cold dense plasma and the hot tenuous plasma of the outer magnetosphere (e.g. Delamere et al., 2015). Within this framework interchange motions would be considered to be respondent to the internal dynamics of the system and result in a system of interchange around Saturn shown in Figure 1.4. This series of magnetohydrodynamic simulations demonstrated the potential of interchange at Saturn for transporting plasma throughout the system by showing series of interchanging plasma populations (Liu et al., 2010; Liu & Hill, 2012). At the time of this thesis, these simulations presented the most complete system-wide understanding of Saturn’s interchanging region. These results demonstrate the feasibility of the instability at Saturn. As discussed within Thomsen (2013), these simulations do not capture the observed rapid nature of injections. Additionally, observations from Cassini, and Galileo at Jupiter, began to bring into question the spatial locations of interchanging regions and interchange’s response to external driving.

1.4 Observations of Interchange Injections

Previous to Cassini, the Galileo mission to Jupiter recorded observations of rapidly (\( \sim 100 \) km/s) traveling plasma toward the planet. These were identified as incoming interchange injections from at least 1 Jupiter Radii (\( R_J \)) if not more (“Galileo evidence for rapid interchange transport in the Io torus”, 1997; Kivelson et al., 1997). Within these events significant changes in the pitch angle anisotropy hinted toward plasma heating, and interchange as a source of energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere (“Galileo evidence for rapid interchange transport in the Io torus”, 1997). These incoming injections were most readily identified as enhancements of magnetic field upon the background magnetic field, thought to be from the requirement of magnetic and particle pressure balance within events (Kivelson et al., 1997; Lai et al., 2016; André et al., 2007, 2005). Similar to subsequent observations of injections by Cassini, the incoming interchange events, or injections, were much more readily identified than the equivalent outgoing drift. This created one of the first mysteries surrounded interchange injections as both the inflow and outflow should occur (seen in Figure 1.4). Evidence of outflow channels were not found until several years into the Cassini mission, in which Thomsen et al. (2015) identified an outflow region of the cold thermal plasma traveling outwards. Unfortunately, large-scale statistical studies of interchange were limited within Jupiter’s system, as the Galileo mission suffered a catastrophic failure to deploy its high-gain antenna. As such the data return to
understand interchange was limited as only small amounts of the originally planned data was returned to Earth for analysis.

Within the Cassini observations, similar to Galileo, interchange injections can be identified through the suite of particle, wave, and magnetic field data. Within Figure 1.5 from Azari et al. (2018), a series of four incoming injections are presented in the Cassini data from the Cassini Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument: Charge Energy Mass Spectrometer (CHEMS), the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS), and magnetometer (MAG). Within this Figure the four unique injections appear column like in the spectrometer data, with a corresponding enhancement of magnetic field upon the background. In terms of particle measurements, an inward moving interchange flux tube is normally characterized by its intensification of hotter plasma (>100 eV) and depletion of cold plasma. Since the arrival of Cassini at Saturn in 2004, interchange events have been observed with multiple sensors and thought to be the primary form of plasma transport from the inner magnetosphere to the outer magnetosphere at Saturn (e.g. André et al., 2005, 2007; Burch et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2005; Mauk et al., 2005; Rymer et al., 2009; Thomsen et al., 2014).

Interchange injections can be distinguished from the effects of large-tail related transport, also unfortunately called injections, from the primary location of these two effects and the energy range and scales of the incoming material. Compared to interchange events, larger scale flux transport events related to the Dungey and Vasyliunas cycle occur predominantly within the night and morning sectors, as well as further outwards within the tail of the magnetosphere (> 15 Rs) lending credence to their relation to reconnection processes (Müller et al., 2010). Large-scale injections are associated with reconnection and follow particle acceleration and heating non-adiabatically from current sheet collapse, whereas interchange injections are expected to be primarily adiabatically energized (Mitchell et al., 2015). Within this work, interchange injections will be referred to as “interchange”, or "injections", while tail-related processes will be referred to “large-scale injections” as much as possible. These larger scale injections are often discussed in relation to post-reconnection-driven transport, but their association with interchanging small events is not well constrained. Previous statistical studies with the Cassini mission have found varying local time and longitude organization of these small scale injections (Thomsen, 2013), leading to uncertainty in interchange’s role in the Saturn system for mass transport and relation to external influences. These previous surveys however, all used different primary sensors for manual identification with little comparison between surveys. This suggested disagreement in the identification methods that impacted the scientific conclusions.
Figure 1.5: Series of interchange injections from Azari et al. (2018) on 2006 day of year 080. The top plot is the differential energy flux of H$^+$ as measured by CHEMS between 3 and 220 keV, followed by the CAPS ELS differential energy flux for electrons from Anode 4, and finally the magnetic field in KRTP (Kronocentric body-fixed, J2000 spherical coordinates). The reproduced figure is from an article within an AGU journal (see citation above). AGU does not request permission in use for republication in academic works.
gathered from these surveys. In addition, the majority of these surveys focused on the depletion of the thermal plasma and resultant signatures, such as plasma wave excitation, or magnetic field enhancement (Lai et al., 2016; Kennelly et al., 2013; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008), and the intensification of high-energy (keV) H$^+$ was often not included.

1.4.1 High-Energy Observations

The CHEMS high-energy sensor, presented in the top panel of Figure 1.5, clearly demonstrates an intensification of H$^+$ related to the transport of the material toward Saturn. It is expected that the thermal plasma should follow in greater agreement with the theory presented above. The high energy relation to the low energy signatures of interchange however is unclear. Müller et al. (2010) reviewed the high energy component of electron injections, but this study was pursued on a not yet complete Cassini mission and while their injection identification criteria is not a primary objective of the work, injections included were likely long-duration and related to tail processes. Interchange injections had not been examined statistically to understand high energy ion transport within the magnetosphere of Saturn, and this left conclusions about the system of transport incomplete. These questions included how the high energy regime related to the thermal plasma signatures, and to large scale injections and external influence. To understand the flow of mass around Saturn the creation of a standardized list of the high-energy ions was needed.

CHEMS was an active sensor onboard Cassini which collected pitch angle information and species resolved keV range particle data (Krimigis et al., 2004). Unlike the CAPS sensor, which was terminated mid-mission, CHEMS provides a mission long dataset of hydrogen and other ion information throughout the magnetosphere of Saturn. This allows for CHEMS to be used in statistical studies to evaluate the global system (e.g. Allen et al., 2017). Cassini’s particle and field suite was designed with CAPS to be operational but due to technical difficulties the thermal dataset was limited after 2012. In one example, current calculations of equatorial plasma parameters inside of the magnetosphere can only be calculated for under 5% of the completed Cassini mission (Wilson et al., 2017). Nonetheless, CAPS informed a wide range of interchange surveys before 2012 which greatly advanced understanding of the thermal behavior of interchange. The difficulties encountered after 2012 created a need for other plasma instruments onboard Cassini for analysis. This included sensors which were originally unplanned to be used as the primary plasma sensors.

CHEMS for example, collects pitch angle information, which is critical to under-
standing the role of interchange within the system, but only for a distinct angular subset of the full available pitch angle space. A particle’s pitch angle is the angle between its velocity vector and the magnetic field as it orbits around a magnetic field. A particle’s pitch angle offers insight into plasma dynamics. On CHEMS this subset varies over the mission as the spacecraft rotates. Similarly, there are data gaps, both at single time points throughout the dataset, and over multiple sequential points in time (as can be seen within the CHEMS data in Figure 1.5). In addition to the inherent spatio-temporal nature of the satellite trajectory and dynamic system being measured, this creates a challenging task for automatic identification of interchange.

1.5 Context of Planetary Data for Machine Learning

Cassini was the first, and as planned, only long duration spacecraft to study Saturn’s magnetosphere. Due to the recent occurrence of this mission arriving in 2004, statistical studies using machine learning on Saturn have been limited in comparison to other large-data communities. Studies using machine learning are particularly new to scientific analysis of planetary systems. Within other subsets of space physics, primarily space weather and solar physics, machine learning has shown promise in applications toward prediction (see relevant overviews within Camporeale, 2019; M. Bobra, 2017). Planetary science has also seen a surge of machine learning applications focused on environmental characterization such as change detection on planetary surfaces (e.g. Kerner et al., 2019) and for exoplanet detection (e.g. Millholland & Laughlin, 2017). Where does this leave applications of machine learning for understanding mass transport around Saturn? It makes sense to take advantage of the 635 GB collected from Cassini, but applications of machine learning for prediction are limited in planetary science. The main goal of this work is to understand and derive meaning from the observations within the context of the theoretical understanding of transport in planetary magnetospheres. In this context, the interpretability and explainability, or human understanding, of the machine learning model is critical.

Within the machine learning community incorporating knowledge that is specific to the application at hand, has been termed domain-knowledge. Within the physics community, this is known as physics-informed machine learning (e.g. Raissi et al., 2019). In the geosciences, such methods have advantages toward allowing scientists to interpret results, use existing knowledge, and to address specific issues in the nature of geoscience data that pose challenges to the applications of machine learning (Ebert-Uphoff et al., 2019). Geoscience data often has a spatio-temporal nature as
**Figure 1.6:** Model adjusted framework for machine learning in planetary sciences to gain physical insight. This diagrams a continuum moving from model bound, or purely theory bound, toward model free. The figure in model bound are from Jia, Hansen, et al. (2012), a magnetohydrodynamics simulation of Saturn’s magnetosphere. The figure in model free is from Y. Chen et al. (2019), deep learning feature correlations for solar flare precursor identification. This figure contains subfigures from AGU journals. AGU does not request permission in use for republication in academic works but we do point readers toward the associated AGU works for citation.
well as rare events that scientists are interested in learning about (Karpatne et al., 2019). These challenges are only accentuated in planetary data, which not only has these aspects, but also from unexpected issues such as Galileo’s transmission rate limitations, Cassini CAPS technical issues, or CHEMS’ pitch angle resolution. The data from such planetary missions can be used, and these challenges addressed with machine learning by incorporating prior knowledge and pursuing model-adjusted applications. Figure 1.6 presents a proposed framework in this thesis of model-adjusted machine learning. In this framework, using domain knowledge specific to the planetary application, is used to address limitations of planetary datasets and to increase interpretability and explainability. As planetary missions continue to collect large amounts of data, such methods will become essential tools for scientific analysis, but there are still many questions about best practices in applying these methods.

1.6 Guiding Questions

The Cassini mission presents an ideal dataset in which to apply and examine model-adjusted machine learning to understand the role interchange injections play in planetary magnetosphere. Presented here are the guiding questions for the following thesis.

1. How are interchange injections distributed spatio-temporally and what implications does this have toward relation to large-scale dynamics of the Saturn system?

2. Are observed interchange injections sensitive to internal processes, such as ionospheric conductivity?

3. What role do interchange injections play in system wide transport for energization and loss?

4. When applying machine learning to answer planetary science questions, what considerations are needed?

These questions address the role interchange plays as a major transport process at Saturn and provide paths forward toward completing understanding of planetary magnetosphere mass transport, and future work in applications of machine learning to understand physical systems.
1.7 Outline

In Chapter II, question 1 is addressed by identification and analysis of interchange injections through a supervised physics-based classification most similar to a logistic regression using the CHEMS high-energy H\(^+\) flux data. In Chapter III, question 2 is addressed through reviewing organization of interchange with respect to longitude system which map into the ionosphere of the planet. In Chapter IV, question 3 is addressed by deriving a pitch angle parameter from the Cassini data to study how plasma is energized, and lost within the system, and compared to the system-wide distribution of energetic particles. In Chapter V, the original algorithm developed in Chapter II is evaluated against logistic regression and random forest models with varying data subsets to address question 4. As machine learning and even broader, large-scale statistics and visualization methods, are relatively new to the geoscience community, part of this thesis addresses developing educational material to train undergraduate and graduate students in application of statistical and visualization methods. This work is summarized in the Appendix. Finally, in Chapter VI the findings from these questions are discussed to provide a new picture of the Saturn system within the context of planetary magnetosphere mass transport, and comment on future directions of both the scientific pursuit of this topic and for applications of machine learning to other planetary science questions.
CHAPTER II

Automated Physics-Based Identification of Interchange from Energetic Protons

The chapter below details the development of a physics derived identification method for interchange injections based on the machine learning model of logistic regression. Using the identified events this chapter then pursues an analysis of the spatio-temporal locations of events within Saturn’s system to understand the primary triggering mechanisms of interchange injections. The chapter was originally published in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics under the title of "Interchange Injections at Saturn: Statistical Survey of Energetic H⁺ Sudden Flux Intensifications" in 2018 (Azari et al., 2018), and the produced interchange injection identification list is curated on University of Michigan’s Deep Blue Data repository (Azari, 2018). The work is presented as published with minor formatting adjustments.

2.1 Introduction

The Cassini spacecraft routinely observed interchange injection events with multiple instruments since arriving at Saturn in 2004. Interchange injection events are thought to arise from a Rayleigh-Taylor like plasma instability driven by Saturn’s rapid rotation (period \(\sim 10.8\) hr) and the dense plasma population that is created from Enceladus’ plume neutrals. Strong centrifugal forces associated with the planetary rotation and internal neutral mass source from Enceladus result in a magnetosphere unstable to interchange (Hill, 1976; Michel & Sturrock, 1974; Southwood & Kivelson, 1987, 1989; Vasyliunas, 1983).

The centrifugal force causes swapping between magnetic flux tubes containing dense and cold plasma originating in the inner magnetosphere and the relatively depleted flux tubes farther out, whereby dense, cold plasma is slowly transported
outward and less dense, hotter plasma is injected inward (e.g. Achilleos et al., 2015; Mauk et al., 2009; Thomsen, 2013). Such events are the primary source of mass transport in the inner/middle magnetosphere and play a critical role in plasma transport and dynamics within the Saturnian magnetosphere. Continuously supplied dense plasma must be transported outward, and to conserve magnetic flux, rapidly inward moving flux tubes of low density, energetic (>keV) plasma from the outer reaches of the Saturnian system also occur. These inward bound flux tubes are referred to as interchange injections. Since the arrival of Cassini at Saturn in 2004, interchange events have been observed with multiple sensors and thought to be the primary form of plasma transport from the inner magnetosphere to the outer magnetosphere (André et al., 2005, 2007; Burch et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2005; Mauk et al., 2005; Rymer et al., 2009; Thomsen et al., 2014).

In terms of particle measurements, an inward moving interchange flux tube is normally characterized by its intensification of hotter plasma (>100 eV) and depletion of cold plasma (see Figure 1.5 as originally presented within this work). The variations in plasma pressure often lead to measurable changes in the magnetic field consistent with injections being in pressure balance with the surrounding plasma. As such, interchange injection events can also be identified in magnetic field data (André et al., 2007, 2005; Lai et al., 2016). Compared to interchange events, larger scale flux transport events occur predominantly within the night and morning sectors lending credence to their relation to reconnection processes (Müller et al., 2010). It is probably true that events that occur on larger spatial scales carry with them a population of energetic charged particles, for example, in excess of hundreds of keV (Mitchell et al., 2009; Paranicas et al., 2007). It has been shown to be less likely for spatially localized (small) interchange to transport particles of hundreds of keV great distances inward, due to a drift out effect. Wherein energetic particles are preferentially lost due to their larger gradient-curvature drifts and exit the interchange structures as compared to lower energy, or 1 keV particles (Burch et al., 2005; Paranicas et al., 2016). While these large-scale injections are often discussed in relation to post-reconnection-driven transport, their association with the more ubiquitous small events is still a point of research for small-scale interchange injections. For example, there is a noticeable difference between triggering these large-scale events and smaller-scale events? Or can small-scale and large-scale events be thought of as a continuum? We know, for instance, that plasma must be shed, so the question is what magnetospheric factors, if any, lead to situations where heavy inner flux tubes are destabilized.

It has been suggested that after the occurrence of a large-scale injection, inter-
change occurrence rates would increase due to the enhanced flux tube gradient from the incoming plasma (Mitchell et al., 2015). This has been confirmed at a distance of \( \sim 8.6 \text{ R}_S \) to form a plasmapause with observed interchange injection activity (Thomsen et al., 2015). Within this paper, we will refer to interchange injections as “interchange” and tail-related processes as “large-scale injections.”

Attempts to investigate interchange’s dependence on other magnetospheric processes and plasma particle populations have resulted in several statistical survey analyses of the spatial dependence including radial and local time. Interchange occurs most often between at least 5 and 11 \( \text{R}_S \), although not uncommonly extending beyond 11 \( \text{R}_S \) (e.g. Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Thomsen, 2013, and references within) with a peak radial occurrence of \( \sim 8.5 \text{ R}_S \) (Kennelly et al., 2013).

By examining injections in Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) data for the first two years of data after Saturn arrival, Y. Chen & Hill (2008) found preferential occurrence rates in the prenoon sector; however, their method of identification excludes very young (<1 hr old) events. A statistical survey by Kennelly et al. (2013) based on Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) identified injections from 2004 to 2011 targeted specifically young fresh events via enhanced wave activity associated with the contained hot electrons. The study found that the youngest interchange injections are preferentially located in the near-midnight and postnoon sector. Kennelly et al. (2013) accredits this difference to uncertainties associated with the back tracing method Y. Chen & Hill (2008) used in calculating the injection locations. The discrepancy in local time location has caused uncertainty in what if any local time distributions of injections exist, and the relation of interchange to plasmoid release downtail through reconnection or other triggering processes. One potential cause for this local time discrepancy beyond the identification disagreements is limited accounting for finite radial propagation time for incoming injections as suggested within Paranicas et al. (2016). These surveys have not been extended to the later years of the Cassini mission. But since CAPS returned no data after mid-2012, surveys have to rely on other data sets.

The intensification of 3–220 keV H\(^+\) within interchange injection events has not previously been used as an identification method for a statistical survey of local time or radial distributions. A working definition of interchange events, let alone a detailed understanding of physical process, is not agreed upon in literature. This is due to the wide variety of methods pursued in event identification, gaps in survey results, and resultant disagreements in local time distribution. By pursuing a statistical survey of high-energy plasma measurements over the entirety of the Cassini mission, we can
complete the measurement set of Cassini observations related to interchange. Utilizing ion flux enhancement as our main identification criterion also allows us to observe different levels of intensification regimes and answer whether greater intensification events show different occurrence rates as compared to low intensification events.

We present an automated identification of interchange events using the Magnetosphere Imaging Instrument’s (MIMI) CHarge Energy Mass Spectrometer (CHEMS) ion intensity data (Krimigis et al., 2004). CHEMS has near-continuous coverage during the Cassini mission, and pursuing the high-energy enhancement provides an opportunity to calculate particle pressure and intensity. We classify events by particle intensity increase above background flux levels and compare this new survey to previously published statistical interchange surveys to address the observed differences in these surveys. Such a computational classification and identification effort has never been pursued with ion intensity data, and we present similarities and differences to previous surveys.

We then evaluate interchange occurrence rates by local time and radial location, pressure, and intensity to answer our primary questions in this work: (1) do trends in local time and radial position persist over all phases of the mission/seasons of the planet and (2) are larger scale injections and ionospheric conductivity from the nightside of the planet playing a significant role for interchange occurrence rates?

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Data

CHEMS obtains ion data by admitting a narrow energy per charge range into the device, then measuring the time of flight and energy deposited in the solid-state detector. The additional coincidence provided by the solid-state detector measurement is not available for all of the data (Krimigis et al., 2004). CHEMS has three separate telescope look directions each covering 53° in polar angle along the spacecraft’s z axis, so it is often possible to sample different portions of the pitch angle distribution including measuring intensities near 90° pitch angle. For this reason we use CHEMS rather than the MIMI Low Energy Magnetospheric Instrument (LEMMS) instrument, as our primary energetic ion sensor as LEMMS is stuck since early 2005 at a single look direction and may not be sampling near 90° pitch angle as often as CHEMS. In addition, LEMMS’s lowest energy for ions is 30 keV above our interest range between 3 and 22 keV. LEMMS is also sensitive to light contamination, making LEMMS difficult to use in an automated detection method (Vandegriff et al., 2013).
The sampling of CHEMS data utilized in this study is at no less than an ∼2 min cadence. The sampling varies to optimize for data quality and count rate. Inbound injections are represented in CHEMS H\(^+\) data as a significant enhancement of energetic ions compared to the number local to the spacecraft without an injection event (Mauk et al., 2005). Inbound flux tubes are believed to come from a range of starting distances (Paranicas et al., 2016; Rymer et al., 2009). We expect the H\(^+/\)W\(^+\) ratio to be significantly higher than background values in the inner magnetosphere (Thomsen et al., 2014).

We use this energetic H\(^+\) enhancement between 3 and 22 keV as the main identification criterion in our methodology. This measurement range is fortuitous because the highest energies in these discrete events tend to be in the tens of keV. This range allows for the classification of events by intensity, where we classify the most intense enhancements as the most severe. Dispersion signatures from older events and large-scale injections are seen to dominate spectrograms predominantly above 20 keV as compared to fresh event signatures, and this is an additional limiting factor for our energy range selection (see Figure 1.5).

In Figure 1.5 we present a selected grouping of interchange injection events. This series of events is of particular interest due to the bevy of previous studies on the pitch angle distributions, transport, and morphology of these interchange events (Mitchell et al., 2015; Paranicas et al., 2016; Rymer et al., 2009). In particular, this event shows particle energization dependence upon pitch angle (Mitchell et al., 2015). In this work we focus on all pitch angles, and we present in Figure 1.5 a comparison of CHEMS H\(^+\) differential energy flux for all pitch angles sampled, the thermal electrons as measured through the CAPS electron spectrometer (ELS), and magnetic field from the MAG instrument. This figure demonstrates the flux drop-out discussed in the introduction within the thermal plasma and the intensification of the high-energy electrons, ions, and enhancement of magnetic field. The dispersion signatures discussed can be seen as the long curve in the CHEMS panel seen superimposed on the four fresh events. Our designed algorithm picks up each of these four fresh events, even though the fourth injection is particularly weak in CHEMS compared to the previous three.

We restrict our search for interchange events in the CHEMS H\(^+\) data to the radial distances between 5 and 12 R\(_S\), within the primary range of interchange occurrence rather than current sheet collapse events (Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2015; Thomsen, 2013). This satisfactorily avoids any effects from the warping of the plasma sheet with varying solar wind attack angle, which can reach up to ±26.7° at solstice (e.g. Arridge et al., 2008; Arridge, André, Khurana, et al., 2011; Carbary et al., 2008,
Additionally, we limit our analysis to equatorial locations over the course of the mission, restricting the survey within 10° of the equatorial plane in the Saturn Equatorial System (SZS) to constrain our results to the plasma disk to allow for a buildup of background statistics within this dense region. We use CHEMS H$^+$ data primarily from equatorial passes of Cassini from between 2005 to mid-2016, excluding the beginning of the mission in 2004 and several high-latitude passes from the later months of the mission. These limitations still give us reasonable sample sizes from CHEMS H$^+$ data to test and run our identification criteria with a total of 68,090 data points totaling $\sim$172,980 minutes of sampling (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Cassini spacecraft equatorial plane sampling 2005 - 2016. Spacecraft dwell time representing the sample size of the CHEMS H$^+$ data set. The region between 5 and 12 $R_S$ is reasonably well sampled, but by restricting our data to near equatorial (i.e., within 10° off the SZS equator), there are some gaps in local time, notably in the predusk and predawn sector. This is the primary rationale for presenting our results normalized to spacecraft dwell time to avoid sampling bias in our results.

We have designed and optimized an algorithm to automatically identify and rank events by H$^+$ particle intensity above the background plasma intensity. Additionally, this allows for a standardization of event identification and identification of categories of interchange intensity. This is extremely advantageous as we analyze the causation of the most intense interchange events as compared to less intense events and their respective influence from large-scale injection events. We discuss the algorithm development in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
2.2.2 Event Identification Procedure

The primary purpose of our designed algorithm is to identify, with reliability, and rank by their intensity, interchange events within the CHEMS H\(^+\) equatorial data set between 2005 and 2016. Several critical design considerations were taken into account when developing this method, with the most critical being the distribution of plasma populations between 5 and 12 R\(_S\). The Cassini trajectory had a range of periapsis distances and inclinations characterized by different particle populations. We address this by limiting our sampling to the primary region of interchange injection as discussed above, but additionally, we subset our data set by season and then we weight high intensity values with respect to their radial and energy ranges as described in the flowchart of Figure 2.2. The weighting is discussed further in the following paragraphs and in Chapter V. Figure 2.2 represents a visual description of our algorithm procedure. Our identification method starts subsetting the equatorial CHEMS H\(^+\) data between 5 and 12 R\(_S\) and partitioning into seasonal ranges of pre-equinox (2005–2008), equinox (2009–2011), and post-equinox (2012–2016).

There is evidence in the Cassini data set of seasonal variations so we pursued this subset in our methodology to allow for any seasonal effects to be captured in our analysis and in our results (Sergis et al., 2011). We also observed by dividing the data set in this manner our algorithm performance improved. Down sampling further into smaller time ranges (by year for example) did not produce significant improvement. Additionally, these ranges contain roughly equal data sampling with \(\sim 760, 1,100, \text{and } 1,020\) hr of data in the pre-equinox, equinox, and post-equinox date ranges above, providing a roughly equal sampling for our z-score calculations. Z-score, or standard score, is a commonly used term in statistics to refer to the number of standard deviations above a mean. Our pre-equinox data set is slightly smaller, but this is because of a small number of low inclination orbits in the pre-equinox date range. Our choice of these date ranges was influenced by the natural data gaps in the equatorial data between years and to achieve similar sample sizes and location coverage between the three partitions while still increasing performance. We use these samples to build up an average with statistics and deviations from these averages through identification of outliers discussed in the next paragraph.

We further subset our seasonally separated data into 1 Rs bins between 5 and 12 R\(_S\) for the analysis as represented in Figures 2.2a–2.2c to address the variation in H\(^+\) suprathermal plasma background with radial distance demonstrated in, for example, Sergis et al. (2017). Then for each 1 R\(_S\) subset within each seasonal selection, we calculate the distribution of the logged intensity values for each energy range. This
results in multiple distributions representing each season, radial location, and energy range between 3 and 22 keV. Using these distributions (see Figure 2.2a for an example distribution), we assign a z-score for each energy level between 3 and 22 keV (14 channels) for each CHEMS data point. This allows for addressing of any energy specific dependence within our data set by normalizing the value compared to the background (see Navidi, 2015). The z-scores are then summed and weighted as follows to obtain the variable $S$ calculated in equation (2.1). $S$ depends on each $R$ value between 5 and 12, and can most accurately be thought of as a normalized value of the flux intensification above a variable background. Additional details on this procedure within the framework of machine learning is provided in Chapter V.

$$S = \sum_{E=0}^{14} 10^{Z_{E}^{-2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

When $S$ exceeds 0.9 standard deviations above the mean of $S$ (dependent on radial distance and season, but not on energy), then we consider this to be an interchange injection event. We call 0.9 the threshold value. Within equation (2.1), there are two values, which can be adjusted: (1) the $S$ base multiplier — currently set to 10 — will highlight extreme intensity values and scale $S$ and (2) the Z power multiplier — currently set to 1 — is applied to the $(Z_{E} - 2)$ as an exponentiation; this also will highlight extreme values. The current subtraction of 2 off of $Z_{E}$ is for ease of calculation and does not have an effect on the classification of events. Subtracting 2 moves the lower bound of $S$ values for positive z-scores close to 0, rather than 1. For example, a z-score of 0 (or a mean value) results in summing values close to 1 ($10^{0} = 1$), by subtracting 2, we now sum values close to 0 ($10^{-2} = 0.01$).

This expression (shown additionally in Figure 2.2b was chosen through comparing various functional forms to a pre-selected training set of interchange injection events. We discuss the optimization of this formula in section 2.2.3. The advantages of this particular formula are as follows: (1) it highlights high intensity outliers through exponentiation of the z-values and (2) it allows for natural data gaps or low intensity values at some but not all of the energy channels through a sum. This allows for flexibility in our algorithm by allowing any combination of high intensity values between energy channels 0 to 14 to obtain a large $S$ value. These $S$ values at each radial location are then used to identify an event and provide a statistically dependent ranking of how severe (intense compared to background) each event is.

We define intensity categories based on the $S$ distributions as follows: category 1 (threshold for our event) from 0.9–1.5 standard deviations ($\sigma$) above the mean of
Subset Filtered CHEMS H$^+$ into Seasonal and 1 $R_s$ Ranges

For each season & 1 $R_s$

a. Emphasize high intensity intervals by $Z_E$ scores

Distribution of 17.5 keV intensity for 6 $R_s$ & Pre-Equinox
($Z_i$ represents the number of standard deviations from the mean)

b. Sum and weight $z$-scores

\[ S = \sum_{E=0}^{14} (Z_E - 2) \]

(c. Rank events by standard deviation above mean of $S$ values)

S values for 7 $R_s$ & Pre-Equinox

Figure 2.2: Diagram of CHEMS H$^+$ based event identification method. Within this diagram we present the algorithm procedure for event identification and seasonal subsetting procedure. (a) The plot is the distribution of the 17.5 keV data for 6–7 $R_s$ within the pre-equinox date range. Each line represents standard deviations above the mean, known as a $z$-score in statistics, with the first line representing 1$\sigma$ and so on. $Z_E$ is the $z$-values. (b) The equation summarizes how to obtain the dimensionless $S$ value using the $Z_E$ scores obtained from panel (a). The $Z_E$ values are summed for each energy channel to obtain $S$. (c) An example $S$ value distribution for 7–8 $R_s$ and the respective category breakdown from 1 to 4 with four representing the most extreme outliers. Categories are shown in the highlighted colors ranging from smallest intensity in pale blue, to largest intensity in red.
$S$, category 2 from 1.5 to $2\sigma$, category 3 from 2 to $3\sigma$, and category 4 from $3\sigma$ and above. As one might expect categories 1 and 2 represent the smallest intensity of all events, while categories 3 and 4 represent the most intense. The $S$ values depend on radial distance. As a result, the absolute values of the categorical definitions depend on radial distance due to varying background, and therefore means, $S$, and $\sigma$. The relative (or normalized) thresholds of $\sigma$ and categories are consistent with each radial distance.

We show in Figure 2.3 an example orbital segment for day of year 66–71 of 2005, with identified interchange injection events of these four categories in CHEMS data. We have also included the corresponding magnetic field variations. Within this figure there are magnetic field variations with no associated identified injection because of the lack of enhanced intensity of high-energy particles. This can be seen in the inbound orbital panel around time 22:30 UTC where the event in question shows significant dispersion and a lower signal at the lowest energy levels between 3 and 22 keV. This event is likely aged and thus does not trigger our algorithm. Since our method focuses on the enhancement of the hot particles compared to their average population in the area and energy range, the algorithm most readily captures young events. Similarly, we see events in the outbound panel that show differences in magnetic field signature. This is potentially a region where the internal pressure balance within the incoming flux tube varies, and thus, the magnetic field signature varies.

As illustrated in Figure 2.3 there are several events in quick succession. This method does not naturally group subsequent event identified time stamps into events for further analysis. To create groups of timestamps, or events, a three fold process was undertaken. First, subsequent timestamps which exceeded $0.9\sigma$ are grouped together. Second, if the event lasted for longer than 10 minutes, a check is undertaken to decipher if this long event is many events merged together. The category classifications are used to break merged events apart. If within an event of longer than 10 minutes, a decrease followed by an increase of a category threshold occurs then the larger event is reclassified as multiple short-duration events. This is robust against small fluctuations within categories, but enables large fluctuations to be recognized. This is most evident in the inbound panel around hour 23:00 UTC in which the first event is of a higher category than the second event but are located next to each other. The 10 minute check was chosen as manual review and comparison to previous surveys suggested that often events starting at 10 minute length were composite events. Third, and finally, the event is classified as the highest classification reached within. For example, if a timestamp within an event reached category 3, then the entire event
is considered a category 3 event.

### 2.2.3 Identification Optimization Procedure

We chose to develop an automated identification method rather than a by-hand identification to both reduce human bias in interchange injection identification and to enable a flexible novel categorization of interchange injection events by intensity. We used confirmed interchange injection events in 2005 for our test and training sets. These events were selected from comparisons between the lists of Lai et al. (2016), Kennelly et al. (2013), and Y. Chen & Hill (2008), and our own examination of CHEMS H$^+$ intensity data. Combined, the training and test sets represent 10% of our available data set (7,375/68,090 unique time points). To prevent any bias in our selection of training set data, the test and training sets are created by randomly selecting half of the available 7,375 points for each set. We optimize our algorithm on the training set, and then use the test set to estimate the error of our methodology. By splitting our test and training sets, we prevent any overfitting of the designed algorithm on our training set.

We optimized the form presented above in equation (1) through multiple iterations through the training set of events. For each time within the training set, we categorize the data point as event or nonevent manually and compare to the algorithm detection methods. This allows us to create a binary contingency table. The contingency table consists of four categories from comparing the predicted (algorithm determined) events to the true (by-hand identified) time periods as follows: hits (H), misses (M), false positives (F), and true negative (N). Hits are defined as both the algorithm and our by-hand set identify an event; misses are when the algorithm does not identify an event, but the by-hand set does; false positives are when our algorithm identifies an event, while our by-hand set does not identify one. Finally, negatives are when both the algorithm and the by-hand set do not contain events.

The algorithm’s classification ability was then investigated using the Heidke Skill Score (HSS), the probability of detection (POD), and the probability of false detection (PFD), which can be calculated from the contingency table values of H, M, F, and N, as follows (Heidke, 1926):

\[
HSS = \frac{2(HN - MF)}{(H + M)(M + N) + (H + F)(F + N)}
\]  

(2.2)

The HSS is a measure of correctly identified events compared to event predictions that are potentially correct from random chance. A perfect score is 1, while 0 in-
Figure 2.3: Demonstration of Cassini orbital pass algorithm identification. This figure demonstrates the different categories of events within one orbit pass in the beginning of 2005. The panels marked inbound and outbound represent selected portions of a single orbit trajectory, with the top subpanel displaying CHEMS H\(^{+}\) differential energy flux between 3 and 220 keV, followed by the CAPS ELS differential energy flux for electrons from Anode 4, and finally the magnetic field components in KRTP (Kronocentric body-fixed, J2000 spherical coordinates). We did not use the MAG or ELS data to identify events but we do display it here for illustration purposes. In the outbound panel we can observe how injection events may or may not show a demonstrated magnetic field enhancement. The middle panel represents the orbit of Cassini, with the region allowable for the algorithm shaded in grey. The orbit of Cassini is the blue dashed line plotted in local time in hours and radial distance in units of Saturn radii. In the orbit and magnetic field plots the most intense events are marked with dark orange, with least intense in light blue. In the CHEMS and CAPS panels the event boundaries are marked with dashed white lines.
icates that the prediction is as good as random, and negative values denote worse than random (Heidke, 1926; Pulkkinen et al., 2013; Stephenson, 2000). For reference, current estimations of active space weather models for predicting ground dB/dt measurements are on average <0.5 HSS for different latitude ranges (Pulkkinen et al., 2013). Similarly, evaluations of Inner Magnetosphere Particle Transport and Acceleration Model to nowcast electron fluxes have a maximum HSS of 0.17 (Ganushkina et al., 2015). Our selected algorithm has an HSS of 0.56 for the training set and 0.49 for the test set.

The POD represents the fraction of actual events that were correctly identified (Pulkkinen et al., 2013). POD ranges from 0 to 1 with 1, representing no misses. When calculating POD it is important to consider it in relation to the trade-offs with the PFD. A perfect POD is 1, but in addition, there could be many false positives.

\[ POD = \frac{H}{H + M} \]  

(2.3)

The PFD represents the fraction of incorrectly identified nonevents (Pulkkinen et al., 2013). Similar to POD, it ranges from 0 to 1, but in this case, 0 represents a perfect score. It can be thought of as the inverse of specificity (1 - specificity), with 0 being the most specific.

\[ PFD = \frac{F}{F + N} \]  

(2.4)

We performed a multivariate analysis of performance by varying three parameters in the above algorithm form. We found that upon this volume the maximum performance occurred while holding the other two parameters at their respective peak values and varying only one parameter. Figure 2.4 shows these performance curves. The set of criteria used in our final algorithm was based on maximizing the HSS while minimizing the PFD. To optimize equation 2.1, we tested a range of values for the (1) threshold value above which the dataset constitutes an event (set at 0.9σ mean of S), (2) the S base multiplier, and (3) the Z power multiplier. The panels shown in Figure 2.4 represent the performance of the event identification method compared to both the training (solid) and the test (dashed) sets. As expected, the test set shows slightly lower performance but similar shape and peak behavior. This demonstrates that the algorithm is not overfitted to the training set but reliable over a wide range.

In Figure 2.5 we present the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the three selected parameters presented above (threshold value, S base multiplier, and Z power multiplier). In order to create an ROC curve we vary a parameter in our
Figure 2.4: Performance curves of event detection algorithm for varying values of controlling parameters. These curves were created by holding the other two parameters constant at their optimized values of 0.9 for the threshold value, 1.0 for the Z power, and 10 for the $S$ base while varying the singular selected parameter. The grey shaded region represents the chosen variable value for the finalized algorithm. The $y$ axis represents the performance, or the value of HSS, POD, and PFD. The solid lines with circles represent the performance evaluated for the training set, while the dashed lines with cross markers represent the performance of the test set. The first panel represents the threshold value, with the best HSS found at 0.9, highlighted in grey. The second panel plots the $S$ base multiplier. There is negligible improvement after a value of 10. The third panel displays the Z power multiplier, which shows the best performance at a value of 1 for HSS.
algorithm form and compare each output’s PFD against the POD. This curve can be used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm form we designed and our chosen values by assessing its position on Figure 2.5, with the ideal position being in the upper left corner represented with 1 for the POD and 0 for the PFD, that is, a perfect classification. We designed our classifier algorithm to be limited in terms of the worst possible prediction and by maximizing our HSS; thus, our curve does not venture into the upper right corner of only false positives. Similarly, we opted to limit as much as possible the detection of false positives at the expense of detecting all possible events when choosing parameter values, as can be seen in the location of the grey shaded dots, which represent the final values chosen. Ideally, a classifier algorithm should be located above the grey dashed line as this represents random chance in ROC space (e.g. Fawcett, 2006; Mason, 1982, and references within). Because our chosen algorithm values product PODs significantly below the maximum sensitivity, it can be thought of as a conservative estimation of interchange as it has a high threshold of event identification to reduce false positives in our resultant set.

We examined our false positives from both the training and the test sets for any systematic errors that would affect our conclusions not covered in our previous methodology. We did not find any systematic errors in our local time distribution. However, by radial distance, there is a larger proportion of false positives beyond 11 $R_S$. We attribute this to the changing plasma population beyond 11 $R_S$ from thermal, cool plasma of the inner magnetosphere to the less dense energetic plasma of the outer magnetosphere and where our methodology begins to identify more high intensity events, which are not attributed to interchange (e.g. Schippers et al., 2008; Thomsen et al., 2015). When analyzing our results we constrain our conclusions to be based only on the survey results between 5 and 10 $R_S$ but we present the survey results beyond 10 $R_S$ for comparative purposes. This methodology represents the first implementation of a classification algorithm developed for interchange events based on energetic particle data.

2.3 Results

We identified 816 interchange injections over the course of the Cassini mission between 2005 and 2016, 256 in the pre-equinox period (2005–2008), 303 in the equinox period (2009–2011), and 257 in the post-equinox period (2012–2016). The following sections analyze the occurrence of these events compared to previous surveys (section 2.3.1), in radial location (section 2.3.2), in local time (section 2.3.3), and finally
Figure 2.5: ROC analysis for event detection algorithm. These curves were created by holding the other two parameters constant at their optimized values of 0.9 for the threshold value, 1.0 for the Z power, and 10 for the S base while varying the singular selected parameter. The panels shown here represent the performance of the event identification method compared to both the training (solid) and the test (dashed) sets. The grey shaded values represent the chosen variable value for the finalized algorithm. All chosen values result in a less sensitive, but more specific algorithm. (a) ROC curve for threshold value. (b) ROC curve for S base multiplier. (c) ROC curve for Z power values.
characteristic scale sizes (section 2.3.4).

2.3.1 Comparison to Previous Works

Over the course of the Cassini mission, several large statistical studies have been conducted looking at the occurrence rates of interchange injection events. Each survey, however, focuses on investigating interchange from the viewpoint of one instrument. Lai et al. (2016), for example, examined the magnetic field data focusing on the enhancement and depletion of magnetic field pressure associated with the pressure balance of tangential discontinuities (see Figure 2.3 for demonstrated magnetic field perturbations). Kennelly et al. (2013) focused on the plasma wave emissions associated with interchange such as the upper hybrid emission, electron cyclotron harmonics, and whistler mode emissions. Y. Chen & Hill (2008), on the other hand, focused on CAPS ELS data. Because of these restrictions, and our particular focus on the high-energy H$^+$ particles of MIMI CHEMS, we do not expect a one-to-one matching between event lists. Rather, we investigate the similarity of these studies to our own, recognizing that all studies examine different physical changes manifested in interchange injection events.

To run a comparison between event lists, care must be taken to limit it to only those events that are eligible. For example, all studies vary in the range of dates, time resolution, spatial location, and methodology. We address this by limiting comparisons to events that occur within the same date and spatial range. This is most restrictive to the Lai et al. (2016) due to their additional examination of higher latitudes (i.e., off the magnetospheric equator). An event is counted as a match between lists if there is any overlap in identified time stamps. This is required to compare studies as the time resolution between chosen methodology varies—often with multiple MAG identified events located inside plasma data identified events. This is additionally why a one-to-one matching is not plausible where events in our study can match to more than one event in others and vice versa. This restricts our comparison-eligible events from 816 to 663, mostly due to the extension of our study to the post-equinox range.

In Figure 2.6 we present previous statistical studies compared to our identified list. We represent our comparison using the Circos tool more commonly used in genomics research (Krzywinski et al., 2009). This tool enables easy visualization of relational data wherein two objects are connected to each other in varying quantities especially when the data set in question has multiple characteristics. We find that our survey shares $\sim 30\%$ of its events (187/663) with any of the lists of Lai et al. (2016), Kennelly
et al. (2013), or Y. Chen & Hill (2008). Of these 187 events ∼55% belong to category 3/4 and a slightly smaller amount, ∼46%, to category 1/2 events.

Of these 187 events, only 26 events are found shared between all of the event lists, including the current work. The events with no match to other lists (476) are primarily low intensity category 1/2 events (∼72%), while high intensity category 3 and 4 events represented only ∼28% of the unique-to-our-survey 476 events. We confirm that the most intense interchange events (higher categories) correlate between different instrument observations at higher rates than those of lower intensity.

Kennelly et al. (2013) has the most comparable list to that of our own, with 46% of their eligible comparison events finding a match within our list (121/262), followed by Lai et al. (2016) with ∼30% (145/455), and Y. Chen & Hill (2008) with ∼14% (67/417). This can be seen as the ribbons in Figure 7 leading to the nodes of the previous studies. About 187 unique events in total can be found in our list with matches in previous surveys. These consist of the following represented as the ribbons leading to the current node:

- 110 can be found within Kennelly et al. (2013).
- 135 can be found within Lai et al. (2016).
- 63 can be found within Y. Chen & Hill (2008).
- 8 can be found within Y. Chen & Hill (2008) and Lai et al. (2016).
- 2 can be found within Kennelly et al. (2013) and Y. Chen & Hill (2008).
- 84 can be found within Kennelly et al. (2013) and Lai et al. (2016).
- 26 can be found within Kennelly et al. (2013), Lai et al. (2016), and Y. Chen & Hill (2008).

We will be discussing the implications of this range in the following section. Our event list therefore captures a large percentage of Kennelly et al. (2013), but this only comprises a small part of our own list (∼30%)—confirming that while many of our events are unique, we reliably find previous studies.

We further compared our study to previous work by examining the partial particle pressure from interchange events from MIMI CHEMS H+ between 3 and 22 keV, the primary region we used to identify interchange. To calculate the partial pressure from H+ within our selected energy range, we used the methodology outlined in Krimigis et al. (1981) and additionally expanded on in Sergis et al. (2007).
Figure 2.6: Comparison to previous surveys of interchange injection. Comparison between the current presented study from MIMI CHEMS H\(^+\) data and events identified in statistical surveys from Lai et al. (2016), Kennelly et al. (2013), and Y. Chen & Hill (2008). The size of the ribbons connecting the nodes (colored arcs) represents the number of similar events between our list and others. Chen and Hill (2008) is represented with three ribbons to illustrate the shared overlap with other surveys. The ribbons are proportional to the number of shared events.
In Figure 2.7 we present the partial particle pressure distribution of H$^+$ between 3 and 22 keV for interchange injection events shared between our list and previous lists, and those unique only to our study. The pressures presented corresponds to the maximum reached pressure within the interchange event. This does not include W$^+$ group contribution but rather focuses on the physical quantity selected for our classification scheme.

As seen by a comparison of Figure 2.6a and 2.6b, the events within our list which are shared between studies and those unique to our study are of similar distribution. By comparing these panels, we see immediately that category 1 events are less likely to be shared between studies than events in categories 2, 3, and 4. Events with highest maximum partial pressure peak within the 6–9 Rs radial range. They do not, however, continue into 5 Rs, and these interchange events tend to cluster within 6–9 Rs, whereas other categories of events (lower pressures) are distributed over a wider range of radial distance with no clear peak. Event categories are based on particle pressure at each radial distance separately, thus becoming smaller nearer to Saturn, generally following the known suprathermal pressure profile (e.g. Sergis et al., 2017, and references within). We calculate the mean values of partial pressure for categories 1–4 within picopascals (pPa):

- Category 1: 7.1 ± 0.1 pPa
- Category 2: 8.3 ± 0.2 pPa
- Category 3: 9.7 ± 0.2 pPa
- Category 4: 13.5 ± 0.4 pPa

Within these means the errors are the standard error on the mean. The categories by pressure are distinct from each other, as their mean and standard errors do not overlap. We also find that the chosen algorithm form is able to capture the changes in background plasma population successfully. The gap region between 10 and 12 Rs is due to our limitations in cross comparing Y. Chen & Hill (2008) and Kennelly et al. (2013) as these surveys ended at 10 Rs and 11 Rs, respectively.

2.3.2 Radial Occurrence

We investigate the radial distribution of interchange injection between 5 and 12 Rs by overall occurrence rate and by intensity category. In Figure 2.8 we demonstrate the normalized occurrence (time spent within injection events/total observation time by
Figure 2.7: Radial distribution of partial plasma pressure within interchange events from 2005 to 2016. Comparison of identified event partial particle pressure (3–22 keV H\textsuperscript{+}) to previous surveys. (a) Partial particle pressure of interchange events cross listed in all surveys. This panel contains all cross-listed events, totaling 187 in total. (b) Partial particle pressure of interchange events only found in current work. This panel contains all of our events that could be compared, but are not found within another list (476 events). (c) Partial particle pressure of interchange events of all events in current work. This panel contains all of our events (816 total).
spacecraft within region) by radial location for the whole survey range, regardless of seasonal partitioning. We did not observe any significant deviation in radial location with season. As expected we observe a peak occurrence rate in the 7–9 $R_S$ region from all our events, with 8–9 $R_S$ demonstrating a slightly higher occurrence rate. This is similar to previous surveys, which find a peak around 8.5 $R_S$ (Kennelly et al., 2013). By category, however, we observe our most intense events peak at 7 $R_S$ while less intense events (categories 1 and 2) peak further out at 8–9 $R_S$ and 11–12 $R_S$, respectively. As mentioned before, at 11 $R_S$ we see the greatest occurrence of false positives, and thus, we do not conclude trends using this range. As discussed in section 2, 11 $R_S$ is known to contain a large amount of false positives due to the large amount of highly energetic plasma and other tail-related processes. The secondary peak at 11 $R_S$ we attribute to category 2 events and the presence of false positives beyond 11 $R_S$.

The peaks between 7 and 9 $R_S$ can also be seen in our partial pressure distributions in Figure 2.7. In reviewing Figure 2.7 we note that our lower pressure events show less variation with in radial location, and in fact, the highest-pressure events show a distinctly different radial occurrence pattern than that of the bulk of events of lower pressure.

### 2.3.3 Local Time Occurrence

We examined the local time occurrence rates of interchange in order to resolve current disagreements in local time occurrence rates from Y. Chen & Hill (2008) and Kennelly et al. (2013) and to evaluate interchange occurrence rate dependence on large-scale injection events. In Figure 2.9 we present all event occurrence rates from 2005 to 2016. The occurrence rates are calculated from the total time spent in an interchange event divided by the total time spent observing within that location. The error bars calculated here and in the following figures are representative of the sampling error of $1/(\text{sample size})^{1/2}$ and propagated for both the numerator, and denominator. The error bars therefore increase in size when we have low representative samples or low event statistics.

Between 2005 and 2016 we observe a strong day-night asymmetry with a majority of events accounted for on the nightside of the planet ranging from $\sim$5 to 6 times higher occurrence rates. The dayside distribution in Figure 2.9 can be seen symmetrically located around noon with peaks in the prenoon and postnoon sectors with the lowest occurrence rates located at noon. This is most similar to Kennelly et al. (2013) due to the nightside dominance, but we find both the prenoon (0900)
Figure 2.8: Radial occurrence rates of interchange events from 2005 to 2016. Superimposed on the total sampling time the spacecraft spent in each radial bin of 1 \( R_S \) (the grey shaded region), we demonstrate by category of event the occurrence rates of interchange (the colored bars). We have binned our data by 1 \( R_S \) to prevent any sampling bias. Each bar plotted represents a 1 \( R_S \) range. The dark blue bars represent all categories combined.
Figure 2.9: Local time occurrence rates of interchange events from 2005 to 2016. Superimposed on the total sampling time that the spacecraft spent in each local time bin of 2 hr (the grey shaded region), we present by grouped category of interchange the occurrence rates (time in event/total observation time) as a function of local time (blue bars and colored lines). The blue bars represent all interchange injections, while the yellow and orange lines represent the rates of low intensity (categories 1 and 2) and high intensity (categories 3 and 4), respectively.

peak reported in Y. Chen & Hill (2008) and the postnoon peak (1500) reported in Kennelly et al. (2013). Additionally, we observe a slightly higher occurrence rate of more intense events (categories 3 and 4) on the dawnside of Saturn. We additionally investigated the local time distribution in our pre-assigned seasonal date ranges of pre-equinox, equinox, and post-equinox. We find that in all of these ranges, the nightside occurrence rates far dominate over the dayside occurrence rates.

2.3.4 Duration and Scale Size

We find that of the events identified, the majority are less than 15 min long (769 of 816 events or 94%). In Figure 2.10 we present the normalized distribution of durations of all identified events. The lower limit in event duration is due to CHEMS
time resolution, and it is likely that there are events occurring below our observed
cutoff. Similarly we direct attention toward the previous discussion on the review
of events greater than 10 minutes long in the methodology section. Shorter events
are more commonly thought of as interchange, with fewer long (>15 min) events
generally occurring at larger radial distances (Y. Chen et al., 2010; Thomsen et al.,
2014). Our distribution is supported by previous studies evaluating the duration of
magnetic field signatures of interchange events (Lai et al., 2016).

Based on the event durations, we calculated an estimated width of the interchange
injection events. As the velocities of co-rotating particles in addition to their gradient-
curvature drifts are much larger than the spacecraft velocity itself, we assume that
the interchange event overtakes the spacecraft. Similar to the methodology employed
in Y. Chen et al. (2010), we calculate the scale size of the interchange structure with
equation (2.5). In which we find the width in $R_S$ ($W$) by multiplying the average

\[ W = \frac{\text{average duration}}{\text{velocity}} \]
radial location in $R_S$ (60,268 km) of the interchange structure ($R$) by the duration in seconds, by the angular frequency of H$^+$ plasma at the location in radians/second ($\Omega$). The angular frequency is obtained from the mean H$^+$ azimuthal flow velocities obtained in Thomsen et al. (2010); which surveyed the bulk ion parameters from the CAPS instrument, deriving estimates of the azimuthal flow velocities usually between $\sim$50 and 70% of solid co-rotation. This survey only extends to 6 $R_S$; to calculate the velocities of interchange events between 5 and 6 $R_S$ we use estimated values at 6 $R_S$.

\[ W = R \Delta T \Omega \]  

(2.5)

We find that low intensity events are statistically smaller than high intensity events. Category 1 and 2 interchange structures (low intensity) have a mean width of 0.25 $R_S$, and category 3 and 4 (high intensity) events have a mean width of 0.41 $R_S$. The widths range from $\sim$0.04 to 1.72 $R_S$. We include the interchange widths in an associated Deep Blue Repository (Azari, 2018) along with error ranges propagated from the standard error on the mean azimuthal velocities included in Thomsen et al. (2010).

We additionally find a nightside/dayside asymmetry in the duration with long events (>15 min) more likely to be found on the nightside than on the dayside. We identified only 2 events on the dayside (out of 117 dayside events) >15 min long, while there were 45 events on the nightside (out of 699 nightside events) >15 min long.

### 2.4 Discussion

#### 2.4.1 Comparison to Previous Works

In comparing our survey to published statistical surveys, we were careful to limit comparisons to the same date and space as discussed in section 2.3.1. We cannot, however, remove the influence from each survey’s primary instrument identification choice and therefore do not expect interchange event lists to compare exactly to each other. We did find a greater correlation between previous surveys’ events to high H$^+$ intensity interchange in our own. We suggest that these events would have a greater chance of being observed by each survey as suggested by Y. Chen & Hill (2008) as the decrease of low energy plasma observed by CAPS would potentially be more intense, by Lai et al. (2016) in MAG from an increase in resultant magnetic field signature from the depletion of low energy plasma, and by Kennelly et al. (2013) in enhanced plasma
wave activity due to perturbations in the electron density. Future work should analyze these instruments in aggregate to analyze these potential dependencies. Additionally, we designed our identification criteria for high intensity events, but still gather lower intensity events, so it is not unexpected to find this result. What is surprising, however, is the variation of our comparison to different surveys and subsequent small number of events found in all four lists.

We have found only 26 events to be correlated between all these lists. While this is limited to only events that can be compared, this is still a small subset of events. Additionally, our own survey correlates most highly with Kennelly et al. (2013) as compared to the surveys by Lai et al. (2016) and Y. Chen & Hill (2008). In the case of Y. Chen & Hill (2008) we attribute this difference to their study’s focus on events of >1 hr old while the other surveys reviewed optimized for younger events. We suggest the greater match with Kennelly et al. (2013) as compared to the survey by Lai et al. (2016) is due to a potential underlying cause seen in multiple identification criteria. Our event identification requires a substantial increase of H\(^+\) flux intensity above the average background. Kennelly et al. (2013) identified events through particular focus on the strength of signatures of upper hybrid waves, secondary plasma waves, and perturbations in the electron cyclotron frequency. We are curious as to the overlap between our surveys given the differences in event criteria. Lai et al. (2016) identified interchange on the equatorial plane through enhancements in magnetic field over the background that had a significant rise within a set time period. We expect their survey to contain events that might not have the plasma enhancement within the CHEMS energy range evaluated (3–22 keV) here. The differences between these surveys can also be observed in the presentation of CHEMS, CAPS, and MAG data within Figures 1.5 and 2.3.

Given the differences we have identified between published surveys to our own, however, we find such comparisons to be useful in evaluating the physical processes behind interchange injection events. There is a significant amount of interchange we observe only in certain measurements and not within others. This suggests that the underlying observation or occurrence mechanisms behind what we identify as interchange vary. Our analysis has not looked into comparisons between previous works, only comparisons of those works to our own. To fully evaluate the differences, we would need to compare each survey to each other, and this is not the focus of the present work. A deeper study of the identification is warranted. Additionally, our study has not evaluated contributions from W\(^+\) or other ion species besides H\(^+\) as this is the main species we expect to see in incoming interchange events (Thomsen
et al., 2014). Future work should consider the effect of additional criteria for both identification and for comparison of pressure within interchange events and between lists in order to address the underlying differences in the observed events.

2.4.2 Radial Occurrence

We observe the greatest occurrence of interchange to be located between 7 and 9 R\(_s\) which is a slightly more expanded range than the single peak at 8.5 R\(_s\) from Kennelly et al. (2013). We attribute this to the increased range of events we consider as compared to previous surveys. This location also coincides with the greatest observed partial high-energy H\(^+\) pressure in events as discussed previously. Thus, we find that not only do events occur more frequently within this range but also the events that are most intense occur within this range.

The outer end of this range at 9 R\(_s\) correlates well with the location of a plasmapause-like boundary that separates incoming low density flux tubes arriving from reconnection processes downtail and inner magnetosphere rotating dense plasma (Thomsen et al., 2015). This boundary exhibits a large gradient in flux tube content, one of the major triggering processes of interchange signatures, and signatures were indeed observed to be forming in the event reported by Thomsen et al. (2015). We suggest that due to energization accompanying inward radial motion (e.g., within injection) competing with charge-exchange losses, the population of 3–22 keV protons maximizes between 7 and 9 R\(_s\). This result confirms interchange’s role as a major radial transport mechanism for high energy particles between 6 and 9 R\(_s\), as previously discussed by DeJong et al. (2010), Thomsen et al. (2016), and Hill (2016b).

2.4.3 Local Time Occurrence

We find in section 2.3.3 the local time distribution from 2005 to 2016 that the interchange occurrence rate is \(~5\)–\(~6\) times higher on the nightside (1800–6 LT) than on the dayside (0600–1800 LT), supporting a significant potential triggering mechanism located on the nightside of Saturn. A similar nightside preference was observed by Kennelly et al. (2013), but they also observed a significant postnoon peak in occurrence rates. We expect the growth rate of the instability to inversely depend on the local Pedersen ionospheric conductivity (Southwood & Kivelson, 1989). We propose that as the nightside ionosphere would have a low conductivity, the local growth rates on the nightside would be higher than those on the dayside. So while the initiation does not depend on the conductivity, interchange could become more unstable and
potentially more detectable on the nightside from its growth.

As discussed above, Müller et al. (2010) identified 52 electron injection events observed with the MIMI LEMMS instrument most likely related to large-scale tail injections. They back traced dispersed injection events to their original local time location, which shows heavy nightside dependence with a slightly higher postnoon dayside sector. Our detection criterion is based on the lowest levels (0–14) of CHEMS or between $\sim 3$ and 22 keV. We observe younger and lower energy events than Müller et al. (2010) but see a significant similarity to their local time results with a much larger sample size.

We also observed a slightly higher occurrence of intense events in the dawn sector (0000–0600). It is worth pursuing in a future work if there are noticeable differences between high intensity events in the dawn sector as compared to other sectors. Previous work has attributed interchange triggering to incoming flux tubes from large-scale injections, setting up the necessary flux tube content gradient as proposed by Mitchell et al. (2015) and demonstrated in the case study by Thomsen et al. (2015). Statistically, this preference seems small if existent, and it would be worth pursuing additional event studies within this region as compared to others.

In this analysis we focused on observation of injection events at the locations observed, rather than adjusting for the possibility of local time offsets due to both Coriolis force and finite radial propagation speed in order to compare to previous work. However, such effects can potentially adjust the local time location of interchange injection dependent on the inflow speed (Liu et al., 2010; Paranicas et al., 2016). Future work should investigate possible adjustments to the local time distributions in this and previously performed surveys.

### 2.4.4 Duration and Scale Size

We find the vast majority of events identified last for 15 min or less. This supports the idea of interchange as a process occurring in a narrow region ($\sim 5–10\%$) of available longitude space as proposed and discussed in Y. Chen et al. (2010). Additionally, our distribution of duration is very similar to that of Lai et al. (2016) with the bulk of interchange events occurring on a short time scale.

We additionally observed a nightside asymmetry in duration (see section 2.3.4). This in addition to a higher occurrence rate of nightside interchange events. Both the duration and the occurrence rates peak on the nightside, suggesting that the nightside is the region with more intense and frequent interchange events.

From these durations, we calculated the width, finding that there is a difference in
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widths between category 1 and 2 interchange structures (low intensity) and category 3 and 4 (high intensity) structures. We suggest that this is an observed effect of a larger intensity of events also resulting in larger scale sizes from the growth of the instability. These estimates have been updated from Y. Chen et al. (2010) by including the azimuthal velocity profile from Thomsen et al. (2010).

Our overall range between ~0.04 and 1.72 $R_S$ agrees with interchange injections as a “mesoscale” structure, limited to below many $R_S$ (Hill et al., 2005). The mean estimated width and radial distribution for category 1 and 2 events of 0.25 $R_S$ appears to be in the distribution within Y. Chen et al. (2010). The lower limit is approximately half of that reported within Hill et al. (2005). Hill et al. (2005) limited to observing interchange signatures with a clear dispersal; this is the most likely cause for the disagreements between these surveys as well as the updated azimuthal rotational profile from Thomsen et al. (2010). It is possible that as an interchange event sweeps over Cassini, the spacecraft only observes a part (random cross-section) of the event, not indicative to its true size. This limitation should be considered in further work to evaluate event size.

2.5 Conclusion

We have presented a novel method for identification and classification of interchange events based on the intensity of the 3–22 keV H$^+$ from CHEMS. The automated algorithm was robustly trained and tested to optimize selection of young injection events and is the first automated particle based classification algorithm developed for interchange injections. We have compared our survey to previous statistical surveys and investigated the dependencies of the occurrence rate and partial particle pressure on the radial distance, local time, and season. We have found the following:

1. Interchange occurrence rates peak between 7 and 9 $R_S$, and the maximum 3–22 keV partial pressure injections are limited to 6–9 $R_S$.

2. Local time occurrence rates of interchange between 2005 and 2016 are highest on the nightside and show slight preference for higher intensity events on the dawnside. This suggests a combined influence of the ionospheric conductivity in determining the growth rate of interchange instability and the large-scale tail reconnection in injecting hot and depleted flux tubes into the middle magnetosphere, which enhances the gradient in flux tube content relative to the inner
3. Most injection events last for 15 min or less in duration with a small trend toward longer events on the nightside rather than the dayside. Smaller intensity events have a mean width of 0.25 Rs, and high intensity events have a mean width of 0.41 Rs.

4. A comparison of events between this and three previous surveys showed relatively high overlap for some and low overlap with others, which can be explained by considering the selection criteria and the instrumentation used for each study. A surprising finding was the very small percentage of events (26 events) that were common to all four survey lists.

Our work has found that energetic proton injections are strongly organized by local time and radial distance. Future work should further investigate the underlying triggering mechanisms of interchange and how these influence plasma mass and transport within the Saturnian system. Further investigations should include study of the occurrence by different periodic fluctuation-based longitude systems such as the Saturn longitude systems and planetary period oscillation systems (e.g. Gurnett et al., 2011; Provan et al., 2016, and references within). Periodicities in the plasma properties and magnetic field have been observed at periods closely related to those of the emission power of Saturn kilometric radiation, leading to the hypothesis that the process controlling Saturn kilometric radiation modulation also controls aspects of magnetospheric physics (e.g. Carbary & Mitchell, 2013, and references within). Previous works have disagreed on interchange organization by longitude, and updating these results with this data set would be worthwhile (Y. Chen et al., 2010; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Kennelly et al., 2013). If interchange is organized by planetary oscillation phase, then interchange is a process propagating periodicities between the inner and outer magnetosphere of Saturn and should be investigated in future work.
CHAPTER III

Internal Driving Influences on Interchange

This chapter uses the previously identified list of interchange events to investigate the extent of ionospheric control, or internal processes, on the triggering process of the instability. It details an investigation to map interchange events into the available longitude systems of Saturn. The chapter was originally published in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics in 2019 under the title "Are Saturn's Interchange Injections Organized by Rotational Longitude?" (Azari, Jia, et al., 2019). The work is presented as published with minor formatting adjustments.

3.1 Introduction

The rotation rates of gas giant planets, such as Jupiter or Saturn, cannot be determined by tracking surface features; instead, periodic variations in the emission strength within the radio frequency band are used. Saturn’s rotation rate has proven to be a difficult value to definitively quantify. Estimations of the period of Saturn’s kilometric radiation (SKR) have shifted significantly from the Voyager era (10 hr 39 min 24 s ± 7 s), to Ulysses (10 hr 42 min 34.2 s), and finally to Cassini (10 hr 45 min 45 ± 36 s) (Desch & Kaiser, 1981; Galopeau & Lecacheux, 2000; Gurnett et al., 2005). The observed shifts in the SKR derived period are too large to represent changes in the rotation rate of the planetary body itself and must be produced by some other process yet undetermined (e.g., Cecconi & Zarka, 2005; Galopeau & Lecacheux, 2000; Stevenson, 2006). Further, adding to the mystery of Saturn’s rotational period, the periodic nature of SKR is also observed throughout the magnetosphere in a range of plasma and magnetic field phenomena, including magnetic field perturbations near the equator and at high-latitudes, spoke formation in the rings, plasma density and pressure variations in the inner and middle magnetosphere, fluxes of energetic particles and energetic neutral atoms, the intensity of auroral hiss emissions, and location
of the auroral oval (e.g., Carbary & Mitchell, 2013; Carbary et al., 2007; Gurnett et al., 2007; Gurnett, Persoon, et al., 2009; Gurnett, Lecacheux, et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2010; Paranicas et al., 2005; Porco & Danielson, 1982; Provan et al., 2012; Ramer et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2016). As the magnetic dipole and planetary spin axes are nearly aligned at less than 0.01° (Dougherty et al., 2018), the origin of these periodicities cannot be produced by a wobbling internal dipole as the planet rotates, as is the case for Jupiter. Many models have been proposed to explain the observed periodicities, including models that attribute the origin to processes occurring in the equatorial magnetosphere (e.g., Goldreich & Farmer, 2007; Gurnett et al., 2007; Khurana et al., 2009) and those that place the origin in the high-latitude atmosphere/ionosphere (e.g., Hunt et al., 2014, 2015; Jia & Kivelson, 2012; Jia, Kivelson, & Gombosi, 2012; C. G. A. Smith, 2006; Southwood & Cowley, 2014). A model that incorporates flow vortices in the upper atmosphere/ionosphere has been demonstrated to be able to account for many of the observed periodic phenomena with quantitative fidelity (e.g., Jia, Kivelson, & Gombosi, 2012; Jia & Kivelson, 2012).

For comparison, the rotation rate of Jupiter is relatively straightforward. Ground-based radio astronomers discovered and used periodic intensifications in the decametric radio frequency signals to determine a rotational rate of the planetary body itself of slightly less than 10 hr (Douglas, 1960; Franklin & Burke, 1958; Shain, 1955). The commonly used sidereal period, adopted by the International Astronomical Union, is 9 hr 55 min 29.7 s ± 0.04 s as discussed by Duncan (1975) and Seidelmann & Divine (1977). Subsequent work found the improvements from in situ measurements, for example, of the magnetic field, to be within expected error of this original estimation, and at this time there is good confidence in the rotational period of Jupiter (Yu & Russell, 2009).

Constraining Saturn’s variable rotation rate is not so straightforward. In the course of this effort, magnetospheric processes have been linked to Saturn’s variable planetary period, including coupling processes between the inner and outer magnetosphere. Given that many magnetospheric phenomena exhibit periodic variations, it is of particular interest to find out whether or not interchange also undergoes any periodic modulations in its occurrence rate. Similar to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, centrifugally driven interchange is believed to be the primary process for plasma transport in the inner to middle magnetosphere (~5–12 Rₕ) at Saturn (see Thomsen, 2013, for a review). Associated with the interchange process are injections of hot plasma from the middle into inner magnetosphere, which are often termed interchange injections. Interchange injections are typically characterized by an enhancement of
energetic (>100 eV) plasma and a depletion of low-energy plasma along with enhanced wave activity and magnetic field pressure (e.g., André et al., 2007, 2005; Azari et al., 2018; Burch et al., 2005; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Hill et al., 2005; Kennelly et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2016; Rymer et al., 2009). Within this very same spatial region in which interchange is occurring, modulations of the field and plasma conditions have been observed associated with rotational periodicities (e.g., Ramer et al., 2017). Are interchange injections similarly modulated with rotational periodicities?

A previous effort by Kennelly et al. (2013) investigated this question. They analyzed data from the Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) instrument for the first half of the mission (2004–2011) to identify interchange injection events based on the presence of strong upper hybrid emissions along with the lowering of the emission frequency. The authors investigated the occurrence rate of interchange injections identified in RPWS data as a function of the northern and southern phases of the Saturn Longitude System 4 (SLS-4). In SLS-4, there is a northern and southern phase system as the SKR period was shown to have two components, corresponding to the northern and southern latitude regions (Gurnett, Persoon, et al., 2009; Gurnett, Lecacheux, et al., 2009). Since this discovery, derived longitude systems have a northern and southern component, which differ in their period.

Kennelly et al. (2013) found a rather broad peak in the fresh interchange occurrence rate between local times of ~19 and 03 LT with a secondary narrower peak between ~12 and 17 LT. Furthermore, in the local time sector of 19 to 03, interchange was organized by the northern SLS-4 system for the pre-equinox interval (i.e., prior to August 2009) and by the southern SLS-4 system in the post-equinox interval. Theoretical work has tied the growth rate of interchange to ionospheric conductivity, wherein a larger conductivity suppresses interchange growth (Southwood & Kivelson, 1989). Kennelly et al. (2013) proposed that due to the seasonal differences in polar illumination, the conductivity changes drive the organization of interchange occurrence rates as organized by SLS-4. However, it is important to note that this result was obtained for the RPWS events through imposing a local time filter between 19 and 03 LT, omitting any injections at other local times. Such a result implies the requirement of a conductivity anomaly in each hemisphere that is fixed in longitude. Prior to this work, Y. Chen et al. (2010) found no systematic organization of interchange identified through Cassini Plasma Spectrometer data by SLS-3 (Kurth et al., 2008). However, the SLS-3 system was not defined separately for each hemisphere.

At the time of the Kennelly et al. (2013) work, the SLS-4 longitude system covered unequal time periods for the northern and southern components. Specifically SLS-
4 north was defined from April 5th, 2006 to September 16th, 2009, and SLS-4 south from September 2nd, 2004 to January 9th, 2011 (Gurnett et al., 2011). The SKR-based system has recently been updated to a SLS-5 longitude system with complete Cassini-mission temporal coverage (Ye et al., 2018). In addition, a longitude system termed the planetary period oscillation (PPO) system has been derived and continuously developed since the observation of these periodicities (see Andrews et al., 2012; Provan et al., 2013, 2014, for detailed process on deriving PPO properties). The PPO system is based off the analysis of the magnetic field perturbations and has also yielded phases systems and periods that now extend to the end of the Cassini mission (e.g., Provan et al., 2018, and references within). These magnetic field perturbations are quasi-sinusoidal oscillations in the magnetic field components that are periodic and closely related to the phase of SKR modulations (Andrews et al., 2008; Provan et al., 2009). It has been shown that both the SKR- and PPO-derived periods are very similar, but with some short intervals of deviation (e.g., Cowley & Provan, 2016; Fischer et al., 2015; Provan et al., 2016, 2014). Further analysis has associated periodicities in PPO with field-aligned currents flowing from Saturn’s ionosphere through the magnetosphere (Hunt et al., 2014, 2015; Jia, Kivelson, & Gombosi, 2012; Jia & Kivelson, 2012; Ramer et al., 2017). In the PPO system ∼90° north and 270° south is the location of upward field aligned currents within the ionosphere of Saturn (Hunt et al., 2014, 2015). This has been discussed as associated with an inward displacement of the current system in the equatorial plane (Hunt et al., 2015). These efforts now represent two distinct rotational systems that can be used to study the entirety of periodic modulations of the Cassini data set.

Subsequent to the work by Kennelly et al. (2013), several studies have evaluated interchange distributions at Saturn, extending to close to the end of the Cassini mission in mid-September of 2017 (Azari et al., 2018; Lai et al., 2016). Azari et al. (2018) identified interchange injection events from 2005 to 2016 using a statistics-based algorithm applied to H⁺ flux intensifications from the Magnetosphere Imaging Instrument’s CHarge Energy Mass Spectrometer (CHEMS) (Krimigis et al., 2004). In their work, interchange injections were found to be both more prevalent and more intense between 7 and 9 Rs. Further, interchange events were found to be primarily on the nightside of Saturn, rather than the dayside, similar to what has been found in previous work by Kennelly et al. (2013), and consistent with the idea that the growth rate of interchange is inversely proportional to the ionospheric Pedersen conductivity as first proposed by Southwood & Kivelson (1989). In addition to the broad nightside peak, Kennelly et al. (2013) also found a dayside, post noon peak, which does not
seem to fit this explanation of ionospheric conductivity. Beyond examining the local
time and radial dependence of their identified injection events, Azari et al. (2018) also
compared their interchange injection events found in the CHEMS data to previous
interchange surveys that used different detection methods. They found only modest
overlap between their high-energy ion event catalogue and prior lists, and similarly
for the other lists to each other, with 26 events shared by all published surveys. The
overlap with the event list identified by Kennelly et al. (2013) was somewhat better
than with the sets of events identified by Y. Chen & Hill (2008) and Lai et al. (2016).
With the newly updated SLS-5 and PPO-based longitude systems and the recent
updated interchange lists, it is worthwhile to investigate whether or not the observed
interchange injections at Saturn exhibit organization in longitude systems developed
to characterize the periodic modulations of the SKR and magnetic perturbations.

In this study, we conduct an analysis similar to that of Kennelly et al. (2013) to
evaluate the dependence of interchange injection, but with events identified by Azari
et al. (2018) using high-energy H$^+$ intensifications on the SLS-5 and PPO longitude
systems. We review if previously observed modulations can be observed in high-energy
H$^+$ intensifications by first applying the same filtering method in time and local time
used previously by Kennelly et al. (2013). We then extend our analysis to the full set
of available mission data. We further review organization for different seasonal time
ranges to identify potential seasonal trends in the occurrence of interchange injections.

As discussed, a bevy of magnetospheric phenomena have been observed to modulate
with these periodic systems and within this spatial region (e.g., Ramer et al., 2017).
In addition, these modulations have been associated with current systems (e.g., Hunt
et al., 2015). We ask if these modulations in the physical environment are affecting
the occurrence of interchange at Saturn. If interchange injections are organized by
longitude throughout the Cassini era (2004–2017), then the occurrence of interchange
may be sensitive to periodicities between the inner and outer magnetosphere and a
source of periodic and systematic mass transport at Saturn.

3.2 Methods

We use the interchange injection events identified by Azari et al. (2018) to inves-
tigate dependence on longitude for the pre-equinox, equinox, and post-equinox time
range. We take the pre-equinox date range to be 2005–2008, equinox to be 2009–2012,
and post-equinox to be 2013–2016. We choose 2009 through 2012 as equinox mainly
because the periods of the northern and southern SKR or PPO systems within these
years are close to each other, whereas outside of these years they diverge (e.g., Lamy, 2017; Provan et al., 2016, and references within). We are interested in observing differences in northern and southern system dependency during different seasonal time ranges.

The interchange injection events presented in Azari et al. (2018) were selected from the entire Cassini mission’s equatorial CHEMS database, using all measurements within $\pm 10^\circ$ of the Saturn Equatorial System equator and between 5 and 12 $R_S$. CHEMS sorts ion flux by energy per charge range, time of flight, and total energy (Krimigis et al., 2004). As we look at equatorial orbits, we would expect organization in both the southern and northern rotational systems. Events were selected through an automated detection algorithm that takes into account radial distance, energy range, and background values to identify sudden H+ intensifications. The algorithm was trained and tested on a subset of interchange injections identified through visual inspection and then applied to all of the Cassini CHEMS data between 2005 and 2016 to obtain the first computationally standardized and comprehensive list of interchange injection events (see Azari et al., 2018, for more details). It is important to note that some of the CHEMS events in this study overlap with those RPWS events found within Kennelly et al. (2013), even though they were identified with different instruments and selection criteria.

We use the newly developed and updated SLS-5 and PPO longitude systems to evaluate periodicity dependence (Provan et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2018). SLS-4 was the first system that separated the northern and southern signals and extended the SLS identification to early 2011 using a tracking filter (Gurnett et al., 2011). SLS-5 was derived similarly and extends past 2011. To separate the northern and southern systems, Ye et al. (2018) used the polarization of the SKR signal to separate the components. In this work we use SLS-5, which now covers the whole period of the Cassini mission (see Ye et al., 2018, for additional discussion on SLS-5 and previous SLS systems). In comparisons, we transform findings of the SLS-4 system to SLS-5 with care taken in regards to the differences in the time range.

The PPO phase/longitude systems are developed based on Cassini measurements of the quasi-periodic magnetic perturbations. For both the northern and southern PPO systems, $0^\circ$ is where the perturbation field of the quasi-uniform equatorial field points radially outward (e.g., Provan et al., 2018). The PPO phases of the northern and southern systems then increase with time at a given spatial location at their respective rates, as the systems rotate in the same sense as the planet. Both SLS-5 and PPO have been converted in our analysis to represent the phase/longitudes of
the spacecraft using the methods detailed most recently in Provan et al. (2018) and Ye et al. (2018).

Several studies have undertaken comparisons between the SLS and PPO systems (e.g., Cowley & Provan, 2016; Fischer et al., 2015; Provan et al., 2016, 2014). Due to the recent advances in the development of these systems, including the update to SLS-5, we present in Figure 3.1 a comparison between SLS-5 and PPO phases inside of 25 $R_S$. We use these comparisons as a guide to interpreting the differences in interchange occurrence analyses in subsequent figures. In Figure 3.1, we can observe that during most of the time, the phase difference remains approximately constant, meaning closely similar periods, with actual values depending on the orientation of the magnetic systems at times of corresponding SKR maxima. During most of the interval studied, the phase difference of the northern systems is near zero, meaning the quasi-uniform field of the northern system points sunward at the times of northern SKR maximum. The phase difference of the southern systems, however, generally is $\pm 180^\circ$, meaning that the quasi-uniform field of the southern magnetic systems points antisunward at times of southern SKR maximum. PPO and SLS-5 are derived from different measurements onboard the Cassini spacecraft, which helps to explain these differences. For this reason, we analyze the interchange on rotational phase using both the PPO and SLS-5 systems.

In this analysis, we focus on the locations of the interchange events as observed by Cassini, rather than backtracking them to their estimated onset locations. The events identified in the Azari et al. (2018) survey are relatively young events because the identification method was developed and optimized to avoid significant dispersion in the CHEMS energy spectra. Ideally, one would estimate the onset locations by accounting for the finite radial propagation time and corresponding azimuthal drift as discussed by Liu et al. (2010) and Paranicas et al. (2016). These effects would potentially affect both the local time location and the PPO and SLS-5 longitudes. Paranicas et al. (2016) estimated the radial propagation time for three dispersionless injection events. They found propagation times ranged between 1.2 and 2.4 hr. As discussed, the time an injection travels inward without showing significant dispersion governs the evolution of the injection event, but the radial velocity and starting radial distance cannot be determined independently. Paranicas et al. (2016) relied on measured phase space density using a similar methodology to Rymer et al. (2009) to obtain estimates of the starting radial distance and to derive the radiation propagation time. Paranicas et al. (2016) found a radial drift velocity ranging between $\sim 9$ and 18 km/s. The primary radial range of the interchange events found in Azari et al.
Figure 3.1: Difference in phase between the SLS-5 and PPO systems. The thick dashed line marks 0°, where the systems are in phase. The difference of the northern systems is represented in purple, while southern systems are represented in a light brown.

(2018) is between 7 and 9 R_S. If an event onset occurs at or beyond 9 R_S, then the maximum azimuthal drift speed in this range (between 9 and 10 R_S) is \( \sim 0.69 \) of the rigid co-rotation speed with a standard error of 0.02 as estimated by Thomsen et al. (2010). Subsequent work by Wilson et al. (2017) estimated an azimuthal drift of \( \sim 0.68 \) times rigid corotation between 9.5 and 10 R_S, within the error of the original work by Thomsen et al. (2010). We now estimate a maximum reasonable local time adjustment of the onset location of an interchange injection event. Taking the longer propagation time of 2.4 hr from Paranicas et al. (2016) at 0.68 of the rigid co-rotation velocity with a planetary rotational period of \( \sim 10.7 \) hr, we predict an azimuthal propagation of \( \sim 55° \) or of \( \sim 3.7 \) hr in local time. At the lower limit of the radial propagation time of 1.2 hr, at a co-rotation velocity of only 0.61 rigid co-rotation a value more representative of an onset between 12 and 13 R_S based upon Wilson et al. (2017), we would expect \( \sim 25° \) of azimuthal shift or <2 hour local time of azimuthal shift for an observed dispersionless event.

In our analysis, considering the available data coverage, we have chosen to organize our observed interchange events in 30° longitude bins, which are larger than the lower limit of the expected azimuthal offsets between the onset and the observer
location for the young injection events. We find that longitude bins of 30° present reliably consistent yet detailed results. We have also performed the statistical analysis (detailed below) with larger longitude bins but do not find any major differences in our results.

When calculating occurrence rates, we present sampling errors on all rates presented in this paper. Occurrence rates of interchange are calculated by normalizing by spatial sampling (e.g., radial location, local time, and SLS-5). More specifically, rates are calculated by taking the time Cassini spent within interchange and then dividing by the time Cassini spent in totality in that spatial region (e.g., radial location, local time, and SLS-5). This corrects for sampling bias in the Cassini orbits. We include on the occurrence rates propagated error. This is calculated from traditional propagation of error rules. The two sources of error are from the sampling error on time within interchange, and sampling error on time within spatial location, of the form \(1/(\text{sample size})^{1/2}\).

### 3.3 Results and Discussion

We seek to determine whether or not interchange occurrence can be organized by either of these two longitude systems, that is, SLS-5 and PPO. In light of the previous findings of different relationships during pre-equinox and post-equinox (Kennelly et al., 2013), we examine the Cassini mission by analyzing the pre-equinox, equinox, and post-equinox time ranges separately. We begin by comparing results with the previous work by analyzing our events in SLS-5 for the same time and local time range used in Kennelly et al. (2013) (section 3.3.1). Section 3.3.1 is the only section in which we take a local time filter. We then use the updated SLS-5 and PPO systems for the whole pre-equinox time range 2005–2008 (section 3.3.2), the equinox time range 2009–2012 (section 3.3.3), the post equinox 2013–2016 (section 3.3.4) mission interval, and all 2005–2016 equatorial data (section 3.3.5) without restricting by local time.

#### 3.3.1 Comparison With Previous Studies With Different Sampling Constraints

We first examine the dependence of occurrence rates of the Azari et al. (2018) interchange events on the SLS-5 longitudes for the same pre-equinox interval and local time range (19–03 LT) used by Kennelly et al. (2013). We compare the previous distribution found by Kennelly et al. (2013) in SLS-4 by transforming into SLS-5. SLS-4 north was defined from April 5th, 2006 to September 16th, 2009, and SLS-
4 south from September 2nd, 2004 to January 9th, 2011. Following Kennelly et al. (2013), who used August of 2009 as equinox, we evaluate our events in the pre-equinox time range for SLS-5 north between April 5th, 2006 to August 2009 and SLS-5 south between the start of our own survey (2005) to August 2009. As a result, the total number of events available for evaluation of the northern phase becomes 100 while the southern phase event sample becomes 175. The limitation is discussed further in this section. More information on the valid date ranges for the SLS phase systems is available at the SLS-4 website (http://cassini.physics.uiowa.edu/sls4/).

As shown in Figure 3.2, our analysis confirms the original results of Kennelly et al. (2013) for the pre-equinox time range between 19 and 03 LT. Starting with the northern system (Figure 3.2, upper panel), the distribution of those events shared between the lists of Kennelly et al. (2013) and Azari et al. (2018) (magenta shading) shows a strong peak within the 60–90° northern longitude bin, very similar to the previous work. Further, the distribution of high-intensity events shows a similar peak in the 30–60° longitude bin. The distribution of all events identified in the Azari et al. study exhibit two comparable peaks within a broader longitude range of ~30–180° that encompasses the peaks seen in the high-intensity events and the events shared with the Kennelly et al. study. Our full set of injection events exhibits another peak in the ~300–330° SLS-5 north longitude bin. This peak is primarily due to events found at distances greater than 11 R$_S$. We discuss this radial bifurcation of our peaks in section 3.3.5. As the Kennelly et al. (2013) events are all within 11 R$_S$, we do not expect to see this peak in the overlapping data set. We also performed an analysis without this local time filter and find a similar distribution to that presented in Figure 3.2.

The total event distribution of events as function of the SLS-5 southern longitude (lower panel of Figure 3.2) shows an apparent preference centered on the 0° bin ranging between 240° and 120°. An additional secondary peak is in the 210–240° range. The primary difference between the northern and southern systems in our analysis however is the non-apparent organization of the events shared between the Kennelly and Azari lists and of the high-intensity events, in which the northern system showed a singular peak and the southern system has a lack of any apparent preference on a specific longitude bin. The lack of apparent organization by SLS-5 southern longitude for these high-intensity and overlap events is in agreement with the earlier results obtained by Kennelly et al. (2013). Interestingly, the distribution of all events in the Azari et al. list shows a different pattern in that there is a broad peak over the southern longitude range between 330° and 60°. However, the distribution of
Figure 3.2: Pre-equinox interchange injection events normalized by spacecraft dwell time in SLS-5 between 19 and 03 LT. The top chart shows the normalized distribution of interchange events in SLS-5 north between April 2006 and August 2009 while the bottom chart shows the events in SLS-5 south between January 2005 and August 2009. The error bars are representative of the sampling error of $1/(\text{sample size})^{1/2}$ on the event and dwell time and propagated appropriately. The gray-shaded bars show the total sample size. The blue bars are the interchange events identified by Azari et al. (2018). The orange line represents the extremely high $H^+$ flux events of Azari et al. (2018) ($>3\,\sigma$ above background values). The magenta-shaded region represents events found by both Kennelly et al. (2013) and Azari et al. (2018).
all events (shown in blue) for both the northern and southern SLS-5 systems shows broad peaks within this time range. We cannot claim that the all event distribution of the northern system is more or less organized than the southern system for this time range.

Let us comment on the primary differences we have observed between the northern and southern SLS-5 systems within this sampling regime. This single-peaked distribution for the northern system is seen both with the events shared between Kennelly et al. (2013) and Azari et al. (2018) and our high-intensity events—also known as category 4 events, which have enhancements $>3$ standard deviations ($\sigma$) above background values in CHEMS as described in Azari et al. (2018). As can be seen in Figure 3.2, these two subsets of events show a similar distribution to each other. In the sections below, we use category 4 events as proxies for Kennelly et al. (2013) events, as their published list does not continue into the post-2012 date range.

As discussed above, applying the local time and time filters as required for direct comparison to previous works leads to different numbers of events for the northern and southern SLS-5 systems. There are a total of 100 events for evaluation of dependence of SLS-5 northern longitude, of which 12 events are shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) and 11 events are of high intensity. The 12 events shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) all come from just three orbits in the later half of 2007. Meanwhile, there are a total of 175 events for evaluation of dependence of SLS-5 southern longitude, of which 38 events are shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) and 30 events that are of high intensity. The 38 events shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) were observed during 12 orbits between 2005 and 2007. This difference between the northern and southern sample size is simply due to the availability of the SLS-4 system discussed above. In this previous analysis we used SLS-5 but applied the same time range restrictions that previous works had using SLS-4.

Restricting the local time and time range to compare to previous works yields three times as many high-intensity events in the SLS-5 south longitude system as compared to SLS-5 north. There are also nine more orbits in the southern system events, resulting in better spatial coverage. We are now able to confirm that the interchange events identified in the CHEMS data in SLS-5 show a single peaked distribution, primarily located in the high-intensity events. This is the very same peak that Kennelly et al. (2013) found in the pre-equinox period through identifying events with RPWS.

Therefore, we find that with the same sampling and restrictions, we are able to reproduce the dependence on the northern system in the pre-equinox period for
high-intensity events. The southern system does show disorganized behavior in the high-intensity events, which also agrees with previous findings. However, the overall distribution of all events appear similar between the northern and southern systems. The sampling restrictions primarily affected these high-intensity events of which are most similar to previous findings. Now we move on to expanding our sampling to all local times and available years to obtain equal sampling for time range and number of events between seasonal selections to evaluate the complete pre-equinox, during equinox, and post-equinox time periods.

3.3.2 Pre-equinox Distribution

Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of interchange occurrence rates from 2005 to 2008 as a function of the PPO and SLS-5 longitudes. The analysis in this section is not restricted by local time. Similar to Figure 3.2, we plot all events or the overall distribution in dark blue. Based on Figure 3.3 we note that the SLS-5 north and PPO north system distributions do show similar distributions for the high intensity and previously studied events, but there are also minor differences. This is to be expected because in Figure 3.1 we can see that between 2005 and 2008 the difference between PPO and SLS-5 north trends close to 0° with some deviations. We also note that the southern systems do show dissimilar patterns due to the offsets between these systems. As discussed previously the difference between the two southern longitude systems during the pre-equinox period centers around ∼180° due to the system definitions, and the distribution of injections as organized by the southern systems of SLS-5 and PPO does appear to be similar if shifted by ∼180°. We can observe this most easily for the total event distribution (blue shaded bars).

As noted in section 3.3.1, the northern system had markedly smaller sampling than the southern system. There are 256 events represented in this figure with 47 events shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) and 43 of high H⁺ flux intensity (magenta-shaded regions and orange lines, respectively). While there are subtle rises and falls in the overall distribution with longitude in all northern and southern systems, we find that by introducing larger sample sizes (which also makes them roughly equal), the stark differences seen previously in Kennelly et al. (2013) are reduced. The results presented here are not filtered by local time, but we found no significant changes in the results with local time restricted to the nightside. As discussed above, the Azari et al. (2018) events are predominantly located on the nightside, and therefore, filtering by local time only slightly reduces the sample size but does not affect the overall longitude pattern.
Figure 3.3: Interchange injection events normalized by spacecraft dwell time between 2005 and 2008 by SLS-5 and PPO. The top chart shows the normalized distribution of interchange events in SLS-5 north, followed by SLS-5 south, then PPO north, and PPO south. The error bars are representative of the sampling error of $1/(\text{sample size})^{1/2}$ on the event and dwell time and propagated appropriately. The gray-shaded bars show the total sample size. The blue bars are the interchange events identified by Azari et al. (2018). The orange line represents the extremely high H$^+$ flux events of Azari et al. (2018) ($>3\sigma$ above background values). The magenta-shaded region represents events found by both Kennelly et al. (2013) and Azari et al. (2018).
We find peaks in the injection occurrence rate in the SLS-5 north system for both overall events and for high-intensity events: There are two peaks: one centered between 0° and 120° and another between 300° and 330°. The 0–120° peak mirrors our previous finding in section 3.3.1, and by expanding the sampling we pick up additional patterns at other longitudes. In the PPO system, this trend is less clear, particularly when all events are included. In the southern SLS-5 system we observe a broad peak around 0° and in the southern PPO system multiple modest peaks, but in particular at 240–270°.

The difference between the northern and the southern system is small, and we cannot claim that in the pre-equinox period the northern system is more organized than the southern system. To confirm previous theories on systematic hemispheric seasonal dependence, we were expecting to observe an organization in the northern system as compared to an unorganized southern system due to different hemispheric illumination and therefore conductance during this time regions. But, in this comparison we have not observed a distinct change in organization with system.

In the PPO system 90° and 270° are of particular significance with respect to field aligned current systems since in the northern ionosphere parallel currents are directed outward at 90° and inward at 270° and reversed for the southern system (Hunt et al., 2014, 2015). We do observe small enhancements near these locations of interchange occurrence rates but only within the most intense of interchange events (>3 σ above background). We can say similarly for specific physical locations in the SLS-5 systems. These enhancements are small as compared to the values at other longitude locations and not reliably located in any singular hemisphere. We discuss this further in the following sections.

3.3.3 Equinox Distribution

We now analyze the equinox period between 2009 and through 2012. The analysis in this section is not restricted by local time. Figure 3.4 shows the occurrence rates of interchange within this period with no local time filters. There are 364 events represented in this figure with 63 events shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) and 92 of high H⁺ flux intensity events. Overall, we do not observe a greater organization by the northern and the southern systems than seen in pre-equinox. However, within this time range we do not expect to see great organization due to the similarity of the ionospheric hemisphere illumination between 2010 and 2012.

In the SLS-5 charts we observe the northern system has greater occurrence rates again between 0° and 120° and around 270°. This is the same 0–120° as seen both
in the subset sampling (section 3.3.1) and in the full pre-equinox data set (section 3.3.2). For comparison, the northern PPO system shows peaks between 90–120° and 210–240°. Unlike the northern systems, the southern systems for both SLS-5 and PPO show different behavior from the pre-equinox period. SLS-5 shows enhanced occurrence rates between 60–90° and 270–300°, while PPO shows enhancements around 180–210°.

Comparing the results between equinox and pre-equinox, we find that the event distribution pattern in the southern system has undergone significant changes between the two seasonal phases, whereas in the northern systems interchange occurrence consistently exhibits enhancement around the ~90° phase. This is unexpected as compared to the previous work by Kennelly et al. (2013).

### 3.3.4 Post-equinox Distribution

We now evaluate the post-equinox distribution of interchange by longitude for 2013–2016. The analysis in this section is not restricted by local time. Similar to previous sections, we present the distribution without filtering for nightside local time in order to maximize the sample size for our statistical analysis. In Figure 3.5, we present 196 events from Azari et al. (2018) of which 40 are of high intensity. We do not present our results for the category of events shared with Kennelly et al. (2013) because the Kennelly survey ends within this period and there are only a handful of events (i.e., not enough for statistical significance). However, we note that as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, the distribution of our identified high-intensity events is very similar to that found in the shared-event set. Indeed, over all time, the highest intensity events find greater cross-correlation between lists than weaker intensity events (Azari et al., 2018). Similar to the equinox distributions, the northern and southern systems both show differences between SLS-5 and PPO. This is not unexpected, as there is more variability in the phases between SLS and PPO in the post equinox period (see Figure 3.1). Within Figure 3.5 we continue to observe an enhancement between 30° and 120° within the northern systems, but the secondary peak has decreased. The southern systems on the other hand show a large change from the pre-equinox and equinox periods, but not toward a more organized behavior as found within Kennelly et al. (2013). The post-equinox phases used by Kennelly et al. (2013) was only available between August of 2009 and January 2011—whereas the post equinox period used in this work is 2013–2016 (see section 3.2). We expect however that if a post-equinox organization of the southern system persists, it would be evident in 2013 and onward. Indeed, the peaks in the southern system are just as
Figure 3.4: Interchange injection events normalized by spacecraft dwell time between 2009 and 2012 by SLS-5 and PPO. The top chart shows the normalized distribution of interchange events in SLS-5 north, followed by SLS-5 south, then PPO north, and PPO south. The error bars are representative of the sampling error of $1/(\text{sample size})^{1/2}$ on the event and dwell time and propagated appropriately. The gray-shaded bars show the total sample size. The blue bars are the interchange events identified by Azari et al. (2018). The orange line represents the extremely high H$^+$ flux events of Azari et al. (2018) (>3 $\sigma$ above background values). The magenta-shaded region represents events found by both Kennelly et al. (2013) and Azari et al. (2018).
high, and indeed, the dips just as low, but they do not cluster in a broad region, nor remain consistent between pre-equinox, equinox, and post-equinox time periods.

We observe that the interchange event occurrence shows persistent enhancement within the $\sim 0-120^\circ$ in the northern phase systems during the post equinox time period, just as seen in the pre-equinox and equinox time periods. The distributions are dissimilar to each other between the PPO and SLS-5 southern systems—not unexpectedly from the phase differences (see Figure 3.1). In previous works reviewing this interchange event list, occurrence rates were strongly organized in radial distance and local time (Azari et al., 2018). In section 3.3.5 we compare these statistics over all years combined as compared to local time and radial organization, having now found little difference in the northern systems with season.

3.3.5 Organization of Interchange Over All Years for Longitude, Local Time, and Radial Distance

Figure 3.6 shows the SLS-5, PPO, and radial and local time dependence of interchange occurrence rates for all the events identified in Azari et al. (2018). The right-hand panel of the figure shows the strongly nightside dominant local time organization discussed by Azari et al. (2018) with occurrence rates stronger by about 5–6 times on the nightside compared to the dayside. The left panels present the occurrence rates by rotational longitude and radial distance. In the northern systems, the small peak described within sections 3.3.2–3.3.4 between $30^\circ$ and $120^\circ$ clearly appears in both the SLS-5 and PPO plots. These panels all show that the injection events occur primarily near $8 R_S$. The secondary peak present in the SLS-5 northern system around $\sim 300^\circ$ is seen to be due to events outside of $11 R_S$, which is outside the radial range included by Kennelly et al. (2013). This range was shown to have a larger proportion of enhancements due to tail effects (e.g., current sheet collapse) rather than interchange in the Azari et al. (2018) event list. We therefore focus on the peak located between $30^\circ$ and $120^\circ$ in this discussion rather than those between $11$ and $12 R_S$. As noted above, $\sim 90^\circ$ north and $270^\circ$ south in the PPO system is the location of upward field aligned currents within the ionosphere of Saturn (Hunt et al., 2014, 2015). This has been discussed as associated with an inward displacement of the current system in the equatorial plane (Hunt et al., 2015). The peak in our interchange distribution might suggest that there is a systematic effect at this location, potentially because (1) changing the curvature of the magnetic field affects Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in curved magnetic field configurations (e.g., Komori et al., 1978) and/or (2) through magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling augmenting the...
Figure 3.5: Interchange injection events normalized by spacecraft dwell time between 2013 and 2016 by SLS-5 and PPO longitude. The top chart shows the normalized distribution of interchange events in SLS-5 north, followed by SLS-5 south, then PPO north, and PPO south. The error bars are representative of the sampling error of $1/(\text{sample size})^{1/2}$ on the event and dwell time and propagated appropriately. The gray-shaded bars show the total sample size. The blue bars are the interchange events identified by Azari et al. (2018). The orange line represents the extremely high $\text{H}^+$ flux events of Azari et al. (2018) ($>3 \sigma$ above background values).
instability criterion. Such upward field aligned currents are often associated with increase conductivity, which based on previous models are thought to suppress interchange (Southwood & Kivelson, 1987, 1989) whereas we observe an intensification in some, but not all of the upward field aligned regions. We stress that while the peak at \( \sim 90^\circ \) in the northern systems seems to persists throughout the Cassini era, the southern systems show no clear enhancement around \( 270^\circ \). Switching of ionospheric control of interchange dependent on Saturnian season, and hemisphere illumination, through analysis in rotating longitude systems is inconsistent with our results.

The white scatter plot points in Figure 3.6 show the locations of the events of highest intensity (>3 \( \sigma \)). The white dots exhibit little organization in the SLS-5 and PPO coordinate systems and instead occur at many different longitudes. According to Azari et al. (2018), these events correspond to those that are commonly shared among available surveys based on different identification methods. For a quantitative comparison, we calculate the maximum occurrence rate to minimum occurrence rate difference for SLS-5 north as compared to the same metric for local time distribution for all radial distances and years. We use SLS-5 north, as this shows the most extreme difference between the maximum and minimum values for all longitude systems.

For SLS-5 north, the peak occurrence rate over 2005–2016 occurs between 60° and 90° at 4.24\% \( \pm \) 0.17\% and the minimum occurs at 240–270° at 1.90\% \( \pm \) 0.12\%. The error calculated here is the error as described in the methodology section of propagated sampling error. At the maximum occurrence rate we therefore find an enhancement of \( \sim 2 \) times as compared to the minimum without overlapping error calculations. Comparatively for the local time distribution over all years, which can be observed in Azari et al. (2018) and further reviewed in this present work, the peak occurrence rate occurs between 00 and 02 local time hours at 5.70\% \( \pm \) 0.15\%, and the minimum occurs between 10 and 12 LT at 0.19\%\( \pm \) 0.03\%. The ratio between the maximum and minimum rate is \( \sim 30 \). However, in our previous work we report the difference in rates as compared not to the minimum, as this value is rapidly approaching zero near noon, but the pre noon and post noon quadrants between 08–10 LT and 14–16 LT with occurrence rates of 0.95\% \( \pm \) 0.07\% and 1.07\% \( \pm \) 0.08\%, respectively. This results in a rate enhancement of \( \sim 5–6 \) times.

The radial location and local time distribution have been extensively discussed in Azari et al. (2018). The predominant peak around 7–9 \( R_S \) has been attributed to the competition between energization of inward bound injections and charge-exchange losses. The dominant nightside occurrence rates are in good agreement with the local time distribution of suprathermal particles in the inner to middle magnetosphere (e.g.,
Figure 3.6: Interchange injection events normalized by spacecraft dwell time between 2009 and 2016 by SLS-5, PPO, and local time. The white dots represent extremely high H\textsuperscript{+} flux events (>3 σ above background values) (Azari et al., 2018). All subplots share the same color bar.
Sergis et al., 2017; Thomsen et al., 2016). This is consistent with interchange as a primary radial transport mechanism additionally discussed by DeJong et al. (2010) and Hill (2016b). Examining the combined local time and radial distribution in Figure 3.6, we note a nightside asymmetry wherein the peak interchange occurrence rates are on the post midnight rather than pre midnight local time region, suggesting the triggering mechanisms of interchange is primarily intensified on the nightside, perhaps by large-scale tail injections or current sheet collapse. That is, large-scale tail injections form a fresh population of ∼keV ions just beyond 10 R_S in the midnight local time region. As these particles will drift eastward toward the dawn sector, there is a higher likelihood of interchange injection in the post midnight region, as seen in the right-hand panel of Figure 3.6.

The longitude enhancement is weak as compared to the local time enhancement. In addition, the northern system shows consistent enhancement, which does not change with season, and the southern system varies with season but not in a systematic manner. This is inconsistent with previous works and does not agree with current findings of interchange as responsive to seasonal differences in planetary period determinations. Instead, we interpret this result to suggest that the primary mechanisms behind interchange instability are strongly dependent on local time, with a weak enhancement due to physical mechanisms in the rotational phase systems.

### 3.4 Conclusion and Outstanding Questions

The dependence of the occurrence rates of interchange events identified by Azari et al. (2018) have been examined as a function of radial distance, local time, SLS-5 longitudes (north and south), PPO longitudes (north and south), and seasonal phases. Separate analyses were done for the full set of events and for the subsets of highest-intensity events (>3 σ above background of CHEMS) and events found also in a previous survey (Kennelly et al., 2013).

Within the same local time and date range examined by Kennelly et al. (2013), there is a distinct peak within the 30–120° range of SLS-5 north. This confirms their results, which were based on SLS-4 of an organized pre-equinox system. However, with a larger sample size the distribution shows multiple peaks at other longitudes in the northern system, and the single previously found organization diminishes, becoming comparable to the limited organization in the southern SLS-5 system. Further, we find that the northern longitude systems continue to show this 30–120° enhancement for the equinox and post equinox time ranges. The results of Kennelly et al. (2013)
suggest that this should not be the case, instead shifting to dominance by the southern longitude systems after equinox. This location of enhancement also shows distinct radial preference, located at \( \sim 8 \, R_S \), within the peak occurrence range of interchange injections at Saturn between 7 and 9 \( R_S \) (Azari et al., 2018). Our results show that interchange occurrence rates are not located in a singular longitude location by hemisphere or otherwise.

We find that there is a factor of 2 increase in occurrence at peak locations between 30° and 120° in the northern SLS-5 and PPO systems. We compare this to the enhancement found by Azari et al. (2018), which examined the local time distribution and found an enhancement of \( \sim 5-6 \) times on the nightside as compared to the dayside. We further identify an asymmetry on the nightside, where peak interchange rates occur in the post midnight rather than the pre midnight sector, suggesting the triggering mechanisms of interchange are primarily intensified on the nightside, perhaps by large-scale tail injections or current sheet collapse.

The rather weak correlation between interchange occurrence and longitude systems suggests that rotational periodicities do not represent a primary mechanism influencing interchange injections. It is possible that periodicities and their causation through current systems could contribute through secondary effects such as the physical properties of interchange injection events (overall mass and energy transfer) or through other, still unexplored mechanisms in the middle magnetosphere of Saturn.

Future work should consider investigation of solar influence on ionospheric conductivity through solar ultraviolet irradiance on the modulation of the occurrence rate of interchange as ultraviolet has been observed to affect the energetic environment (e.g., Kollmann et al., 2017; Roussos et al., 2014). We also note that interchange events used in this work are equatorial and subsequent work should additionally review high inclination injections for dependencies. The dependencies found in the present study do not totally preclude ionospheric control of interchange, but they show it to be at best a fairly weak influence.

Our results raise several questions in regard to interchange injection events. Given the previously found organization, limited when expanding the sample size as seen in this work, a revisiting of what physical mechanism could produce any dependence on longitude is worthwhile to re-investigate. This includes how the current systems associated with the PPO system could lead to interchange modulation. In this work limited organization is found in the northern systems (PPO and SLS-5), but this is weak compared to previous findings. Similarly, why is there then no such equivalent in the southern system for equatorial events? Why does the 90° peak in the north-
ern longitude system persist through all the seasons sampled? Additionally, these events studied were identified based on enhanced fluxes of high-energy ions; would interchange events identified using other instruments on-board Cassini show similar results? As shown by Azari et al. (2018), there are major differences in interchange surveys, and such efforts should be undertaken to continue identifying interchange injections in Cassini data. Future work should also investigate if interchange at Jupiter has any potential dependence on local time, radial distance, or longitude. As a gas giant with a similar mass transfer process, such a study would be essential in piecing together how rotational effects might affect the interchange process at rapidly rotating systems.
CHAPTER IV

The Role of Interchange in Energization and Loss

This chapter investigates the role of injections in contributing to hot ion energization and losses within the magnetosphere of Saturn. It details the development of a new parameter to identify energization of particles within the limited pitch angle resolution of Cassini data before comparing observations to expected energization and losses. The chapter is in preparation for submission for publication under the title "System wide evidence of particle loss and acceleration around Saturn" (Azari, Allen, et al., 2020).

4.1 Introduction

The magnetic environments, or magnetospheres of planets can be categorized into either externally influenced or internally influenced. Or more specifically, how sensitive the response of plasma and magnetic transport and flow around a planet are to external and internal drivers. Mercury and Earth present examples of externally driven magnetospheres with primary driving from mass, momentum, and energy the solar wind imparts to the planetary environment (see reviews by Borovsky & Valdivia, 2018; Slavin et al., 2018). For externally driven systems, the Dungey cycle is the primary large-scale circulation process (Dungey, 1961, 1963). A magnetosphere considered an internally driven system is Jupiter. Jupiter’s system is dominated by the mass loading of the inner magnetosphere from the moon Io, and the rapid rotation of the planet itself (e.g. Bagenal, 2007; Fukazawa et al., 2006; Krupp et al., 2004). This leads to a process known as the Vasyliunas cycle (Vasyliunas, 1983) where internally generated mass loaded fielded lines are stretched downtail with the rapid rotation of the planet until magnetic reconnection occurs. Saturn, while commonly considered internally dominated, presents an in between, case with the presentation of both internal and external like behavior (see reviews within Krupp et al., 2018;
Thomsen, 2013). As shown through global magnetohydrodynamic modeling, Saturn’s environment can respond to solar wind dynamics but has a consistent internally driven reconnection process (Jia, Hansen, et al., 2012). Saturn therefore represents a unique location for solar system studies of magnetospheres to study the interconnection of internally and externally driven systems.

One hallmark of an internally driven system is process known as interchange. This is a required mass transport system in the inner and middle magnetosphere at Saturn between ∼4 and 15 Saturn Radii (R_s). Interchange is most similar to a Rayleigh-Taylor like instability and are commonly associated with internal magnetospheric conditions. These are sourced from the cryo-volcanic outgassing of the moon Enceladus located at ∼4 R_s which creates a dense neutral population of primarily H_2O (∼91 ± 3% as compared to other molecular species) drifting to greater radial distances to form the extensive E-ring of Saturn (Spahn et al., 2006; Waite Jr. et al., 2006). A small amount of this neutral population then undergoes ionization by impact ionization and charge-exchange (Fleshman et al., 2013; Jurac & Richardson, 2005). This results in a neutral-dominated region in the magnetosphere of Saturn with a minimum mean neutral-to-ion ratio of 60 within the equatorial 3–5 R_s region and increasing beyond (see review within Mauk et al., 2009; “The distribution of atomic hydrogen and oxygen in the magnetosphere of Saturn”, 2009; Shemansky et al., 2009). The dense resultant ions then undergo co-rotation from Saturn’s rapid rotational rate of just under 11 hours per rotation, resulting in the dense ions experiencing centrifugal forcing into the less dense H^+ ions of the outer and middle magnetosphere. These energetic ions are found to peak in intensity near 10 R_s (Allen et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2017). This physical situation is unstable against interchange instabilities. Interchange then acts as the primary mass transfer system in the middle magnetosphere, enabling the transfer of this dense population into the outer magnetosphere and returning energetic H^+ to the middle magnetosphere (Hill, 2016b; Thomsen et al., 2016).

The observation of the transport inwards of energetic (> 1 keV) H^+ due to this instability is called an interchange injection. This terminology is often confused with larger, downtail reconnection related injections from the Dungey and Vasyliunas cycles (Mitchell et al., 2015; Thomsen, 2013). Interchange injections are distinct from large-scale tail injections in their primary triggering mechanisms, their spatial locations, and characteristic scale sizes. Within the Cassini data set, interchange is readily identified as an intensification of high-energy H^+, a corresponding altering of magnetic pressure, an evacuation of thermal plasma, and an enhancement of wave
activity (André et al., 2005, 2007; Azari et al., 2018; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; DeJong et al., 2010; Kennelly et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2016). All these unique signals of interchange have led to a challenging issue when cross comparing interchange surveys, in which, depending on the primary identification metric, different events are identified as interchange injections.

Azari et al. (2018) developed an optimized automated identification of interchange based on statistical enhancements of the H\(^+\) flux within the Charge Energy Mass Spectrometer (CHEMS) dataset. The automated method is most similar to a supervised logistic regression used within machine learning, but with physics based adjustments for consideration of radial and local time sampling constraints, potential seasonal variations, rare events, and energy-dependent flux asymmetries. This identification was created through a trained, tested, and automated process to identify interchange events by severity against the background high-energy H\(^+\) plasma. This dataset provides the most complete detection and classification of interchange injection at Saturn to date.

It is important to consider the identification criteria when discussing interchange injections. In developing this automated list, it was found that only 30% of the automated events had a match within previous surveys, and only 26 events out of hundreds were shared between completed surveys (Azari et al., 2018). Through previous statistical surveys, it’s understood that interchange is found primarily between 4 and 15 \(R_\text{S}\), with peak occurrence rates and severity between 7 and 9 \(R_\text{S}\) (Azari et al., 2018; DeJong et al., 2010; Kennelly et al., 2013). By local time, surveys see a strong day-night asymmetry, with the nightside having stronger occurrence rates by 5 – 6 times and deeper radial range (Azari et al., 2018; DeJong et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2010). These surveys primarily focused on the high-energy signatures, and there is disagreement on the local time occurrence as surveys reviewing wave signatures and aged events have found a more azimuthally symmetric occurrence pattern (Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Kennelly et al., 2013). This does still imply that at least for the high-energy (> 3 keV) interchange events, the nightside exhibits intensifications of the occurrence rate. This creates an entwined picture of large-scale and the smaller-scale, interchange injections. It has been proposed that large-scale injections can set up the necessary conditions to accentuate smaller scale interchange, through accentuating the plasma flux tube gradient on the nightside of Saturn (Azari et al., 2018; DeJong et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2015).

While it is observed that interchange appears to be sensitive to changing conditions in the tail region, it would also be expected to be sensitive to ionospheric
changes in conductivity, an internal process (e.g. Hill, 2016a; Southwood & Kivelson, 1989). Observations have found linkages between auroral activity and injections triggered by plasmoid release (Lamy et al., 2013). Interestingly for high-energy ions in interchange events, organization by longitude, and a marker of sensitivity to internal conditions in the ionospheric conductivity, is small compared to radial and local time organization, suggesting a lack of internal driver sensitivity (Azari, Jia, et al., 2019). However, surveys account for disparate findings in regards to ionospheric importance depending on their event selection and sample size, suggesting sensitivity to event definition. Most consistently found intensifications have been found near the ∼90° peak in northern longitude systems between 7 and 9 Rs, and show distinct trapped (perpendicular pitch angles) populations as compared to field aligned populations (Azari, Jia, et al., 2019; DeJong et al., 2010; Kennelly et al., 2013). Longitude systems at Saturn have undergone subsequent improvements over the Cassini mission and so while it can be difficult to compare statistical findings in previous systems, taken together, these surveys hint to a complex system. From these results, it appears that internal processes to the magnetosphere are limited and contribute a small accentuation on top of larger influences by tail and other in-situ dynamics.

This radial peak in particle populations is by itself, a long-standing mystery in the Saturn system with the very first Pioneer 11 observations noting ion temperature peaks between 7–8 Rs (Frank et al., 1980). Now with additional measurements, it has become evident that this location in Saturn’s magnetosphere is playing a key role in the system through interchange, particle dynamics, and ring current populations (see discussions within Azari et al., 2018; Sergis et al., 2017; DeJong et al., 2010). How interchange relates to system wide dynamics is an active question.

With the rise of statistical surveys from the Cassini mission dataset, findings suggest that interchange is sensitive to processes of external and local plasma condition forcing. Within Figure 4.1 we speculate based on previous findings the distribution and a picture of the day-night asymmetry for the high-energy H+ signatures of interchange injections in the middle magnetosphere. Enceladus is illustrated as outgassing primarily water into the inner magnetosphere, which drifts and sets up a dense plasma population as discussed above. This then interchanges through Rayleigh-Taylor like instabilities with the less dense H+ population. Interchange events range in size from ∼1.72 Rs down to, but not limited to, 0.04 Rs (Azari et al., 2018). This illustration represents a series of mid-scaled and large injections with respect to this size estimation. This scenario is based on the combination of several observations, and it is expected that the presence of injections is extremely dynamic in response to tail
Figure 4.1: Illustration for several Cassini passes of the interchange region. High-energy interchange injections show prevalence on the nightside of the planet, as shown in pale orange. The Enceladus neutral torus is shaded in blue. Orbits illustrated are two equatorial orbits Rev 4 (2005 DOY 058 - 078) and Rev 22 (2006 DOY 068 - 099). Parts of this illustration are not to scale. This figure was created in consultation and with permission from Falconieri Visuals. Copyright held by Falconieri Visuals.

dynamics, plasmapause locations, and other internal and external factors and subject to rapid change (e.g. Azari, Jia, et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2015).

These statistical surveys from the Cassini mission open new questions about the role of interchange in the transport system around planetary bodies, not only to their sensitivity to triggering but also to their role in delivering energetic H\(^+\) toward the planet. In particular, interchange occurrence rates vary widely over the course of the mission in time, and over the entire mission; even in the most prevalent radial region for interchange (7 - 9 \(R_\text{S}\)), interchange occurs <4\% of the time (Azari et al., 2018).

How does interchange then impact the background plasma conditions at Saturn?

As a primary transport process, the pitch angles of interchange injections convey
information about the transport of energetic particle populations in Saturn’s magnetosphere. Interchange injection plasma is expected to be heated primarily through adiabatic conservation during inward radial transport (Mitchell et al., 2015; Paranicas et al., 2016). Rymer et al. (2009) found that distribution within interchange events evolves from isotropic to pancake (90° trapped) in agreement with adiabatic inward transport by evaluating the pitch angles of Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) measured electrons. Mitchell et al. (2015) noted with the Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument (MIMI) suite including CHEMS a series of injections from 2006 day of year 080 energy dependent pitch angle behavior, hinting that ions with perpendicular pitch angles are energized more than those that are field-aligned. DeJong et al. (2011) noted that the perpendicular fluxes of CAPS electrons are higher on the nightside than the dayside and discussed the possibility that this is due to the asymmetry in interchange rates. Interchange prevalence on the nightside can also help explain the day-night asymmetry found within intensities of plasma within the middle magnetosphere (Kollmann et al., 2011; Paranicas, Mitchell, Roussos, et al., 2010). Unique to Saturn, these asymmetries are also potentially contributed to from the noon-to-midnight electric field (e.g. Andriopoulou et al., 2012; Paranicas, Mitchell, Krimigis, et al., 2010; Thomsen et al., 2012). Pitch angles distributions of injections, not only hint at the acceleration mechanisms but also reflect on the system wide pitch angles distributions at Saturn and outstanding questions of global configuration, including as a potential contribution to Saturn’s variable ring current (Sergis et al., 2017).

Within this work we investigate sources and losses of high-energy (> 3 keV) ions in the inner and middle magnetosphere (focusing between 5-12 RS) and the effect of interchange injection on the background distributions of energetic particles. We build off the events selected by Azari et al. (2018) using CHEMS data and develop a pitch angle analysis for both interchange events and the background plasma population within the 3 – 220 keV energy range. Within this work we detail the development of new pitch angle analyses using CHEMS (Section 4.2), before analyzing the distributions of these pitch angles both within events, and globally, while comparing these results to modeled expectations (Section 4.3). Finally we comment on our conclusions on global mass transport and losses due to interchange influence, a long-standing area of research within mass transport (Section 4.4). As a major transport mechanism, interchange is a primary source of energetic material in the middle and inner magnetosphere. Investigating the pitch angles of interchange fills in the missing pieces of global transport, including sources and losses, between the mass loading of Enceladus and far tail loss.
4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Event Selection Criteria

All interchange events are identified based on the criteria described within Azari et al. (2018). In brief, events were identified in an automated fashion most similar to a supervised logistic regression, a type of binary classification algorithm most commonly used for categorical data in machine learning contexts. A set of training data was selected from the Cassini CHEMS H$^+$ flux to optimize thresholds of an optimized parameter to detect events. The method employed in Azari et al. (2018) differed from traditional machine learning and supervised logistic regression by taking into consideration radial variation, potential seasonal variations over the Cassini mission, and energy dependent flux asymmetries. In addition, by setting the optimization algorithm form but not the final threshold values, this method provided the ability to standardize the detection of events. Events are standardized so those within the final analyses are statistically meaningful enhancements of H$^+$ flux over the background data. The performance of this algorithm was then evaluated over a separate set of test data. The final optimization was performed on the Heidke Skill Score (HSS). Interchange injection events occur infrequently, and HSS, which depends on event frequency was used rather than other other types of machine learning optimization (Manzato, 2005). These physics-based adjustments address several outstanding issues in applying machine learning to geoscience datasets including those illuminated within Karpatne et al. (2019), such as spatio-temporal structure, high-dimensionality, lack of concise object definitions, and rare classes. As reported within Azari et al. (2018), the final form of the detection metrics obtained an HSS of 0.56 for the training set, and 0.49 for the test set. The false positives detected within this list are also guaranteed to be enhancements over the background of the CHEMS H$^+$ background and each event contains a standardized degree of physical information. We use the 816 events identified within this previous work.

4.2.2 Data Source: CHEMS Pitch Angles

CHEMS was a charge-energy-mass spectrometer within the MIMI suite on board the Cassini spacecraft that arrived at Saturn in 2004 and collected 13 years of data until 2017. CHEMS collected ion data by admitting a narrow energy per charge range followed by the time of flight and energy technique as described in Krimigis et al. (2004). This study is focused on: the H$^+$ equatorial flux, within 10$^\circ$ of the equatorial plane in Saturn Equatorial System (SZS), between 3 and 220 keV, and
between 5–12 RS. These are the same restrictions as the original event detection for interchange injection identification.

CHEMS is made up of three distinct telescopes, each one covering 53° in polar angle along the spacecraft’s z-axis – and at times measuring different portions of the pitch angle distribution of incoming particles. For pitch angle analysis, flux from each telescope is assigned a pitch angle using the mid-point look direction of the telescope and the magnetic field direction from the magnetometer data. The Cassini spacecraft did rotate at specific times in its orbit and the pitch angle that a telescope was measuring can change due to changes in the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the spacecraft. To investigate statistical information on pitch angles, care must be taken on not assuming full pitch angle coverage at any single time as it is unknown. Additionally, grouping fluxes at a range of binned pitch angles can also be problematic. For example, a telescope that has been measuring pitch angles at 90° contains other pitch angle information which cannot be recovered. Therefore, if you compare the fluxes at 110° of any telescope to those at 90° there is an unknown amount of overlap. These two values are now no longer unique and pitch angle analysis becomes ambiguous. Additionally, at certain magnetic field orientations all three telescopes will be measuring the same near 90° pitch angle range. However, this is the only mission long dataset that provides pitch angle information for high energy H+.

To address the limitations of the dataset we have developed a ratio that compares near-perpendicular fluxes with near-parallel and anti-parallel fluxes. The ratio is only calculated when one of the three telescopes is pointing in the near 90° pitch angle direction, and another in the near field-aligned or anti-field-aligned direction. We define an anisotropy ratio in which we can quantify the relative enhancement fluxes near 90° pitch angles as compared to field and anti-field aligned particle fluxes. The anisotropy ratio, A, is described mathematically as:

$$A(t, e) = \frac{F_{\perp}(t, e)}{F_{\parallel,\perp}(t, e)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Within equation 4.1, A is calculated at every time t that meets our pointing requirements. The variable e denotes each energy band between 3 and 220 keV. The numerator $F_{\perp}$ represents the flux in the perpendicular direction and the denominator $F_{\parallel,\perp}$, represents the flux in either the parallel or the anti-parallel field direction. Because the field-aligned and anti-field-aligned flux are only very rarely both present simultaneously in the CHEMS data set, either is used, whichever exists for that time.
interval (or both). This calculation assumes the fluxes along the parallel and anti-parallel direction are of equal value. We tested this assumption and found that the variation between parallel and anti-parallel is much less than the current calculated ratio. From these calculations we move toward treating parallel and anti-parallel directional flux similarly to increase the sampling.

We set a 45° range for classification of the telescope into perpendicular (67.5° - 112.5°), parallel (0° - 45°), or anti-parallel (135° - 180°). This removes data when telescopes were within the gap region of these bins but this selection gap provides an additional restriction that the populations will never overlap in their pitch angle fields of view. Smaller than 45° bins were attempted, but yielded significant data gaps that compromised statistical significance.

A series of injections previously described in associated interchange works and further detected by Azari et al. (2018) are presented as examples of the pitch angle anisotropy and ratio calculation for several distinct energy ranges over the CHEMS dataset (Mitchell et al., 2015; Paranicas et al., 2016; Rymer et al., 2009). Figure 4.2 demonstrates both a schematic of the CHEMS instrument (Figure 4.2a), as well as a series of energy per time flux spectrograms (Figure 4.2b-d) corresponding to the observed pitch angles of 40°, 90° and 140°. Figure 4.2e then demonstrates the calculated anisotropy ratio comparing near 90° fluxes to near parallel and anti-parallel fluxes. Within these events we present the first quantification of the scale of high-energy ion anisotropy within injections at Saturn. Similar to the observations previously reported by Mitchell et al. (2015) and Rymer et al. (2009), we find clear energy dependent behavior by particle pitch angle with clear perpendicular enhancements at >30 keV energies. Within Figure 4.2 we find a perpendicular flux enhancement of ∼40 times higher than non-perpendicular flux in the 47 – 71 keV energy range. This is likely to be an underestimation of the highest amount of enhancement at the near-perpendicular pitch angles as they have a sampling width of 45° of pitch angle, but this demonstrates a first estimation of the potential range of acceleration. At the lower energies, fluxes demonstrate either isotropic or non-perpendicularly dominated flux populations. Within the results section we propose and evaluate the cause of this difference as a result of betatron acceleration.

The 2006 DOY 080 events shown in Figure 4.2 and those discussed earlier within Mitchell et al. (2015) and Rymer et al. (2009), are all located within 7-9 Rs. As discusse within the Introduction, this region contains the most interchange injections, the most intense injections, and the most organization by Saturn longitude (Azari, Jia, et al., 2019; Azari et al., 2018). To accurately gain an understanding of the po-
Figure 4.2: Schematic of CHEMS instrument pitch angle anisotropy within interchange. Part a demonstrates a schematic of the CHEMS telescope directions with a demonstrated magnetic field direction relating to the spectrograms observed in parts b – d with calculated pitch angles in the subtitles. Panel e highlights for 4 distinct energy ranges for CHEMS the behavior pitch angle dependent particles both before, during, and after the injection events.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Evidence of First Adiabatic Invariant Conservation Within Interchange

Within interchange injections, it’s expected that adiabatic invariance related acceleration will result in observed energization. Mitchell et al. (2015) remarked on the intensification of >30 keV ion populations within injection events as evidence of an adiabatic acceleration process. At Saturn there are two categories of injections responsible for moving mass toward the planet: tail-reconnection-driven current sheet collapse and interchange injections. As described by Mitchell et al. (2015), a current sheet collapse event energizes and transports mass through non-adiabatic processes, while flux tube interchange is heated through adiabatic means. While triggered by
different mechanisms, interchange events have been shown to be sensitive to the effects of the former tail injections, potentially due to the intensification and accentuation of a plasmapause-like boundary from the large-scale nightside injections (Azari et al., 2018; Thomsen et al., 2015). The repercussions of this triggering on interchange is proposed to result in the situation is detailed in Figure 6.1.

It has not been shown statistically over many injection events the role adiabatic invariance plays on the energization of this transport process. Both betatron acceleration and Fermi acceleration are potential adiabatic processes that could be acting on incoming injections. Betatron acceleration results in enhancements within the perpendicular component of the particles’ pitch angles as particles travel toward the planet and into regions of greater magnetic field strength. Fermi acceleration would enhance the parallel components of this flux, and have a limiting effect on the observed intensification of the anisotropy ratio of the particles’ pitch angle distribution. Characteristic time scales can be calculated to estimate these two processes potential roles in energization of incoming injections.

The gyropoeriod and the bounce period are considered characteristic time scales for betatron and Fermi acceleration respectively. It can be expected then that the adiabatic invariant resulting in Fermi acceleration will not be conserved as compared to betatron acceleration from estimations of characteristic time scales. At Saturn for a 3 keV ion (H$^+$) at 7 $R_S$, the gyroperiod is $\sim$1 second. The bounce period of a 3 keV ion is $\sim$1000-2000 seconds (tens of minutes). In comparison to characteristic interchange time scales, previous works estimate the incoming velocity of injections ranging between 25 and 71 km/s (Burch et al., 2005; Y. Chen et al., 2010; Krupp et al., 2018; Rymer et al., 2009; Paranicas et al., 2016). Converting this to a time scale then results in an incoming injection able to travel 1 $R_S$ on the order of a single bounce period. We predict that the primary acceleration mechanism describing the anisotropy ratio is betatron rather than Fermi acceleration. We expect for this situation, therefore, that when organized by radial distance, interchange events should demonstrate adiabatic conservation of phase space density following betatron acceleration. Studies investigating similar adiabatic conservation have through event studies have been seen within Paranicas, Mitchell, Roussos, et al. (2010) and Rymer et al. (2009).

We present in Figure 4.3a the radially binned anisotropy ratios within all our identified interchange injection events. We find greatly anisotropric values moving inwards from 12 $R_S$ which peak within 7 – 8 $R_S$. Surprisingly this trend does not continue inside of 7 $R_S$. Below we discuss the potential causes of this enhancement.
and subsequent depletion by evaluating a predicted effect of betatron acceleration and charge exchange. In Figure 4.3b we present the p-value of the distributions compared to the $7 - 8$ R$_S$ distribution using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistic. The K-S quantity specifically tests for the likelihood that two data samples are obtained from the same distribution and does not require parametric or equal samples. The p-values shown in Figure 4.3b are calculated from testing the distribution of 7-8 R$_S$ to other radial distributions. The p-value shows when comparing the distributions of 7-8 R$_S$ to 8-9 R$_S$, or to 6-7 R$_S$ the p-values drop quickly to well under 1%. From these values we can confirm that, within 1% p-value confidence, the distribution of $7 - 8$ R$_S$ is significantly different than at other radial distances. We now move to interpreting the anisotropy ratio for evidence of betatron acceleration.

In Figure 4.3a, we plot in the pale red, an envelope of an expected betatron acceleration for a particle population moving radially inwards at 11.5 R$_S$ (pale red shaded region). The interquartile range (IQR) of the anisotropy ratio is shown in the figure with the colored boxes. From this we then developed a particle model, which calculates flux as a function of pitch angle given the conservation of the first adiabatic invariant. We do not include the second adiabatic invariant (Fermi acceleration) as this has a limiting factor on the anisotropy ratio we observe and, as discussed above, is unlikely a dominant effect given relevant timescales.

To calculate this expected envelope we first assume conservation of the first adiabatic invariant and a dipolar field. This results in equation 4.2 for the resulting perpendicular velocity of a particle at a future time as a function of its starting velocity.

$$v_{\perp,2} = v_{\perp,1} \sqrt{\frac{B_2}{B_1}} \quad (4.2)$$

The pitch angle of a particle can be written in equation 4.3 as a function of it's parallel and perpendicular velocity.

$$\alpha = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{v_{\perp}}{v_{\parallel}}\right) \quad (4.3)$$

The pitch angle after injection then can be written by combining these equations as shown in equation 4.4.

$$\alpha_2 = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{v_{\perp,1}}{v_{\parallel,2}} \sqrt{\frac{B_2}{B_1}}\right) \quad (4.4)$$
If then we assume the parallel velocity does not change during the injection process and violates the second adiabatic invariant, $\alpha_2$ can be rewritten as shown in equation 4.5.

$$\alpha_2 = \tan^{-1} \left( \sqrt{\frac{B_2}{B_1}} \tan(\alpha_1) \right)$$

(4.5)

It’s important to note here, that by assuming violation of the second adiabatic invariant, equation 4.5 does not contain energy information at this point to govern the evolution of the particle’s pitch angle. While the evolution in an injection event still does depend on the starting pitch angle distributions, how this evolves in time no longer contains an energy specific term.

Furthermore, by assuming a dipolar field, this equation may be rewritten as a function of starting and ending radial distance ($r_1$ and $r_2$, respectively) and the initial pitch angle ($\alpha_1$).

$$\alpha_2 = \tan^{-1} \left( \sqrt{\frac{r_2^3}{r_1^3}} \tan(\alpha_1) \right)$$

(4.6)

This equation is then used to evolve a starting pitch angle distribution forward by assuming flux ($j$) as a function of pitch angle $\alpha$. We assume flux initial values as represented by equation 4.7, as developed in previous works, which can be used to well describe pancake, isotropic, and field-aligned distributions (Allen et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2014; Kistler & Mouikis, 2016; Roeder et al., 2005; Rymer et al., 2008).

$$j(\alpha) = C \sin^n(\alpha)$$

(4.7)

The new pitch angle of a particle moving radially inward is dependent only on the change in magnetic field strength and starting pitch angle.

In equation 4.7, $C$ designates the flux at 90° and $n$ the anisotropy index. Since we are primarily interested in anisotropy (flux for ions with perpendicular pitch angles versus those with field-aligned and anti-field-aligned pitch angles) the choice of the $C$ term will drop out when dividing, for example, $j(90^\circ) / j(0^\circ)$. To compute values comprising the pale red region in Figure 4.3a, we assigned 10000 starting pitch angles, equally spaced between 0 and 180°, with a flux value from equation 4.7 that resulted in the IQR flux anisotropy values at 11.5 R$_S$. The pitch angles for the initial flux-pitch angle profiles were then recomputed for different radial distances using equation 4.6, and the re-binned flux-pitch angle profile was then used to re-compute the anisotropy.
A major limitation of the currently presented work, is that we assume the starting distribution for the same energy range as shown at each radial distance, instead of following along the expected contour of adiabatic invariance. This effectively provides a prediction of the likelihood of betatron acceleration for a near-isotropic distribution. Future work will take into account the distribution at a lower energy, and instead of following along a constant energy, will cut through energy and radial space along a preset adiabatic invariant contour. This will more effectively address the expectations of betatron acceleration.

From the present calculation and model we are able to predict, for a dipole configuration, the anisotropy ratio from a starting distance at 11.5 $R_S$. In Figure 4.3a, we observe that betatron acceleration accurately predicts the expected ratios we observe for the median from 12 until 7 $R_S$ for an isotropic starting distribution. In particular, the predicted path of anisotropy always contains a large percentage of the observed interquartile range until inside of 7 $R_S$, at which it diverges. The marked departure inside of 7 $R_S$ is a clear sign of another competing physical process depleting perpendicular fluxes. At 7 - 8 $R_S$ the median of the model prediction is 2.35 with a standard deviation of 0.22 (calculated by averaging the model prediction between 7 – 8 $R_S$). The identified injection events have a median value of 2.42, within the range of expected values between 7 – 8 $R_S$ predicted by the model. Note however, the range of values in the 7 – 8 $R_S$ region (IQR: 1.30 – 14.1), well exceed the expected values of the model. This suggests that betatron acceleration alone is not sufficient to completely describe the extreme values. Fermi acceleration would limit the perpendicular enhancements. We propose that the most extreme outliers we observe could potentially be due to multiple injections interacting, such as tail injections and affecting interchange to build up to a large range of values at 7 $R_S$. A similar situation is discussed at Earth for multiple flux pileup events leading to observed large energization and possibly would result in the anisotropy calculations observed here (Gabrielse et al., 2017). Future modeling focused work in similar style would be beneficial to address how large-scale injections could be affecting, and energizing, localized interchange events. Additional contributions to the wide range of values observed at 7 $R_S$ could partially be contributed to by variations in starting location as this is a composite analysis of multiple interchange identified events. Within this analysis we have focused on 47-71 keV. We now move to reviewing the anisotropy over the entirety of the CHEMS range (Section 4.3.2), before commenting on the observed losses in injection events (Section 4.3.2).
Figure 4.3: Anisotropy ratios between 47 – 71 keV of interchange and comparison to adiabatically conserved betatron acceleration. Panel a demonstrates the box-whisker distributions of anisotropy values of identified events, superimposed upon an evaluation of expected adiabatically conserved betatron acceleration in pale red. The boxes contain the interquartile range between quantiles 0.25 and 0.75, and the whiskers denote the maximum and minimum of the data. Panel b presents the p-values of the 2 sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic calculating the likelihoods of a similar distribution to 7–8 $R_s$. 

4.3.2 System Wide Dynamics of High Energy Hydrogen Ions

Interchange injections are a major form of transport of energetic material in the middle magnetosphere of Saturn and are a leading process for delivering the bulk of energetic (keV) electrons into the inner regions of Saturn’s magnetosphere (Thomsen, 2013; Thomsen et al., 2016). Interchange events are highly dynamic with some Cassini orbits observing multiple events, and others with very little interchange activity. Interchange has been observed to deliver energetic electrons to differing distances in time periods of 10 hours or less ranging between from 4.7 – 8.4 \( R_S \) (Thomsen et al., 2016). For electrons, Thomsen et al. (2016) then found that this variable range and delivery is co-observed with global observations of energetic electrons, thereby supporting interchange as the primary source of this population. Energetic ions are expected to be similarly delivered to the inner regions of Saturn’s magnetosphere by interchange events. The anisotropy observed in Section 4.3.1 for a single energy range of the CHEMS sensor is expected to be delivering a highly anisotropic population into these regions. Betatron acceleration is expected to act on all energy ranges, but as observed above there is a significant divergence from expected betatron acceleration inside of 7 \( R_S \). How do interchange events display over all energy ranges? Similarly, what is their impact on the global dynamics and population? As discussed above, we examined one energy range with the greatly simplified model of conserving only the first adiabatic invariant and assuming an isotropic starting population. We now move toward a more accurate evaluation of the complete energy-radial space. Within this section we move beyond a single energy range to evaluate the global impact of interchange on the high-energy ion distributions.

The entire energy range of interchange injection anisotropy is shown in Figure 4.4. The three panels of Figure 4.4 represent the 25\(^{th}\), 50\(^{th}\), and 75\(^{th}\) quantiles, the same as the colored boxed in Figure 4.3 but over all energy and radial values. In this plot white designated isotropic, purple perpendicular, and orange parallel/anti-parallel. Grey designates missing values (no data). Figure 4.4(b), the median values, or the 50\(^{th}\) quantile, shows a distinct non-perpendicular to perpendicular trend moving from lower right to upper left. The dashed lines represent the energy value of an ion starting at 12 \( R_S \) at 5 or 47 keV and moving inwards undergoing betatron acceleration. These curves will be used in future work to re-evaluate the effect of betatron acceleration in the previous figures. They are provided on this plot to guide the eye diagonally on reading these figures. Following along these expected paths, betatron acceleration would move a source population into increasingly perpendicular distributions. This would have the effect of a diagonally orange to purple represen-
tation in Figure 4.4b. However, similar to that seen in Figure 4.3, inside of 7 R\(_S\), the highest energies return to a more isotropic (white) distribution, but more remarkably the lower populations trend to a non-perpendicular (orange) distribution. This was observed in Figure 4.3 and points to processes in the inner magnetosphere that are competing with the betatron acceleration expected from inward drifts. Figures 4.4a and 4.4c present the IQR of the anisotropies for interchange events. These panels provide additional information on the range and distribution of the observed median effects. The intense perpendicular population between 7 – 9 R\(_S\) is even more clearly observed in the 75\(^{th}\) quantile, with a still noticeable effect of the lower energy, non-perpendicular population in the lower left (inside of 7 R\(_S\), and under 10 keV). Meanwhile the 25\(^{th}\) quantile shows a non-perpendicular population as to be expected. Figure 4.4 represents the material injected toward the planet from interchange. We move to now comparing this transient population to the global background.

Figure 4.5 shows, in similar style to Figure 4.4, the distribution of the entirety of the non-interchange equatorial CHEMS dataset. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.4 are exclusive, in that the 816 interchange events are not included in Figure 4.5. At first glance these distributions are strikingly different from Figure 4.4. Again, remembering that white represents isotropic, the median shows the nominal behavior of the system is dominantly isotropic. Figure 4.5 can be interpreted as an end state, or a nominal state, of the system. From comparison between Figure 4.4 and 4.5, we can conclude, that non-isotropic particle distributions that come in from injection events are relaxed toward a more isotropic state over time. The biggest change being most evident inside of 9 R\(_S\) as 7-9 R\(_S\) demonstrates the biggest departure from betatron expectations. Outside of 9 R\(_S\) non-perpendicular populations are still prevalent as seen in the injection events themselves at the lowest energies. This mimics the electron pitch angles that have been previously observed to transition from field-aligned to perpendicular near 10 R\(_S\) (e.g. Carbary et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2014; DeJong et al., 2010). The original state of field-aligned populations is still a current topic of investigation in Saturn science. Rymer et al. (2008) further demonstrated through modeling comparisons that for thermal electrons from single injection events adiabatic energization was occurring to result in the perpendicular populations and proposed other loss terms, potentially from neutrals. Is a similar situation potentially occurring for the high-energy ions? In comparing the system wide background, the largest observable difference between Figures 4.4 and 4.5 is inside of 7 – 9 R\(_S\). In Figure 4.3 and 4.4, this is the demonstrated location of divergence from expected betatron acceleration.
Figure 4.4: Interchange injection anisotropies for 3 - 220 keV ions. The top three panels (a-c) present the interquartile range of all observed interchange injection events presented over the CHEMS sensor energy range between 3 – 220 keV and radial distances between 5 and 12 R_S. The color ranges between orange and purple, representing perpendicular populations at the upmost purple range, and parallel or anti-parallel in the orange range. The black dashed lines in the top three plots represent expected energization curves of betatron acceleration, starting at 12 R_S and 5 or 47 keV. White represents near-isotropic populations, while gray represents a lack of sampling. The lower panel shows the sample size. The energy range starred on the left is 47 – 71 keV as presented in Figure 4.3.
The primary physics altering ion pitch angle distributions in a planetary magnetic environment include a range of processes. These can include effects of particle motion in various magnetic field configurations (e.g. betatron acceleration, wave-particle interactions) and environmental factors (e.g. pitch angle dependent sources and losses) (e.g. Wang et al., 2013). As shown in Figure 4.3, a particle motion specific effect, betatron acceleration, accounts for the observed anisotropy of ion populations from 12 to 7 \( R_S \). However, inside of 7 \( R_S \) for the injection events, another process must be present because betatron no longer represents the correct anisotropy of the population. Inside of 7 \( R_S \) on the global scale also shows a markedly isotropic population, distinct from the injection events. This suggests that a competing process has influenced the injection events inside of 7 \( R_S \) and that globally, long after injection, the particles undergo additional pitch angle dependent processes. We next examine three potentially important effects influencing ions within the inner region of the magnetosphere: electro-magnetic ion cyclotron waves (EMIC), Coulomb collisions, and charge exchange.

### 4.3.3 Estimations of Particle Loss Processes Within the Inner Magnetosphere

#### 4.3.3.1 EMIC Waves

EMIC waves are a commonly found plasma wave in magnetospheres and are a primary physical process to couple different aspects of a magnetospheric system together (see review by Borovsky & Valdivia, 2018). At Earth, EMIC waves have been associated with various processes and locations even in the outer magnetosphere at non-equatorial high latitudes (e.g. Allen et al., 2016; Vines et al., 2019). EMIC waves are generated from the instability of anisotropic hot population of ions (10-100 keV) and have been theoretically demonstrated to be more unstable in the presence of cold plasma and thus at Earth has been of interest related to plasmapause dynamics (e.g. Bashir & Ilie, 2018; de Soria-Santacruz et al., 2013; Kennel & Petschek, 1966; Tetrick et al., 2017). At Earth expected diffusion times for certain pitch angles and local times can reach \(<1\) hour, or on the timescale of interchange injections to traverse 1 \( R_S \) (Kozyra et al., 1997). At Saturn, a plasmapause-like boundary is identified as the transition from cool dense plasma from the inner Enceladus dominated region to a tenuous hot plasma population from tail reconnection processes typically at 10 \( R_S \) (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2015; Thomsen & Coates, 2019). On this transition interchange is often associated, and the inherent instability assumed to be accentuated due to the
Figure 4.5: System wide background anisotropies for 3 - 220 keV ions. In similar style of Figure 4.4, this figure presents all of the CHEMS data of the Cassini mission near the equatorial plan (within ±10 degrees of the equatorial plane). The top three panels (a-c) present the interquartile range of all observed non-interchange over the CHEMS sensor energy range between 3 – 220 keV and radial distances between 5 and 12 Rs. The color ranges between orange and purple, representing perpendicular populations at the upmost purple range, and parallel or anti-parallel in the orange range. The black dashed lines in the top three plots represent expected energization curves of betatron acceleration, starting at 12 Rs and 5 or 47 keV. White represents near-isotropic populations, while gray represents a lack of sampling. The lower panel shows the sample size. The energy range starred on the left is 47 – 71 keV as presented in Figure 4.3.
steep gradient of the plasma population and relation to large scale or reconnection driven injections (Thomsen et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015; Thomsen & Coates, 2019; Azari, Jia, et al., 2019). Young injection events themselves are associated with wave modes (Kennelly et al., 2013; Kumari et al., 2018). EMIC waves have been observed at Saturn with all missions which passed through the equatorial plane (Leisner et al., 2011), including Pioneer 11 and Voyager (e.g. Barbosa, 1993; E. J. Smith & Tsurutani, 1983). Within the equatorial region waves peak close to the planet at 4 \( R_S \) and decrease at larger distances, following a hyperbolic tangent out to 9 \( R_S \) (Meeks et al., 2016). The prevalence of interchange transporting highly perpendicular hot ions into cold and dense plasma could potentially trigger additional occurrence of EMIC waves in this region. As they do at Earth (e.g. Williams & Lyons, 1974), EMIC waves would have a pitch angle scattering effect on the perpendicularly peaked populations observed in Figure 4.4, and would lead to a more isotropic population and therefore to the observed global population in Figure 4.5. Interchange injections, we propose, could both be triggering EMIC waves, as well as undergoing scattering due to disturbing the background plasma populations. Further investigation into this potential and comparisons with former observations from the magnetic field and wave data is warranted. EMIC waves do not satisfactorily explain the prevalence of the field-aligned populations, or beyond isotropic, seen at lower energies in the injection anisotropy statistics.

4.3.3.2 Coulomb Collisions

Saturn’s primary plasma component in the inner magnetosphere is cold dense thermal plasma, primarily of the water group (\( W^+ \)) ions consisting of \( O^+ \), \( OH^+ \), \( H_2O^+ \), and \( H_3O^+ \) (Wilson et al., 2017). \( W^+ \) ions are the most prevalent species in the equatorial region around Saturn as compared to other major species of \( H^+ \) and \( H_2^+ \), before dropping to near unity between 17 and 20 \( R_S \) (Thomsen et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2017). This thermal plasma controls the particle pressure distribution until 8 – 12 \( R_S \) where it is then controlled by hot ions (Sergis et al., 2017). However, these ion species are outnumbered by neutrals 12 to 1 (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011). Ions are sourced from the moon Enceladus deep within the magnetosphere at 4 \( R_S \) through a combination of impact ionization, charge-exchange, and transport (Cassidy & Johnson, 2010; Fleshman et al., 2013; Jurac & Richardson, 2005). Inside of 7 \( R_S \) chemical processes dominate as compared to transport. This forms the observed distribution of ions with observations of the plasmapause-like region extending to near 10 \( R_S \) on the dayside (Fleshman et al., 2013; Thomsen & Coates, 2019). Interchange
events carrying energetic ions are transported into an extremely dense plasma and cold neutral population as sourced from Enceladus.

This has two potential primary effects, first is the aforementioned EMIC waves, and second is the interaction of the hot ions with the neutrals and the thermal ions through collisions and charge exchange. Coulomb collisions pitch angle scatter anisotropic ion populations as they rapidly encounter the cold thermal plasma population. This is similar to the ring current interactions with the plasmasphere at Earth. At Earth, Coulomb collisions are important for the loss of particles below few tens of keV as compared to charge exchange (Fok et al., 1991). Charge exchange calculations at Earth are potentially under-constrained. Earth’s neutral contribution to its near space environment under geomagnetic storm conditions is currently uncertain (e.g. Ilie et al., 2013; Krall et al., 2018; Østgaard et al., 2003). Given that Saturn has an additional source of neutrals charge-exchange losses may exceed other effects of the thermal population such as scattering from Coulomb collisions. Below we calculate the lifetimes for potential Coulomb collisions, as well as for charge exchange for Saturn’s middle magnetosphere.

In plasma, particles can transfer energy through a series of interactions with particle-sourced electric fields, a process termed Coulomb collisions. After a Coulomb collision, particles will shift their trajectories and their pitch angles. Many collisions over a significant amount of time have the effect of isotropizing distributions and spreading particles into atmospheric loss cones. Coulomb collisions can transfer energy throughout a magnetosphere from plasma populations and at Saturn, equilibrate temperatures between ion and electrons (Rymer et al., 2007; Cravens et al., 2011). To estimate Coulomb processes for an interchanging hydrogen ion at 5 \( R_S \) we compare to a thermal electron, and a thermal higher mass ion. The first equation below is for an energetic ion interacting with the thermal electron (\( \tau_{ei} \), equation 4.8). The second is for interacting with a thermal high mass ion most similar to the water group constituents in this region (\( \tau_{hw} \), equation 4.9). In the second equation, the subscripts \( h \) and \( w \) represent the interacting species in question (H\(^+\), W\(^+\)).

\[
\tau_{ei} = \left( \frac{54.5 n_i Z_i^2}{T_e^{3/2}} \right)^{-1} \quad (4.8)
\]

\[
\tau_{hw} = \left( B_{hw} n_w^{3/2} \right)^{-1} \quad (4.9)
\]

The numerical forms provided in equation 4.8 and 4.9 are from Schunk & Nagy (2009), in which these are derived by assuming a Coulomb logarithm value of 15. We
use a thermal $\text{O}^+$ as the hypothetical water group ion for collision as it’s the closest species with a provided reaction rate. Future estimations for characteristic constants for the interaction rates for species more commonly found in Saturn’s environment would assist in these interaction calculations as the most appropriate evaluations, as those used here, are by comparing to ionospheric analogs.

In equation 4.8, $n_i$ represents the density of the ion species, in this case the high energy $\text{H}^+$ representing an incoming injection. We use an estimate from the calculations of partial densities from Allen et al. (2018) of $10^{-3}$ cm$^{-3}$ for the energetic $\text{H}^+$. $Z_i$ is the ion charge number, $T_e$ is the electron temperature for the thermal cold plasma. Electron temperatures vary at Saturn near $5 \text{ R}_S$, but often are within the single (1-10) eV range (see Krupp et al., 2018, and relevant citations within). For an electron temperature value of 4 eV $\tau_{ei}$ is just over 2000 days at 5 $\text{ R}_S$.

In equation 4.9, $n_w$ represents the density of the water group species, and $T_w$ the temperature. From the CAPS data over the course of the Cassini mission, Wilson et al. (2017) derived a $W^+$ composite density of 25 cm$^{-3}$, a perpendicular temperature of 93 eV, and a parallel temperature of 34 eV at 5 $\text{ R}_S$. From Schunk & Nagy (2009) $B_{hw}$ is 0.077 for a hydrogen and $\text{O}^+$ population. If we use purely the parallel temperature value, being generous, this results in a $\tau_{hw}$ approaching 1500 days. Both of these lifetimes mean that Coulomb collisions will not be a significant loss process for high-energy ions.

These calculations provide a scale of expectation for Coulomb collisions. The above equations assume a Maxwellian distributed plasma and do not fully represent the complex interactions between the non-Maxwellian interchange plasma and the multi-species nature of the thermal plasma. As a time scale estimate they provide insight. To calculate the full potential loss from Coulomb collisions a full treatment accounting for the non-Maxwellian nature of the incoming plasma along with the potential effects on the pitch angles of the plasmas, should be undertaken through physical modeling. Given these estimates energetic ions from interchange injections will not be lost through Coulomb collisions before undergoing other processes such as EMIC waves, or charge-exchange.

### 4.3.3.3 Charge Exchange

Charge exchange occurs when an interacting neutral donates an electron to an ion. For interchange this would result in low-energy ion and a now neutral high-energy hydrogen atom. Due to the high density of neutrals within the equatorial plane, charge-exchange will be most extreme on ions spending time within this region, or
perpendicular pitch angle distributions. Armstrong et al. (2009) observed with the
MIMI Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement System (LEMMS) instrument that
below 5 MeV, proton pitch angle distributions are on average isotropic or depleted
near perpendicular pitch angles, particularly at the lowest energies observed. This
was proposed to be due to a combination of Coulomb scattering and charge exchange
with the neutral gas. For the MeV particle range, charge exchange cross sections are
particularly small, and charge exchange has not been invoked as a significant loss
process for the radiation belt with exception to double (subsequent) charge exchange
(e.g. Roussos et al., 2011; Paranicas et al., 2008). At lower keV energies charge ex-
change is expected to be a significant loss process (e.g. Kollmann et al., 2011, 2013).
Enceladus’ sourced neutral cloud and extended neutral environment has been imaged
through the MIMI Ion Neutral Camera (INCA) instrument, and in conjunction with
other observations from Cassini, has constrained the primary species to H₂O, OH, H,
and O (e.g. Dialynas et al., 2013; Esposito et al., 2005; Perry et al., 2010; Waite Jr.
et al., 2006). Building on these observations, subsequent observational and modeling
efforts have been developed to derive the neutral densities present in the inner mag-
netosphere over a range of radial distances (e.g. Cassidy & Johnson, 2010; Hartogh et
al., 2011; “The distribution of atomic hydrogen and oxygen in the magnetosphere of
Saturn”, 2009). Previous works reviewing the role of charge exchange in the Saturn
system have focused on the thermal population of the Enceladus torus and tend to
not extend into the energy range of interest in this work (e.g. Fleshman et al., 2013;
Tadokoro et al., 2012; Holmberg et al., 2016). We estimate the charge exchange life-
times for an energetic hydrogen ion of similar energy range for the CHEMS sensor,
against the neutral background surrounding Saturn.

Charge exchange lifetimes for various reactions can be represented as seen in
equation 4.10 below, in which \( n \) is the neutral density, \( v \) the relative velocity, and \( \sigma \)
the species and energy dependent cross section of the reaction (F. F. Chen, 1974).

\[
\tau_{ce} = \frac{1}{n\sigma v} \quad (4.10)
\]

We focus on energetic H\(^+\) charge exchange with primary neutral constituents of
H, H₂O, and O sourced from Enceladus through the following reactions presented
in equations 4.11 - 4.13. OH is additionally an important constituent, but due to
limitations of measurements of cross section for energetic H\(^+\) we focus on the afore-
mentioned three components and their potential effect on injections. For comparison,
the expected density of OH is most comparable to H, but less dense that H₂O as
estimated in Fleshman et al. (2013).
\[ H_2O + H^+ \rightarrow H_2O^+ + H \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

\[ O + H^+ \rightarrow O^+ + H \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

\[ H + H^+ \rightarrow H^+ + H \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

We estimate \( n_H \) from the analytic radial profile presented in Fleshman et al. (2013) based on previous work in Fleshman et al. (2012). Estimations of \( n_{H_2O} \) and \( n_O \) are obtained from (Fleshman et al., 2013) which are based on previous works in (Cassidy & Johnson, 2010) and (Fleshman et al., 2012). The velocities in lifetime calculations are taken to be the kinetic velocity of the energetic \( H^+ \). Cross sections (\( \sigma \)) depend on the species of the interacting particles, as well as the energy. We use cross section fits as calculated within Lindsay & Stebbings (2005) for \( \sigma_{O,H^+} \) and \( \sigma_{H,H^+} \). The \( \sigma_{O,H^+} \) fit is only valid under 100 keV; we present the lower energy range for this calculation. We use the calculation in Rudd et al. (1985) for cross sections for \( \sigma_{H_2O,H^+} \). The work by Rudd et al., has been expanded on in several works (Gobet et al., 2001, 2004; Lindsay et al., 1997). These calculations are primarily limited by the estimations of neutral densities as these are based off modeling outputs. However, estimating these quantities provides first look insights into the potential contributions of losses due to this important physical process at Saturn. Future efforts should undertake representing and capturing the non-Maxwellian behavior of these high-energy ions more extensively.

In Figure 4.6 we present estimations of charge-exchange lifetimes for the primary population in incoming interchange injections. The contribution of charge exchange to the loss of energetic \( H^+ \) can be attributed to interactions with the neutral \( H_2O \) as compared to \( O \) and \( H \). The charge exchange lifetimes of this \( H^+ \) to \( H_2O \) become an important loss process by 6 - 7 \( R_S \) where lifetimes pass under 10 hours and by 4 - 5 \( R_S \) are <1 hour. Figure 4.6’s radial dependence in the charge exchange will lead to a radially dependent loss process greatly affecting inside of 7 \( R_S \). Charge exchange presents the most dominant loss mechanism as compared to other candidates including Coulomb collisions to affect incoming energetic \( H^+ \). EMIC waves, while only examined qualitatively, are expected to alter particle populations to near-isotropy, and can explain the overall isotropic background of the plasma population in Figure 4.5 and losses first observed inside of 7 \( R_S \) in Figure 4.3. EMIC waves are likely acting due to the accentuated perpendicular populations within injections and scattering the
particles into the atmospheric loss cone, but they are not expected to change pitch angle distributions into a field-aligned configuration.

At the lowest energy levels of CHEMS within the interchange events inside of 7 $R_S$ field-aligned populations are found, this cannot be explained with EMIC waves. Coulomb collisions lifetimes are greatly in excess of a single Saturn rotational rate, and in comparison to charge exchange lifetimes are expected to be less critical in removing transient high energy $H^+$. Charge exchange lifetimes as discussed within the 4 - 7 $R_S$ region quickly approach hours to sub-hours. This is well within the same time regime as a single co-rotational drift period around Saturn. The incoming speed of an injection discussed in Section 4.2.2 provides a travel time over 1 $R_S$ within the tens of minutes range with total travel time estimates from Paranicas et al. (2016) in the hours range. Charge exchange lifetime estimations quickly approach estimations for characteristic time scales of fresh injections within 7 $R_S$. Charge exchange at Saturn is expected to affect perpendicular populations most drastically as compared to field-aligned particles. The primary location of dense neutrals will be in the equatorial region due to Saturn’s fast rotation rate. Perpendicular populations will spend more time, compared to field-aligned pitch angle particles, in the equatorial region due to the particle motion (bounce motion) within a dipolar field. Strongly perpendicular populations will potentially cause excitation of EMIC waves as discussed above, but also be lost preferentially inside of 7 $R_S$. Charge exchange can result in the observed distributions and act on short enough timescales to affect incoming injections.

Through large-scale statistical review of the pitch angle distributions and loss processes at Saturn, charge exchange along with betatron acceleration offers a potential explanation to long standing observations of temperature extremes at 7 – 8 $R_S$ first noted with Pioneer 11 (Frank et al., 1980). Future work deriving the full EMIC wave conditions in comparison to charge exchange would be beneficial both at Saturn, and other planetary bodies, as we have demonstrated the surprising potential for quick losses due to heavy neutral-plasma interactions.

4.4 Conclusion

The magnetosphere around Saturn presents an opportune region to study the complex interaction of plasma transport and neutral populations as a directly observable solar system object. In-situ studies of particle populations complement our broader understanding of planetary formation and evolution. Saturn’s fast rotating region of neutral-plasma interaction can be considered as near to an analog as pos-
Figure 4.6: Charge exchange rates for incoming keV ions with dense neutral populations at Saturn. The three panels (a-c) present the expected lifetimes ($\tau$) as a function of radial distance. The colors represent four energy ranges over the CHEMS sensor energy range. These are the same energies as presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
sible of active planet formation. Within this work we presented the first large-scale statistical investigation of how interchange injections at Saturn are energized as well as lost. Until now, research at Saturn has not focused on the high-energy components of mass transport on a statistical level, which provide the unique signature of interchange injections, a Rayleigh-Taylor like instability at Saturn.

This work showed potential that betatron acceleration is the primary process resulting in the energization of interchange-associated ions in the keV energy range. This work has a planned extension toward a more accurate evaluation of betatron acceleration by taking into account different energy dependent starting distributions at 11 - 12 \( R_S \) and following along an expected adiabatic invariant through energy-distance space. The current presented work shows through the observation of perpendicular peaked populations, which follow the expected energization curves of betatron acceleration. Several interchange events did result in energization above the betatron acceleration modeled within this work. We propose this excess energization is associated with additional processes such as non-adiabatic energization from previous current sheet collapse events. This supports viewing interchange as a complex instability, sensitive to both internal and external effects. The field would benefit from additional modeling and parameter studies investigating the potential impacts of variable injections on Saturn’s inner magnetospheric populations.

Energization of interchange potentially due to betatron acceleration competes with particle losses and scattering. We have found that inside of 7 \( R_S \), losses overtake the enhancement of perpendicular flux. Of the leading loss processes that could result in this depletion, charge-exchange is considered most likely, in particular with water group neutrals from Saturn’s moon Enceladus. Charge exchange lifetimes for energetic H\(^+\) in particular decrease to under a single Saturn’s rotational period within 7 \( R_S \). They are fully capable of explaining the field-aligned pitch angle distributions observed at these radial distances. EMIC waves might also be scattering particles into the atmospheric loss cone, but they are expected to change the pitch angle distribution only as far as isotropy, not into a field-aligned configuration. It is concluded that while both EMIC waves and charge exchange may modulate the pitch angle distribution of the population, charge exchange is the most likely candidate contributing to the observed field aligned pitch angle distribution inside of 7 \( R_S \). Future work investigating the role of EMIC waves during interchange events would be beneficial and inform current research at other planetary bodies. Through large-scale statistical review of pitch angle information, we have found that interchange plays a key role in resolving observations of energetic populations in the middle magnetosphere.
of Saturn from Pioneer 11, Voyager, and now Cassini.

This creates a refined picture of mass transport at Saturn and explains previous observations. Interchange injection energization is clearly betatron as shown within this work. This results in a population of perpendicular energetic H$^+$ at 7-8 R$_S$. This finding allows constraints on our understanding of mass transport around Saturn and other interchange unstable planetary magnetospheres. We propose that additional energization could be due to previous injections, suggesting a tantalizing similarity to multi-energization phenomena at Earth and other externally driven systems. Saturn’s energized populations are lost over longer time-scales, resulting in a near-isotropic background. We have found that the neutral background has extensive influence on the system-wide transport of Saturn, greatly limiting energization of particles around the planet.

As exoplanet characterization continues, findings are pointing toward complex plasma and neutral interactions with recent discoveries of exoplanets with moon-forming disks (Isella et al., 2019), along with estimations of magnetic fields (Cauley et al., 2019). From the present work it is predicted that neutral-plasma interactions will play a major role in shaping mass transport around these other planetary bodies. Future investigations into planetary environments should consider the roles of neutrals and look toward characterization studies of Saturn’s neutral-plasma interactions as a valuable case for comparison and estimation for these interactions.
CHAPTER V

Incorporating Physical Knowledge into Machine Learning for Planetary Space Physics

This chapter addresses a path forward for applications of machine learning to understand complex planetary systems. It builds on the physics-based automated identification of interchange injections and details a comparison to machine learning models. This chapter is submitted to the Machine Learning in Heliophysics special issue in Frontiers in Astronomy and Space Physics (Azari, Lockhart, et al., 2020).

5.1 Introduction

Planetary space physics is a young field for large-scale data collection. At Saturn for example, it was only in 2004 that the first Earth launched object orbited this planet (Cassini) and landed on Titan (Huygens). After arriving Cassini collected data about Saturn and its near-space environment for 13 years, resulting in 635 gigabytes (GB) of scientific data (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2017a). To put this into perspective, the Voyager I mission which flew by Saturn in 1980 had onboard \(\sim 70\) kilobytes (kB) of memory total (NASA Headquarters, 1980). The Cassini mission represents the first large-scale data collection of Saturn. This enabled the field of planetary science to apply large-scale statistics, including machine learning, to the most detailed spatio-temporally resolved dataset of the planet and its environment.

This surge of data is not unique to Saturn science. In planetary science broadly, Mars in 2020 has 8 active missions roving along the surface and orbiting (The Planetary Society, 2020). The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter alone has already collected over 300 terabytes (TB) of data (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2017b). It is expected that upcoming missions will face similar drastic advances in the collection of scientific data. Traditionally planetary science has employed core scientific meth-
ods such as remote observation and theoretical modeling. With the new availability of sampled environments provided by these missions, methods in machine learning offer significant potential advantages. Applying machine learning in planetary space physics differs from other common applications. Cassini’s data is characteristic of other planetary and space physics missions like the Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission at Earth and the Juno mission to Jupiter. The plasma and magnetic field data collected by these missions are from orbiting spacecraft. This conflates spatial and temporal phenomena. This is a shared characteristic with the broader field of geoscience which often represents complex systems undergoing significant spatio-temporal changes with limitations on quality and resolution (Karpatne et al., 2019).

The desire to use these data is in order to better understand, or derive fundamental scientific theories. This requires the ability to back out meaning from applications of large-scale statistical methods. Unlike similar missions at Earth, machine learning for space physics data at Saturn has limited direct application to the prediction of space weather. As a result, machine learning applications require highly interpretable and explainable techniques to investigate scientific questions (Ebert-Uphoff et al., 2019). How to improve machine learning generally from an interpretability standpoint is itself an active research area in domain applications of machine learning (e.g. Molnar, 2019). In planetary science it’s important to discern the workings of the model and understand the implications and results for physical systems. The two terms of interpretability and explainability have differing definitions within the machine learning community. Within this work we will use these two terms interchangeably to represent gaining scientifically actionable results from implementation of machine learning. The dual challenges of spatio-temporal data and interpretability are compounded for planetary orbiting spacecraft. Complications for orbiting spacecraft can range from rare opportunities for observation, and engineering constraints on spacecraft data transmission. How can machine learning be used within these constraints to answer fundamental scientific questions?

As a potential solution, attention has turned to physics-informed machine learning, of which a primary target has been physics-informed deep learning and discovery of physical concepts (e.g. Raissi et al., 2019; Iten et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2018). Within the space weather prediction community such integration has shown promise in improving the performance of machine learning models (Swiger et al., 2020). These efforts have focused on how to integrate or reveal physical and domain knowledge with machine learning. A long standing interest area is for the discovery of physical laws from machine learning (e.g. Kokar, 1986). For increasing physical understanding,
several fields including biology have argued for an equal value of domain knowledge and machine learning techniques (see discussion within Coveney et al., 2016). These discussions have culminated in several reviews for scientific fields on the integration of machine learning for data rich discovery (e.g. Butler et al., 2018; Bergen et al., 2019). Such merged methods underlie a trade between valuing increasing data and model freedom, or incorporating physical insight and model constraint. In Figure 5.1, we present a diagram for considering physical theory and machine learning within the context of theoretical constraints. The examples at either end of the continuum represent applications of traditional space physics from global theory driven modeling, to space weather and solar flare prediction. The model-adjusted center presented below takes advantage of data, but limits or constrains the application by merging with domain understanding. We argue that working within a model constrained environment can address both the dual aspects of data characteristics and desired use cases.

In the following work, we present comparisons between a range of data sizes and physics incorporation to classify unique plasma transport events around Saturn using the Cassini dataset. As a characteristic data set of space physics and planetary environments, this provides valuable insights toward future implementation of automated detection methods for space physics and machine learning. We focus on three primary guiding axes in this work to address implementations of machine learning. First, we address the performance and accuracy of the application. Second, we consider how to increase explainability of machine learning applications for planetary space physics. Third, we tackle how characteristics of spacecraft data change considerations of machine learning applications. All of these issues are essential to consider in applications of machine learning to planetary and space physics data for scientific interpretation.

To investigate these questions and provide a path toward application of machine learning to planetary space physics datasets, we compare and contrast physics-based and non-physics based machine learning applications. In Section 5.2, we discuss the previous development of a physics-based semi-supervised classification from Azari et al. (2018) for the Saturn system within the context of common characteristics of orbiting spacecraft data. We then provide an outline for general physics-informed machine learning for automated detection with space physics datasets in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes the machine learning model set up and datasets that we use to compare and contrast physics-based and non-physics based event detection. Section 5.5 details the implementation of logistic regression and random forest classification models as compared to this physics-based algorithm with the context of physics-
Figure 5.1: Framework for incorporating physical understanding in machine learning. This figure diagrams a continuum moving from purely theory bound, toward model free. The figure in model bound is from Jia, Hansen, et al. (2012), a magnetohydrodynamics simulation of Saturn’s magnetosphere. The figure in model free is from Y. Chen et al. (2019), deep learning feature correlations for solar flare precursor identification. This figure contains subfigures from American Geophysical Union (AGU) journals. AGU does not request permission in use for republication in academic works but we do point readers toward the associated AGU works for citation and figures in Jia, Hansen, et al. (2012) and Y. Chen et al. (2019).

informed or model adjusted machine learning. Section 5.6 then concludes with paths forward in applications of machine learning for scientific insight in planetary space physics.

5.2 Background: Saturn’s Space Environment and Data

Saturn’s near space environment where the magnetic field exerts influence on particles, or magnetosphere, ranges from the planet’s upper atmosphere to far from the planet itself. On the dayside the magnetosphere stretches to an average distance of 25 Saturn radii (R_S) with a dynamic range between 17 and 29 R_S (Arridge, André, McAndrews, et al., 2011) (1 R_S = 60,268 km). This distance is dependent on a balance between the internal dynamics of the Saturn system and the Sun’s influence from the solar wind. Within this environment a complex system of interaction between a dense disk of neutrals and plasma sourced from a moon of Saturn, Enceladus, interacts with high-energy, less dense plasma from the outer reaches of the magnetosphere (see
This interaction, called interchange, is most similar to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and results in the injection of high-energy plasma toward the planet. In Figure 5.2, a system of interchange is detailed with a characteristic Cassini orbit cutting through the interchanging region. The red box in this figure is presented as an illustrative slice through the type of data obtained to characterize interchange. One of the major questions in magnetospheric studies is how mass, plasma, and magnetic flux moves around planets. At the gas giant planets of Saturn and Jupiter, interchange is thought to be playing a fundamental role in system-wide transport by bringing in energetic material to subsequently form the energetic populations of the inner magnetosphere, and to transport plasma outwards from the moons. Until Cassini, Saturn never had
a spacecraft able to develop large-scale statistical data to study this mass transport system.

The major scientific question surrounding studying these interchange injections is what role these injections are playing in the magnetosphere for transport, energization, and loss of plasma. To answer this question, it’s essential to understand where these events are occurring and the dependency of these events on other factors in the system, such as influence from other plasma transport processes and spatio-temporal location. From Cassini’s data, several surveys of interchange had been pursued by manual classification, but these surveys disagreed on both the identification of events and resulting conclusions (Kennelly et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2016; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Y. Chen et al., 2010; Müller et al., 2010; DeJong et al., 2010). This created a need for a standardized survey which was physically justified to allow for subsequent conclusions and comparisons. In Section 5.2.1 we discuss the Cassini dataset and summarize the previous development of a physics-based detection method in Section 5.2.2. We then provide a generalized framework in the following Section 5.3 for incorporating physical understanding into machine learning with the development of $S$ as an example.

### 5.2.1 Cassini High-Energy Ion Dataset

Cassini has onboard multiple plasma and wave sensors which are in various ways sensitive to interchange injections. However, none of the previous surveys focused on high-energy ions, which are the primary particle species transported inwards during injections. In Figure 5.3 a series of injections are shown in high-energy (3-220 keV) ions ($\text{H}^+$) and magnetic field datasets. This figure shows three large injections between 0400 and 0600 UTC followed by a smaller injection after 0700 most noticeable in the magnetic field data. The top two panels detail the Cassini Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument: Charge Energy Mass Spectrometer (CHEMS) dataset while the last contains the Cassini magnetometer magnetic field data (Krimigis et al., 2004; Dougherty et al., 2004).

The CHEMS instrument onboard Cassini collected multiple species of ion data and finds the intensity of incoming particles in the keV range of data. This datastream can be thought of as unique energy channels, each with a spacecraft position and time dependence. In Figure 5.3b three unique energy channels are shown from the overall data in the top panel, to illustrate the nature of these high-energy data. This type of spatio-temporal data is often a characteristic of space physics missions.
Figure 5.3: Series of interchange injections characterized by high-energy ions. Panel a details a energy time spectrogram of the intensity from the Cassini CHEMS sensor. The three lines are placed at the energy channels for the plot in panel b. Panel b shows the same CHEMS data, but split out into three characteristic energies over the entire CHEMS range. Panel c shows the magnetic field data in KRTP (Kronocentric body-fixed, J2000 spherical coordinates).
5.2.2 Incorporation of Space Physics into Automated Detection

When applying automated or machine learning methods, such data discussed above provides unique challenges and characteristics including: rare events (class imbalances), spatio-temporal sampling, heterogeneity in space and time, extreme high-dimensionality, and missing or uncertain data (Karpatne et al., 2019). These challenges are in addition to desired interpretability. It’s essential that an interpretable model is used to learn substantive information about this application. One common use of machine learning is to input many values of interest into a black box model. However, as there are many inputs, and potentially many relationships within the model. A solution to this issue is to reduce dimensionality to fewer inputs. But at the same time, the model needs to be informative, and the inputs need to be meaningful. Incorporating domain knowledge and then letting the model determine their effectiveness in the system of study is a potential framework to consider.

For this reason, when developing a detection method to standardize, characterize, and subsequently build off the detected list, a physics-based method was chosen to address these unique challenges. This previous effort is discussed in Azari et al. (2018) and the resultant dataset is located on the University of Michigan’s Deep Blue Data hub (Azari, 2018). We build on this effort in the present work to provide a new evaluation of alternative solutions for data-driven methods.

To develop this physics-based method, the common problems in space physics data described in Karpatne et al. (2019) were considered and addressed to develop a single dimension array ($S$). $S$ was then used in a style most similar to a single dimensional logistic regression to find the optimum value for detecting interchange events. This classification was standardized in terms of event severity, as well as physically bound in definition of events. As a result, it was able to be used to build up a physical understanding of the high-energy dynamics around Saturn’s magnetosphere including: to estimate scale sizes (Azari et al., 2018), demonstrate the influence of tail injections as compared to the ionosphere (Azari, Jia, et al., 2019), and derive the role of interchange in the energization and loss within Saturn’s mass transport (Azari, Allen, et al., 2020). Following machine learning practices, $S$ was designed through cross validation. It was created to perform best at detecting events in a training set and then evaluated on a separate test set. The test and training set were developed from 10% of the dataset (representing 7,375/68,090 time samples). The training set was used to optimize the final form of $S$ and thresholds of detection. The test set was used to compare performance and prevent over fitting. The same test and training sets are used in the following sections.
was developed to provide a single-dimension parameter which separated out the multiple dependencies of energy range and space while dealing with common challenges in space physics and planetary datasets. In mathematical form, $S_r$ can be written as:

$$S_r = \sum_{e=0}^{14} w(Z_{e,r} - C)$$ (5.1)

In the above equation, $S$ is found by combining the normalized values of $S_r$ over multiple radial distances between 5 and 12 R$_S$. The variables $w$ and $C$ represent weighting values and $e$ and $r$ represent energy channel and radial value. $Z_{e,r}$ represents a normalized intensity value observed by CHEMS. $S$ can be thought of as a single number which describes the intensification of particle flux over a normalized background. Additional details on the development of $S$ is described in Section 5.3 as an example of general strategies toward implementing physical knowledge and this equation is provided as a reference.

The final form of $S$ depends non-linearly on the intensity values of the CHEMS sensor and radial distance. In Figure 5.4 we show the dependence of the finalized $S$ value over the test set for the intensity at a single energy value of 8.7 keV and over all radial distances. Within this figure the events in the test set are denoted with dark pink dots. From panel d and e it’s evident that $S$ disambiguates events from underlying distributions, for example in panel b. By creating $S$ it was possible to create a single summary statistic which separated events from a background population.

The strategies pursued in developing $S$ are most applicable for semi-supervised event detection with space physics data. They can, however, prove a useful guide in starting to incorporate physical knowledge into other applications in heliophysics and space physics. Within the previous effort we used the model optimization process from machine learning to guide a physics incorporated human effort. This was a solution to incorporating the computational methods employed in machine learning optimization to a human-built model. The end result was optimized in a similar fashion as machine learning models but through manual effort to ensure physical-information preservation. Moving from this effort, we now present a framework for expanding the style of integrating human effort and physical-information into other applications for space physics data.

Below we provide a framework for incorporating physical-understanding into machine learning. In each strategy we discuss common issues in space physics data, using a similar phraseology as Karpatne et al. (2019). In addition to characteristics in the
Figure 5.4: Distributions of $S$ parameter developed in (Azari et al., 2018). This figure represents a subset of multiple dependencies of $S$ from a kernel density estimation (kde). The data used in this figure is from the test set of the data. Events in this set are denoted in pink throughout the plot. Panels a, c, and f represent a single dimension kde of a CHEMS energy channel intensity, spacecraft location in radial distance, and of $S$. Panels b, d, and e represent two dimensional distributions. This figure was developed using the Seaborn statistics package's kde function (Waskom et al., 2020).
structure of geoscience data, we also add interpretability as a necessary condition. For space physics and planetary data, the challenges within Karpatne et al. (2019) are often compounded and where appropriate we note potential overlap. After each strategy, we provide a walk-through of the development of $S$ employed in Azari et al. (2018).

5.3 Framework for Physics Incorporation into Machine Learning

This framework focuses on semi-supervised event detection with space physics data from orbiters for the end goal of scientific analysis. Depending on the problem posed certain solutions could be undesirable. For a similarly detailed discussion on creating a machine learning workflow applied to problems in space weather, see Camporeale (2019). The framework presented here can be thought of as a directed application of feature engineering for space physics problems, mostly for requiring interpretability. In general the strategies below provide a context for careful consideration of the nature of domain application which is essential for applications of machine learning models to gather scientific insights.

1. Limit to region of interest. Orbiting missions often range over many environments and limiting focus to regions of interest can assist in automated detection by increasing the likelihood of detection of events.

   **Issues:** heterogeneity in space and time, rare events (class imbalance)

   **Example:** The Cassini dataset represents a wide range of sampled environments, the majority of which do not exhibit interchange. In addition, the system itself undergoes seasonal cycles, changing in time, presenting a challenge to any long-ranging spatial or temporal automated detection. The original work targeted a specific radial region between 5 and 12 $R_S$ in the equatorial plane. This region is known to be sensitive to interchange from previous studies. Similarly, each season of Saturn was treated to a separate calculation of $S$, allowing for potential temporal changes to the detection of interchange.

2. Careful consideration of training and testing data. Due to the orbiting nature of spacecraft, ensuring randomness in training and testing data is usually not sufficient to create a representative set of data for both sets across space and time. For event studies, considerations of independence for training and test set
while containing prior and post-event data (at times critical for event identification) are important. This is similar to recent strides in activity recognition studies with spatio-temporal data, in which training set considerations drastically affect the accuracy of activity classification (e.g. Lockhart & Weiss, 2014b,a).

**Issues**: heterogeneity in space and time, spatio-temporal data, rare events, small sample sizes

**Example**: While the test and training set represent 10% of the data for the worked example, the 10% was taken such that it covered the widest range of azimuthal and radial values, while still being continuous in time and containing a range of events.

3. **Normalize and/or transform.** Many space environments have a spatio-temporal dependent background. Normalizing separately to spatial or other variables will address these dependencies and can prove advantageous if these are not critical to the problem.

**Issues**: heterogeneity in space and time, spatio-temporal sampling, multi-dimensional data

**Example**: As seen Figure 5.4b flux values depend on radial distance and energy value. Similarly, flux exhibits log scaling, where values can range over multiple powers of 10 in the span of minutes to hours as seen in Figure 5.3. To handle the wide range of values from the CHEMS sensor, each separate energy channel’s intensity was first converted into logarithmic space before then being normalized by subtracting off the mean and dividing by its standard deviation. Effectively, this transforms the range of intensities to a near-normal distribution dependent on radial distance and energy value (see $Z_{e,r}$ in equation 5.1). A similar treatment is performed on creating the final $S$ from $S_r$. This is important due to the commonality of normalcy assumptions in which models can assume normally distributed data on the same scale across inputs.

4. **Incorporate physical calculations.** Space physics data can come with hundreds if not thousands of features. While many machine learning techniques are designed for just this kind of data, they do not typically yield results that are amenable to human interpretation and scientific insight into the processes of physical systems. They express a complex array of relationships among raw measurements that do little to help humans build theory or understanding. Summary statistics like summing over multiple variables, or taking integrals, can preserve a large amount
of information from the raw data for the algorithm while leaving scientists with smaller sets of relationships between more meaningful variables to interpret. For other fields rich in noisy and incomplete time-series data with a longer history of automated detection methods, summary statistic transformations have been a valuable way of handling this type of data for improved performance (e.g. Lockhart & Weiss, 2014b).

**Issues**: interpretability, multi-dimensional data, missing data

**Example**: To address missing values, not only does building up summary statistics help, but by summing over the energy channels intensity, this creates an integral calculation resembling particle pressure. This allows for the lower 14 energy channels to contribute without removing entire timepoints from the calculation where partial data is missing and also increasing interpretability of the end result (see sum in equation 5.1). Only the lower 14 channels are used as the higher energy channels also show long duration background from earlier events drifting in the Saturn environment (see Figure 5.3).

5. **Compare with alternate metrics.** Dependent on your use case, the trade-off costs between false positives and false negatives could be different from the default settings in standard machine learning tools. Investigating alternate metrics of model performance and accuracy are useful toward increasing interpretability.

**Issues**: Interpretability, rare events (class imbalance)

**Example**: In the training and testing sets only 2.4% of the data exist in an event state. This proves to be challenging for then finding optimum detection due to the amount of false positives and usage for later analysis. In equation 5.1 scaling factors of $w$ and $C$ are introduced. These scale factors are chosen by optimizing for the best performance of the Heidke Skill Score (HSS) (Heidke, 1926). HSS is more commonly used in weather forecasting than in machine learning penalty calculations but has shown potential for handling rare events (see Manzato, 2005, for a discussion of HSS). In Section 5.5 we evaluate how HSS performs as compared to other regularization schemes (final values: $w = 10$, $C = 2$).

6. **Compare definitions of events, consider grounding in physical calculations.** Much of the purpose of developing an automated detection is to standardize event definitions. Developing a list of events then can become tricky.

**Issues**: Lack of ground truth, interpretability, rare events (class imbalance)
**Example:** At this point in the calculation of $S$, there is a single number, in units of standard deviations, for each time point. This represents, at its most basic, normalized flux intensifications of the lowest 14 energy channels of CHEMS above the plasma background. The final question becomes at which $S$ value should an event be considered real or false.

Based on the training set, 0.9 standard deviations above the mean of $S$ is the optimum parameter for peak HSS performance. Since $S$ is in terms of standard deviations, additional higher thresholds can be implemented to sub-classify events into more or less severe cases with a physical meaning (ranking). This allowed for the application as a definition task with a physical justification.

7. **Investigate a range of machine learning models and datasets.** Incorporating a range of machine learning models, from the most simple to the most complex in addition to varying datasets, can offer insights in the nature of the underlying physical data.

**Issues:** Interpretability

**Example:** In developing $S$, alternative feature inclusions were considered. $S$ was settled on for its grounding in physical meaning. A secondary major consideration was its accuracy compared to other machine learning applications. In the following sections we discuss additional models.

As similarly discussed within Camporeale (2019), the desire to incorporate physical calculations comes from an interest in using machine learning for knowledge discovery. In the use cases of interest here, both the needs for accuracy and interpretability are essential. These presented strategies are designed to improve the potential performance for semi-supervised classification problems and the interpretability for subsequent physical understanding. Creating the final form of $S$ was a labor intensive process to create and then optimize. Due to $S$'s non-linear dependence on the features shown in Figure 5.4, this was a non-trivial task. Similarly expanding $S$ into additional dimensions is challenging. This is where the machine learning infrastructure offers significant advantages as compared to the previous effort. In the following sections we discuss alternative solutions to identification of interchange.

5.4 **Methods: Models and Experimental Setup**

In the previous physics-based approach, events were defined through intensifications of $H^+$ only, allowing for comparisons to other surveys and advancement of the
understanding of events. This was a non-intuitive approach as common logic in application of machine learning algorithms suggests that greater data sizes will result in additional accuracy given a well-posed problem. To explore both the potential accuracy as well as interpretability of the application, we compare the performance of two distinct machine learning models with access to varying data set sizes.

5.4.1 Models

Two commonly used machine learning models for supervised classification are logistic regression and random forest classification. Both are considered standard classification models when applying machine learning and performing comparative studies (Couronné et al., 2018). The original physics-based algorithm was designed with a logistic regression method in mind, but with significant adjustment. Comparisons to this model are directly informative as a result. Logistic regression categorizes for binary decisions by fitting a logistic form, or a sigmoid. Logistic regression is a simple, but powerful, method toward predicting categorical outcomes from complex datasets. The basis of logistic regression is associated with progress made in the 19th century in studying chemical reactions, before becoming popularized in the 1940s by Berkson (1944) (see Cramer, 2002, for a review).

Random forest in comparison classifies by building up collection of decision trees trained on random subsets of the input variables. The predictions of all trees are then combined in an ensemble to develop the final prediction. Similar to logistic regression, the method of random forest has been built over time with the most modern development associated with Breiman (2001). While logistic regression requires researchers to specify the functional form of relationships among variables, random forests add complexity toward classification decisions, by allowing for arbitrary, unspecified non-linear dependencies between features, also known as model inputs.

The models used within this chapter are from the scikit-learn machine learning package in Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Within the logistic regression the L2 regularization penalty is applied. Within the random forest a grid search with 5-fold cross-validation is used to find the optimum depth between 2 and 5, while the number of trees is kept at 50. These search parameters are chosen to constrain the random forest within the perspective of the noisy nature of the CHEMS dataset and to prevent over fitting. Alterations to this tuning parameter scheme are not seen to alter the results in the following section. Unless otherwise stated, models are used in conjunction with balanced class weights which adjusts event weighting to be proportional to the frequency of events and non-events. This results in events
weighted higher than non-events due to their rarity. Performance is shown in Section 5.5 against the test set defined above.

5.4.2 Dataset Definitions and Sizes

To explore the performance of logistic regression and random forest, four distinct subsets of the Cassini plasma and magnetic field data are utilized ranging in data complexity and size as follows:

1. S\C (Spacecraft) Location and Magnetic Field
   6 features, 68,090 time samples
2. S\C Location, Magnetic Field, and H$^+$ flux (3-220 keV)
   38 features, 68,090 time samples
3. Low Energy H$^+$ flux (3-22 keV)
   14 features, 68,090 time samples
4. Azari et al., 2018 (S Value)
   1 feature, 68,090 time samples

These subsets are chosen to represent additional features, complexity, and physics inclusion. All of these subsets should be sensitive in varying amounts toward identification of interchange injections as evidenced in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The first two datasets are a comparison of increasing features that should assist in identification of interchange injection. The third dataset includes less features, but is the originator most similar to the derived parameter from Azari et al. (2018). The final dataset contains the single summary statistic array of the $S$ parameter. In the following result section, these four dataset segments are used to evaluate the two models.

5.5 Results and Discussion

We are interested in evaluating how the former physics-based $S$ parameter performs with other commonly used subsets of space physics data. We complete this through applying supervised classification models and evaluate the ease of explain-ability and their relative performance.
5.5.1 Supervised Logistic Regression Classification

In Figure 5.5 the ROC curve of a logistic regression for all four subsets of Cassini data is presented. Area under the curve, or AUC is presented as a metric to understand the overall performance of each logistic regression evaluation. AUC has the ideal parameters of ranging between 0 and 1, with 0.5 representative of random guessing, 1 representing perfect classification, and 0 as the inverse of truth. AUC can be thought of as an average accuracy of a model and isn’t sensitive to class-balance and thresholds. The purple curve represents the logistic regression when evaluated with the derived physics-based $S$ described in the above sections. This is provided as a benchmark as it results in the same performance discussed in (Azari et al., 2018). From this figure, this single summary statistic outperforms all other subsets of Cassini data with an AUC approaching near 1.0 (0.97).

Unexpectedly, it is not the largest dataset that has the second best performance. Instead, the red curve which contains only the low energy H$^+$ intensities shows the best performance of the non physics-adjusted datasets. The magnetic field is a useful parameter for the prediction of interchange as demonstrated in Figure 5.3 but the form of the logistic regression is unable to use this information successfully. This is possibly due to the higher time resolution needed for interchange identification from magnetic field data. The current dataset is processed such that each time point in the CHEMS set is matched with a single magnetic field vector. Normally within interchange analyses, the magnetic field information is of a much higher resolution. It is likely if a study pursued solely magnetic field data of higher time resolution and processed these data to represent pre and post event states dependent on time, the performance of the magnetic field data would be improved. It’s evident from Figure 5.4 that $S$ exhibits non-linear behavior from the distribution of $S$ on intensity, distance, and energy. Similarly the magnetic field values likely range over a far range due to the background values, that the linear dependency requirements of logistic regression are unable to use this information. Without the flux data especially (the blue curve) logistic regression is unable to predict interchange as compared to the previous physics-based parameter.

The AUC doesn’t capture the entire picture for our interest. While it shows the performance of the algorithm, it contains information for multiple final classifications of events. The grey dots on Figure 5.5 demonstrates the chosen cut-point for L2 regularization for class weighted events, or the final classification decision for an optimal trade between real events and false events. Within the previous section, the Heidke Skill Score or HSS was discussed as the final threshold separating events from
Figure 5.5: Logistic regression ROC diagram for Cassini data subsets. The grey dots represent the cut-off for L2 regularization for logistic regression. The orange dot represents the peak HSS value, used for optimization in Azari et al., 2018. The distinct curves represent separate ROC curves for each subset of data described in section 5.4.

non-events (denoted as the orange dot on Figure 5.5). Deciding the threshold of what separates an injection event from a non-event is critical for the implementation of statistical analysis on the results especially in this case, in which non-events outnumber events at a ratio of \(\sim 50:1\). One solution would be to rank events, in similar style of the previous work of \(S\) with categories of events (Azari et al., 2018).

5.5.2 Rare Event Considerations

We now move to evaluating the previous HSS optimization to the logistic regression L2 regulation for both class weighted and non-class weighted models. In Figure 5.6 the final forms of the weighted and non-weighted logistic regression for the trivial 1 dimensional array case of the \(S\) parameter are shown. The thresholds for the final decisions and for HSS are shown as vertical lines. Due to the extreme imbalance of non-events to events, implementing class weighting results in large shifts between what is considered an injection event or not. Between the two decision points of the blue and purple vertical lines there are 46 real events, but 202 non-events. This
Figure 5.6: Finalized logistic regression against test set data. The grey dots represent the test set values of non-events, and the pink of events. The scatter in the dots around 0 and 1 are for aesthetic reasons and do not represent offset values. This figure contains logistic regressions performed on the physics-based parameter from Azari et al. (2018). The blue curve represents a class-weighted model and the purple without class weights. The x-axis is in logarithmic scale to demonstrate the range of the values, $S$ itself does span both negative and positive values. The orange dashed line represents the HSS optimization used within Azari et al. (2018). From being presented in logarithmic space this gives the false illusion that the blue curve does not approach zero.

means that if using class-weighting in logistic regression for this problem, 202 non-events would be classified as events. Non-intuitively, for this application where the final events are used to understand the Saturn system, it’s advantageous to use a non-class weighted model, as it limits the non-events. However the un-class-weighted model results in removing many real events as well as can be seen in the bulk of the pink events (real events) being misclassified by the purple vertical line.

The Heidke Skill Score provides an in-between choice of these by providing a higher threshold than the class-weighted, and lower than non-class weighted. The logistic regression for the $S$ parameter shown here is easily intuited since the X-axis represents only one variable. The power of machine learning however is most advantageous in multiple dimensions. HSS has shown to be a more applicable metric for
rare events. Other skill scores, such as the True Skill Score have also shown promise in space physics applications (M. G. Bobra & Couvidat, 2015). For a discussion of additional metrics see Camporeale (2019). How can these traditional metrics for space applications be integrated into the regularization schemes? Future work in machine learning applications should consider shared developments between the physical sciences communities usage of skill scores and regularization of models.

5.5.3 Supervised Random Forest Classification

In Figure 5.7 the ROC diagram for the same subsets of data but for a random forest model are presented. In this case, unlike the logistic regression, other subsets of data can reproduce the same performance (or AUC) as the derived parameter. All curves, with the exception of the spacecraft location and magnetic field, quickly approach or slightly surpass the AUC of the physics-based parameter at 0.97, with small differences in the performance of the low energy H\(^+\) flux (0.98) and of the combined spacecraft location, all flux, and magnetic field (0.97). The model form of random forest allows for non-linear behavior in the intensity and magnetic field data to find injection events. Increasing the features then helps in the case of random forest whereas it did not for logistic regression. Similar to the logistic regression, HSS results in a different ratio between true positive rate and false positive rate than the random forest model cut-off point with the grey dots.

Comparing back to logistic regression, even with a relatively complex model such as random forest, the AUC of the best ROC curves are near-identical. Given that \( S \) is an array, this is not that surprising. In both cases the physics-derived parameter outperforms or is effectively equivalent to all other data subsets, including those with access to a much richer information set and therefore more complex model. For the application of explainability for then gathering scientific conclusions, logistic regression is advantageous as it presents a much simpler model. However, random forest, has shown ability to mimic the underlying physics adjustments through selection of datasets.

Within these results, it’s evident that the \( S \) parameter performs as well as simplistic machine learning models. Given that \( S \) is also grounded in a physics-based definition dependent on solely a variable flux background, this offers advantages to subsequent usage in scientific results. However, many of the adjustments in creating \( S \) can be implemented into other space physics data, and integrated into machine learning as evidenced here. In the description of the development of \( S \), several challenges in geoscience data from the framework discussed in Karpatne et al. (2019),
and CHEMS specific solutions were presented. From the above evaluation, it is evident that applications of machine learning are useful to the task of automated event detection from flux data, but with diminishing explainability. A potential solution to both enhancing the explainability, similar to the $S$ based parameter, but also incorporating the advantages of machine learning is presented in Figure 5.1. Rather than consider incorporation of physics-based information as deleterious to the implementation of machine learning, we have found that including this information simplifies the application, enhances the interpretability, and improves the overall performance.

### 5.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

Planetary space physics has reached a data volume capacity at which implementation of machine learning can address scientific questions. Within this work we addressed how machine learning can be used within the constraints of common characteristics of space physics data to investigate scientific questions. Care should be
taken when applying automated methods to planetary science data due to the unique challenges in spatio-temporal nature. Such challenges have been broadly discussed for geoscience data by Karpatne et al. (2019), but until now limited attention has been given toward planetary data.

Within this work we have posed three framing concerns for applications of machine learning to planetary data. First, it’s important to consider the performance and accuracy of the application. Second, it’s necessary to increase explainability of machine learning applications for planetary space physics. Third, it’s essential to consider how the underlying issue characteristics of spacecraft data changes applications of machine learning. We argue that by including physics-based information into machine learning models, all three concerns of these applications can be addressed.

For certain machine learning models the performance can be enhanced but importantly in this application, the interpretability improves along with handling of characteristic data challenges. To reach this conclusion we presented a framework for incorporating physical information into machine learning. This framework targeted considerations for increasing interpretability and addressing aspects of spacecraft data into machine learning with space physics data. In particular, it addresses challenges such as the spatio-temporal nature of orbiting spacecraft, and other common geoscience data challenges (see Karpatne et al., 2019). After which we then cross-compared a previous physics-based method developed using the strategies in the framework to less physics-informed but feature rich datasets.

The physics-based semi-supervised classification method was built on high-energy flux data from the Cassini spacecraft to Saturn (see Azari et al., 2018). In investigating the accuracy of machine learning applications, we demonstrated this physics-based approach outperformed automated event detection for simple logistic regression models. It was found that traditional regularization through L2 penalties both under, and overestimated ideal cutoff points for final event classification (depending on class weighting). Instead, metrics more commonly used in weather prediction, such as the Heidke Skill Score, showed promise in class imbalance problems. This is similar to work demonstrating the applicability of True Skill Score in heliophysics applications (M. G. Bobra & Couvidat, 2015). Future work should consider shared developments between the physical sciences communities usage of skill scores and regularization of models.

While logistic regression is a more interpretable model, random forest proved that with the addition of more features from the Cassini mission the model could approximate the physics-based method successfully. From this evaluation it can be
gathered in this case physics-informed or model-adjusted machine learning, as defined within this work, can be approximated by different models but with less ability to then make further conclusions about implications of the results. For this application the interpretability is critical, and the simplistic model of logistic regression which results in the same performance is highly advantageous.

The framework and comparison presented here opens up avenues toward consideration of applying machine learning to answer planetary and space physics questions. In the future, cross-disciplinary work would greatly advance the state of these applications. Particularly within the context of interpretability toward scientific conclusions through physics-informed, or model-adjusted machine learning. The inclusion of planetary science and space physics domain knowledge in application of data science allows for the pursuit of fundamental questions. We have found that incorporating physics-based information increases the interpretability, and improves the overall performance of machine learning applications for scientific insight.
CHAPTER VI

Conclusions and Outlook

6.1 Summary

From Cassini, large-scale data analyses have fundamentally changed our understanding of Saturn’s system, from identification of icy geysers on Enceladus, to the discovery of mysterious rotational periodicities. With the discovery of Enceladus’ outgassing, we’ve learned that Saturn presents a strongly neutral dominated environment. This creates an ideal location to study neutral plasma interactions, as well as fundamental plasma instabilities arising from this internal mass source. As a highly sampled natural environment, Saturn can be used as a test case to expand our understanding of planetary environments, such as exoplanets, and for other neutral dominated astrophysical systems to inform formation theories.

How exactly, Saturn’s magnetosphere transports plasma from Enceladus outwards, and from the outer regions inwards to form energetic populations close to the planet has long been a focus of the missions to Saturn. But until Cassini, long duration study has not been possible. This focus fits into a greater context, of how mass moves throughout planetary magnetospheres. As a system with evidence of both internally and externally driven dynamics, Saturn can greatly inform our understanding for all magnetospheres. As a theoretically predicted plasma instability, interchange instabilities have long held a critical role in understanding plasma transport in magnetospheres. With recent missions to the outer planets, where interchange is a dominant process in the inner and middle magnetospheres, data analysis studies have shed new light on the role of interchange in transport.

Data analysis is particularly critical for studying the high-energy signature of interchange, which are the primary inward transported mass, as this tenuous population is not expected to follow theoretical predictions of interchange. In Figure 1.4, a theoretical magneto-hydrodynamics model was presented of the interchange instability
Figure 6.1: A detailed picture of the high-energy dynamics of Saturn’s magnetosphere. This picture details the findings of this thesis from scale sizes and locations. This implies high-energy interchange’s sensitivity to nightside conditions. This figure was created in consultation and with permission from Falconieri Visuals. Copyright held by Falconieri Visuals.

at Saturn. Within this thesis I have taken advantage of the rich Cassini dataset of interchange injections, to create a new data-driven picture of Saturn’s environment (see Figure 6.1). This figure is comparable to Figures 1.3 and 1.4 which represent at the time of this thesis current global understanding of interchange at Saturn. Figure 1.3 showed a simplistic schematic of the interchanging plasma population. Figure 1.4 demonstrated through magnetohydrodynamic modeling a theoretical prediction of interchange.

Figure 6.1, building on the findings of this thesis, presents high-energy interchange injections at multiple scales and an asymmetric local time distribution, with a predominance on the nightside of the planet and superimposed with several Cassini orbits. This Figure suggests that the interchange triggering process is sensitive to nightside processes, including large-scale tail injections. This creates a more complex understanding of the Saturn system, where large magnetic reconnection driven injections of material, accentuate the plasma instability conditions of the interchange.
process.

The chapters of this thesis are contributions to the field that enhance understanding of plasma transport around Saturn. This work has provided a new understanding of the high-energy ions within Saturn’s magnetosphere, an often neglected regime of interchange studies. More broadly, this work provides a path toward implementing data-rich strategies through large-scale statistics and physics-informed machine learning. Below I detail the major findings of this work.

6.2 Discussion of Findings and Implications

This work was organized around four guiding questions and chapters, to advance understanding of the Saturn system through data-driven studies. Below are the primary contributions of this work toward filling in our understanding of mass transport in magnetized environments.

1. How are interchange injections distributed spatio-temporally and what implications does this have toward relation to large-scale dynamics of the Saturn system?

   Context

At the start of this thesis, several surveys identified interchange injections over the course of the Cassini mission through manual identification methods (Lai et al., 2016; Kennelly et al., 2013; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Y. Chen et al., 2010). These surveys disagreed on the azimuthal location of events, leading to questions about the triggering process of injections. Theoretical expectations put interchange prevalence in all local time sectors (Liu et al., 2010; Liu & Hill, 2012) but these studies remained inconclusive. None of these efforts included the high-energy populations critical to energization of plasma in the environment with the exception of Müller et al. (2010), which when evaluating azimuthal distributions found evidence of these higher energy injections to be related to tail-reconnection processes further complicating the picture of interchange.

To address this guiding question, a new survey was needed focusing on the higher energy components of interchange over the entirety of the Cassini mission. It was also critical that this list was standardized to advance our understanding of plasma transport. Chapter II discussed the creation the first injection related standardized identification of interchange through a physics-based supervised classification pursued in the style of a logistic regression with Cassini energetic ion data.
Chapter II showed that automated methods could be applied to the Cassini dataset grounded in physical meaning. In particular, a new distribution of interchange as nightside prevalent was found, hinting that interchange was related to repercussions from large-scale tail reconnection. This could have the effect of accentuating the instability condition through creating a steeper density gradient on the plasma-pause boundary. This leads to a more complex understanding of how different types of injections interact with each other. This work constrained characteristic length scales and radial locations of events which are important parameters to understand further studies of system-wide plasma transport. By using a standardized method, it was also possible to compare this event list to others, demonstrating low overlap between previously identified lists. This can help explain how manual methods found major disagreements, but it also raises the importance for other standardized studies to pursue comparison to discuss the primary identification methods. This chapter focused on the first standardized characterization of the Saturn's interchange, but how these injections are controlled by different aspects of the planet was still an unconstrained question.

2. Are observed interchange injections sensitive to internal processes, such as ionospheric conductivity?

Context

Similar to the results in the local time locations of interchange, disagreements in the longitude of interchange events introduced uncertainty on if, or how, the ionosphere was influencing events (Kennelly et al., 2013; Y. Chen & Hill, 2008; Y. Chen et al., 2010). It is not unexpected that the ionosphere should conduct some control of interchange events due to expected system coupling from the ionosphere through to the magnetosphere (e.g. Hill, 2016a; Southwood & Kivelson, 1989). Chapter III undertook a study evaluating events against the available longitude systems which can be used to map into the upper atmosphere.

Findings and Implications

This Chapter represented a comparison between potential ionospheric control, and internal or in-situ control of interchange injections. Ionosphere control, at least through modulation of PPO and SLS systems, appears weakly and inconsistently over the entirety of the Cassini mission, especially as compared to influences from in-situ plasma conditions that can be accentuated from large-scale reconnection
driven injections. This finding was able to be shown, through careful analysis of the spatio-temporal aspects of the system and sample size constraints. It is still possible that ionospheric conductivity plays a role, but this is unlikely modulated through the longitude systems. This finding suggested that new constraints in the theoretical underpinnings of ionospheric control of interchange should be investigated.

As an outcome of Chapters II and III, it became evident that the radial locations of interchange showed marked enhancements around 7-9 $R_s$ for not only occurrence rates and severity, but also sensitivity to ionospheric organization. What exactly about this region made it so reactive? Chapter II suggested that potentially competing roles of loss and acceleration could lead to this intensified region, but such had not been quantified, leading to the following chapter.

3. What role do interchange injections play in system wide transport for energization and loss?

Context

Interchange plays a major role in accelerating particles in the inner magnetosphere. Pitch angle distributions can give clues to these acceleration processes occurring within the system. Within Chapter V a new parameter was derived to analyze particles’ pitch angle information for this sensor. The rest of the chapter investigated with this parameter, how interchange injections are driving Saturn’s magnetospheric energization, and responding to different loss processes.

Findings and Implications

Chapter IV suggested that injections can be thought of as an adiabatic process. Further work completing this estimation by following along the expected adiabatic invariant will be pursued prior to the final manuscript submission. This was long assumed, but never shown through large-scale statistical measurements. In investigating this, betatron acceleration was shown to be potentially counteracted inside of 7 $R_s$, meaning a competing process is limiting this acceleration. Through an estimation of potential loss processes, charge-exchange, or neutral-plasma interactions proved the most likely candidate. The neutral dominated magnetosphere of Saturn is therefore not only being one of the causes of interchange injections, but also to its limiting process in the inner magnetosphere. This Chapter illuminates Saturn’s neutrals as an unexpectedly critical consideration for plasma transport both at Saturn, and elsewhere in astrophysical systems.
Throughout these chapters, we’ve seen applications of automated detection methods, large-scale statistics, and new instruments parameters to derive meaning from the complex plasma dynamics of Saturn’s system. All these applications are within the restrictions that Cassini data, and more broadly planetary space physics data, often contain. These limitations include rare events, class imbalance, and the underlying spatio-temporal nature of the spacecraft trajectory and its collected data. With the rise of both data availability, and applicable methods in data science to planetary systems, this leads to the following, yet unexplored question.

4. When applying machine learning to answer planetary science questions, what considerations are needed?

Context

As planetary missions continue progressing forward in data collection, the importance of machine learning purely as a method to handle post-mission data analysis will become increasingly important. Planetary data however, contains several aspects that make applications of machine learning particularly challenging. In Chapter V I take the derived parameter from Chapter II and compare this with various models in machine learning, over different datasets, to discuss implementation of model-adjusted (or physics-informed) machine learning.

Results and Implications

In this comparison physics-based methods for identification of interchange outperformed or matched all other subsets of data for simple machine learning models including subsets that contained more information. This suggests that including physical information in machine learning can mimic large datasets. As such, increasing the dataset complexity, and the model complexity, can approximate the same performance as a simple physics-informed model, but then with less ability to interpret and understand the underlying event classifications. Moving forward, not only can such physics-informed models address the complex nature of planetary data, but also increase the ability to use machine learning to derive physical meaning about the system.

6.3 Future Directions

This thesis has expanded understanding of how plasma transport through interchange injection affects the plasma dynamics of Saturn’s system. It has created a more nuanced understanding of the interaction between large-scale tail dynamic
driven injections, and interchange injections. It has shown that ionospheric control of interchange, long expected, is limited as compared to other plasma conditions in-situ to the instability. Through development of new parameters of the Cassini dataset, this work has shown that interchange provides a unique contribution to energetic particles at Saturn that maximize within the same region as the ring current, offering tantalizing insights into the role of these instabilities in driving energetic populations in the Saturn system. This contribution is limited due to extremely neutral environment of Saturn. The role of neutral-plasma interactions has been shown in this work to be critical in explaining the plasma environment of Saturn leading to far ranging repercussions for other neutral dominated astrophysical systems that do not have the same ability for in-situ studies. This has provided a new understanding of plasma dynamics in the system, but also led to several outstanding questions pertaining to space physics discussed below in section 6.3.1.

Throughout this work, a model-adjusted, or physics-informed algorithm was used to pursue identification of a standardized list of interchange injections which then led to the above contributions to the field’s understanding of planetary magnetospheres. Through parameter studies, this thesis defined a new framework toward applications of machine learning for planetary science. This framework demonstrated incorporating physical knowledge can improve the performance of applications of simple and explainable machine learning and address limitations of the spatio-temporal nature of planetary data. This proof of concept opens up new avenues into exploration of applications, as well as best practices of machine learning to planetary datasets discussed below in section 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Toward Deeper Understanding of Plasma Dynamics

• Interactions of large-scale reconnection injections and interchange

This work has seen some tantalizing hints of statistical distributions between large-scale injections and interchange. This offers evidence that the plasma density gradient set up by incoming large-scale injections can lead to an accentuation of the instability conditions upon the plasmapause. Recent works have proposed this (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2015) but the exact details of how these processes play together is unknown. For example, how does this transition occur? Is it only in Vasyliunas or Dungey type reconnection that such interactions can be expected? Tail injections are more commonly seen to be organized in longitude studies (Bradley et al., 2018), and so is the organization
of tail injections the reason for the weak organization observed in interchange as a secondary process? This leads into the next outstanding question.

- **Role of ionospheric conductivity in injections**
  In reviewing potential ionospheric control of interchange injections in this work, a limited effect was found from evaluating the longitude systems. This effect was limited to the northern system. While this finding doesn’t preclude all ionospheric influence on interchange, it does suggest that this influence is not carried through longitude system mapping. This is very surprising, and exactly how control from the ionosphere interacts with interchange is still an open ended question. For example, auroral activity has shown signs of injection processes and co-locate in the same region as interchange injections (e.g. Lamy et al., 2013; Grodent et al., 2010). How does the auroral activity relate to interchange processes? Similarly, how do high-altitude dynamics of interchange affect the ionosphere? Recently, the length of a Saturn day was constrained through ring seismology rather than plasma or field measurements (Mankovich et al., 2019), but the mystery of why these original longitude systems differ still stands. Reviewing how these new methods of longitude compare is worthwhile within reviews of ionospheric control. This work focused solely on the equatorial region, but Lai et al. (2016) has seen differences at higher latitudes in the magnetic fields of injections. At Earth, wave-particle interactions are an important consideration for these studies (e.g. Blum & Breneman, 2020), leading to the following study area.

- **Role of interchange in ring current populations and wave excitation**
  Interchange injections are associated with intensifications of plasma waves (e.g. Kennelly et al., 2013; Kumari et al., 2018). This thesis found that interchange injections accentuate asymmetric pitch angle distributions in areas of high density neutral populations, potentially leading to plasma wave intensifications. How these relate to Saturn’s radiation belts, and observations of auroral dynamics, is an outstanding question that can inform not only Saturn studies, but also those of Earth and Jupiter.

- **Structure of injection events and role in mass balance of the system**
  Along with interchange’s role in radiation belts, as well as potentially in wave dynamics, their role in balancing mass from the inner to the outer regions has not been quantified. The statistical characterizations pursued here found that
interchange events are extremely rare, and scale sizes are widely variable. Does this match with expectations of system wide mass, flow, and energy balance as discussed within Bagenal & Delamere (2011) for example? Extensions of the statistical studies within this thesis to understanding of mass balances within magnetic environments of the gas giants is warranted.

• Neutral and dust interactions with plasma in astrophysical systems

A major finding of this work is the dominant role of neutral plasma interactions in limiting energetic particles near Saturn. How plasma, dust, and neutrals interact is not unique to Saturn and is a fundamental area of research in its own right. Dust is considered a necessary step for planetary formation (see reviews by Birnstiel et al., 2016; Testi et al., 2014). How magnetic fields and instabilities result in planetary formation is also a current theoretical field that can be greatly informed through cross-studies in current fast-rotating plasma systems (Turner et al., 2014, see review by). As exoplanet detection and more importantly for this work, characterization continues, findings are pointing toward complex plasma and neutral interactions. For example, exoplanets with moon-forming disks have been discovered (Isella et al., 2019), along with estimations of exoplanet magnetic fields (e.g. Cauley et al., 2019). This creates a natural extension of in-situ estimations from gas giant studies to broaden understanding of exoplanets.

6.3.2 Toward Machine Learning for Physical Insights

• Physical reliability and explainability

One major reason for using logistic regression in this work as a base model was its simplicity as an explainable model and its ability to have a definable event metric based on a physical calculation. This worked well for interchange and more complex models were explored in Chapter V for performance. In this case, more complex models and greater data availability did not improve performance. How extendable is this finding to other applications? It is likely that future applications with increasing complexity will at times show greater performance with lower explainability and reliability. How these trade offs are captured within the overall context of then making scientific conclusions deserves additional reviews and should be considered in all applications.
• **Machine learning metrics for planetary science**

The area under the curve (or AUC) is a common metric to describe classification algorithm ability. However, as seen in Chapter V, for class imbalances, as well as physical reliability, this does not present the entire picture toward usage in applications for planetary science and space physics. Class imbalance best practices have long been of interest to the machine learning community (see discussions in Haixiang et al., 2017; Chawla, 2005), but often in planetary applications rare events are also coupled with additional requirements. Future work should consider extensions of common machine learning metrics to adjust for the classic issues in planetary science data.

• **Considerations for future mission planning**

In this application, increasing data availability was not found to increase algorithm performance regardless of model complexity. For mission planning, if machine learning is to be a major contribution of the post-data processing, greater spatio-temporal coverage, rather than in depth sampling, could prove useful. Exactly what the trade offs for in-depth sampling such as the current Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission, versus more widely distributed spatio-temporal coverage are worth considering. This of course depends on the scientific questions of interest (e.g. small scale physics versus global transport characterization) and planned usage of machine learning.

### 6.4 Outlook Moving Forward

In the world of big data, the 635 GB of Cassini data collected can seem insignificant. The Solar Dynamics Observatory alone collects per day more data than Cassini’s total science relevant dataset. Compared to the history of exploration of the Saturn system however, this represents the first, and as planned only, mission to sample the entire Saturnian magnetospheric system from the ionosphere to the outer regions of Titan. Future studies delving into this rich dataset are critical to understand the Saturn system. The future directions proposed above are likely to be investigated not only with Cassini data analysis, but also with current missions such as the Juno mission to Jupiter. Modelling and theory efforts to capture the complex high-energy plasma populations in addition to the thermal background are essential to answering these questions in congruence with existing data observations of Saturn.
As future planetary missions expand toward planning to icy giant missions and potentially life supporting moons such as Europa and Titan, expected data return volumes are approaching realms at which manual identification methods become infeasible. Machine learning is not just a solution toward data volume management, but can also offer insights to these physical systems. Integrating studies between the machine learning and planetary science community is essential toward future understanding of planetary systems.
APPENDIX
APPENDIX A

Jupiter with Jupyter: A Growth Mindset Course in Data Visualization and Statistics for Geoscience

The following material is summarized from developed course materials which can be accessed on Github (Azari, Liemohn, & Swiger, 2019a). This work was presented (Azari, Liemohn, & Swiger, 2019b) at the American Geophysical Union 2019 Fall Meeting session on Jupyter (Moresi et al., 2019).

Background

Within the previous thesis, large-scale data analysis and techniques of machine learning have been applied to understand Saturn’s mass transport. As planetary science moves from a data poor to a data rich field, educational programs in astronomy, geoscience, and physics are moving to rapidly include statistics and other core courses involving large-scale data analytics. Such course offerings coincide with the rise of data science opportunities outside of academia. This Appendix summarizes an effort to develop and offer a data rich course in the University of Michigan’s Climate and Space Sciences and Engineering department to undergraduate and entry level graduate students.

The Case for Data Science in Undergraduate Geoscience Courses

Data science broadly has traditionally not been a targeted area for skillset development in geoscience courses. While certain subfields of geoscience have a long and rich history of data analysis, most often computational courses can be found with
computer science and statistics departments with limited if any physical science examples. In the last several years, educational offerings within this intersection have risen such as Stanford University’s School of Earth Computational Geoscience degree program and data science courses (Than, 2014) and University of Colorado’s Earth-Lab (Joseph & Wasser, 2020) through their publicly accessible education material and Earth Data Analytics Foundations Professional Certificate. These educational efforts coincide with the rise of a unified research community through efforts such as Pangeo, a community platform for big data geoscience (The Pangeo Team, 2018) and the Intelligent-Systems in Geosciences (IS-GEO) Research Coordination Network (Intelligent Systems for Geosciences (IS-GEO), 2018), (see overview of additional activities within Yue et al., 2016).

Pursuing data science within the geosciences requires interdisciplinary collaboration and skill acquisition as geoscience data provides unique challenges and use cases often differ (Ebert-Uphoff et al., 2019; Karpatne et al., 2019). This includes the spatio-temporal nature of geoscience data and a deeper understanding of inferring causation from large amounts of time series data (e.g. Runge et al., 2019). Coupled with the rise of open-data and ease of large-scale data computation data science driven geoscience skills needs are not only in academic research but also in private industry focused Earth analytics (Sand et al., 2019). This rise of Earth analytics both in and outside of research has not come without growing pains with recent developments in discussions cases of big data for oil extraction and private or pay for use climate services (Lee, 2020; Dembicki, 2019). To prepare students for future careers in both academia and industry, data science courses broadly have a role in engaging conversations on data ethics such as privacy, justice, fairness, and reproducibility (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM), 2018). Courses preparing students then have a unique challenge of teaching both core data science skills including a range of technical and domain specific skills, but also evolving with the rapid rise of computational resources available to students (see Ma, 2018, for a review of computational strides in geoscience).

Targeting Visualization in Computational Courses

Mirroring developments in computational geosciences, a recent report by the National Academies recommends data science skills for all undergraduates, not just those within computational courses. As part of educating students, this core skillset should include grounding in domain specific examples, but also providing technical competencies in computing, visualization, data storage and access, and statistics (National
Visualization methods are entwined with geoscience learning, but as a field in and of itself, are often neglected as a focus area in computational courses even as computationally heavy visualization focused courses have anecdotally shown increased student interest and are an essential part of geoscience (Hanrahan & Ma, 2005; Libarkin & Brick, 2002). Furthering the need for data visualization as a skill, visualization targeted job postings have increased by 1500% in the past decade (Ryan et al., 2019). By incorporating visualization into computational courses we can engage with student interest and leverage an already existing strength in geoscience.

A focus on visualization could also increase student interest and eventual comfort with computational concepts. The visualization community itself is positioned well to bring new approaches to diversity and inclusion as visualization becomes a needed skillset (Gaither, 2017). Student comfort with programming concepts varies widely dependent on their previous experience and can affect their experience in the classroom. Focusing on visualization is one potential avenue toward increasing student interest and experience with advanced programming concepts.

Diversity and Inclusion in Data Science for Geoscience

Student experience, including in the classroom, is essential to their sense of belonging in science, technology, engineering, or math (STEM) and eventual college major (e.g. Rainey et al., 2018; Good et al., 2012). As discussed within Foor et al. (2007), reconsidering traditional modes of curriculum development and classroom culture is necessary to addressing student experience. Computer science is particularly low in diversity and female representation amongst other technical fields. For example, in 2015 only 18% of undergraduate majors were women as compared to ~40% for geoscience in the United States (National Science Foundation - National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, 2019; Keane, 2016). For the computational sciences, this number is actually decreasing over time (see Sax et al., 2017, for a discussion on current trends). This is not to say that integrating geoscience into computational courses will increase diversity as geoscience itself has claim to the lowest diversity of all science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields (see discussion in Huntoon et al., 2015). Within this light, developing courses that are acutely aware of these ongoing trends in both computer science and geoscience are essential.
Educational Research in Student Experience

Pennington et al. (2019) specifically calls for research development into effective pedagogies for developing interdisciplinary domain and data science skills. Within the discussion above, it’s critical that along with strategies for focusing on content, student experience is of equal consideration. Canning et al. (2019) demonstrated that faculty mindset more than any other faculty characteristic (e.g. gender, race, age, experience) related to student motivation and achievement. Within this work, they additionally found that faculty with a growth mindset in STEM courses improved student’s achievement (course grade) for all students and diminished gaps between white and underrepresented student grades.

Canning et al. (2019) specifically studied the difference between growth mindset and fixed mindset faculty. They defined fixed mindset to the belief that ability is innate and can not be changed much, whereas growth mindset focuses on ability as malleable. Fixed mindsets on innate ability can be especially negatively impactful to underrepresented student experience and success in courses. A growth mindset does not mean low expectations, instead growth mindsets in instructors can be encapsulated by high expectations and focus on guided improvement with mentoring (e.g. Rattan et al., 2012). In reality, not all people are one or the other type of mindset, and instructors can work toward creating a growth mindset through guiding achievement beyond simply rewarding effort (Dweck, 2015).

In enacting a growth mindset in the classroom, Dweck (2008) discusses engaging with students on learning from mistakes. This can be viewed in the light of Foor et al. (2007)’s discussion of Conefrey (2001)’s cultural myths of STEM. These include the myth that curriculum or pedagogy do not need change to accommodate different ways of learning and STEM environments, including courses, are beyond socio-cultural distinctions including gender, race, and class (Foor et al., 2007). We propose that purposeful restructuring of STEM educational environments, both in teaching mindsets and course structure, can address the aforementioned barriers to student experience in computationally rich courses.

Implementation

We developed a course in the University of Michigan’s department Climate and Space Sciences and Engineering (CLaSP) department focusing on student competency in a three fold content of visualization, programming, and statistics. Content was grounded in content ranging from space physics and planetary science, to climate
change at the upper level undergraduate, early graduate level. Class time was split between statistics lessons and interactive computer labs. This course was offered in CLaSP starting in 2018 and each year afterwards and is part of the undergraduate core curriculum courses. Students from across the University, including outside of the College of Engineering, participated.

As the first iteration of this course, a careful consideration of the structure of this course within the context of a growth mindset was possible. We were particularly interested in providing experience with computational programming through visualization to students who had limited previous experience in coding. Programming and visualization are naturally iterative skills. Often the development of final products within either of these fields will occur over multiple iterations. Often times however the assessment of final assignments focus not on the process but the end result. It’s not uncommon for computational assignments to be marked zero in the case of non-compiling or running programs. This does not reward any partial effort nor improvement toward developing computational skills within a growth mindset framework. Beyond addressing a growth mindset through student feedback and interaction, we wanted to develop a course in which the assignment structure built on an iterative learning approach.

The Jupyter Project

The Jupyter project is a wide spanning effort to develop a range of open-source computational resources and community including software and environments for interactive computing in many programming languages. The Jupyter environment has recently been bridged with other major geoscience efforts (Heagy & Pérez, 2019). Part of the Jupyter project includes Jupyter notebooks, in which text, multimedia, and code can be placed in a single environment together. This allows for students to immediately see the enactment of code, with the higher level context provided in the lesson. Notebooks can serve as self-contained reports to communicate presentation ready code and ideas between collaborators. As part of the notebook software, it’s possible to run small and large amounts of code in the same document. This allows for rapid trial and error, and enables a style of try and learn programming. Jupyter provides easy access in the Python programming ecosystem, and with its rendering of visualization and equations has become a useful educational platform enabling visualization focused learning. All Jupyter notebooks were posted through the Github platform (Azari, 2018), for usage in other educational efforts outside of the University of Michigan.
Figure A.1: Series of iterative visualization examples of NOAA NCEI data. Each iteration demonstrates an improvement discussed in classroom interaction with students. Data is sourced from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - National Centers for Environmental Information (2020)

Within the course, we implemented interactive lessons using Jupyter notebooks as labs and also for assignments. The assignments themselves were assessed for partial completion grades and for if the notebook runs without errors. This allowed for assessment on student progress and guidance. Each submitted notebook was given feedback on student success on the assignment (such as style, overall notebook presentation) and then in addition directed places for improvement. This allowed a change from traditional assignment feedback to focus on guided student improvement. Within the course itself, students were also prompted through discussions of the iterative nature of coding.

Example of Iterative Learning Through Visualization

Each lab was coupled with examples of building up a statistical concept from the accompanying lectures with a visualization example, a computational method, and using a physically motivated dataset. In the first lab for example the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) Climate at a Glance (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - National Centers for Environmental Information, 2020) anomaly values were analyzed along with an introduction to data
analysis in Python and included concepts such as developing for loops and boolean indexing. Figure A.1 shows an example of an iterative process of using a visualization to develop student appreciation of iteration as well as computational concepts from the first lab experience within the course. Computational techniques and concepts such as boolean indexing and for loops were cross compared in this lab to generate the final figure. Throughout the process students were involved in collaboratively critiquing to obtain the final figure. Other lessons in the course involved using extreme heat days to develop an understanding of normal distributions, conveying multi-dimensional data through augmenting Juno data of Jupiter, and using linear regression to understand sea ice melting rates.

Discussion and Future Work

As part of the implementation of the course, students were prompted to assess times in which they struggled as well as how Jupyter notebooks in particular enabled learning from mistakes. Future work will discuss student feedback from this assessment. Geoscience data has entered a regime where courses bridging data science core concepts with geoscience are needed to prepare undergraduate students for industry and academic careers. With the low numbers of women and underrepresented students in geoscience and computer science, course development should actively consider improving the student experience as a necessary requirement. This can be considered through rethinking tools and assessment in courses STEM education that value a fixed mindset, or a value toward innate talent rather than developing active development. Jupyter notebooks provide a natural implementation and training tool that encourages iterative thinking in students, and teachers. This leads to valuing an iterative model of computational thinking. Visualization techniques can be integrated into Jupyter notebooks with ease, and provide a new perspective toward quantitatively rigorous courses. As discussed within Foor et al. (2007), a main tenet of the traditional academic environment is that changes in pedagogy and teaching are not required for student success. This and other myths Conefrey (2001) discussed have disproportionate impacts on disadvantaged students. Restructuring student feedback, engaging in developing a sense of student belonging in courses, and considering new computational tools show promise in addressing student experience. As new courses within the intersection of data science and geoscience are developed, they have an opportunity to reconsider new avenues toward learning.
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